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'Today's schools
shape tomorrow's
society."

"The challenge...
is to prepare all
sradents to
participate in
further education
and to become
productive
employees..."

'The curriculum is
the tool through
which we must
equip students for
success in a
complex and
changing world."

from the desk of the

Superintendent

Today's schools shape tomorrolx 's society. In two short
decades, our secondary and elementary students will be the
citizens, scholars, scientists, and leaders determining tho destiny
of our country and our world.

The challenge facing educators, then, is te prepare all students
to participate in further education and to become productive
employees in the workplace. This challenge includes planning
and delivering instruction which results in broad and widespread
achievement of the core curriculum by all students.

The curriculum is the tool through which we must equip students
for success in a complex and changing world. Graduates of our
schools must be able to use the intellectual tools they have
acquired in school in order to participate intelligently in our
democracy, enjoy lifelong learning, and make a living in a
competitive world where the most sought after talents are
learning, thinking, and self-discipline.

In addition to the delivery of a strong curriculum, the challenge
can be met through improved access to educational opportunities,
higher expectations for students, and expanded school-
c ommunity-parent partnerships.

6

Don R. Roberts
Superintendent of Schools

August, 1990



'This curriculum
guide represents a
reconciliation of
curriculum and the
limits of time."

"...this document
includes a stamment
of philosophy and
broad goals...
objectives...scope
and sequence...
instructional
planning guides
which include
teaching activities...
land] sample
units..."

"Use the guide as a
resource for
instructional
planning and
reference its use in
both i rson plans
tnd gra& books."

To The Teacher:
This curriculum guide represents a reconciliation f curriculum content
and the limits of time. Its purposes are to promote greater student
achievement through alignment of the written, the taught, and the
tested curriculum: and to promote broader and higher levels of
thinking through objectives, and strategies which integrate content and
cognition.

Teachers and staff !lave worked to define the curriculum for the Fort
Worth Independent School District. Their efforts have resulted in the
production of this document which includes

a statement of philosophy and broad goals for each content area.
These should help guide curricular decisions and articulate the
district's aspirations for students as a result of their participating in a
program or programs.

4. objectives organized around broad content goals or strands.
These define inor° specific expectations for students in each subject
or course, preidnnergarten through Grade 12.
scope and sequence charts which display the core content of a
subject or course and how this content develops over the span of
various instructional levels.
instructional planning guides which include suggested
teaching activities, assessment types, and reteaching and
enrichment ideas.
samplc units which show the instructional planning pre ..:ess or the
kind of thinking that teachers engage in as they plan instruction.
bibliographies, annotated lists of school and community
resources, reading lists, and other supplementary materials.

Your role in the successful use of this guide is crucial. Use the guide
as a resource for instructional planning and reference its use in both
lesson plans and grade books. We hope you will join the
collaboration by contributing ideas for activities, assessments, and
units as well as by responding to the appropriateness and utility of this
docuthent. Response forms are included to facilitate this process.

We acknowledge the contributions of curriculum writing teams and
the leadership of program staff without whom this guide would not
have been possible. We appreciate, also, the desktop publishing skills
and expertise of the Office of Curriculum Production and Distribution
in formattine and printing this publication.

I

- -
Midge Rach, Assistant Superintendent
Instructional Planning and Development
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Nancy Timmons, Direch.:r
Curriculum

August, 1990
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FORT WORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Fort Worth Independent School District is to
prepare students to assume economic, social: civic, and cultural
responsibilities in a complex and changing society. This
raquires the provision of a well-balanced curriculum for all
students that assures mastery of the basic skills of literacy,
mathematics, and critical thinking. In addition to establishing
this broad intellectual base, the district must provide
opportunities for all students to develop attitudes and skills
that promote mental, physical, and emotional fitness; economic
and occupational proficiency; an appreciation for the aesthetic;
and lifelong learning.

GOALS

Goal 1 STUDENT PERFORMANCEAll students will be expected to meet or
exceed stated educational performance standards of high achievement,
master the essential elements, and participate in appropdate school
programs.

Goal 2 CURRICULUMOffer a well-balanced curriculum in order that students
may realize their learning potential ana prepare for productive
lives.

Goal 3 QUALITY TEACHING AND SUPERVISIONEnsure effective delivery of
instruction.

Goal 4 ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENTProvide organization and management
14hich will be productive, efficient, and accountable at all levels
of the educational system.

Goal 5 FINANCEProvide adequate and equitable funding to support quality
instructional programs and quality schools.

Goal 6 PARENT AM COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENTImprove schools by involving
parents and other members of the community as partners.

Goal 7 INNOVATIONImprove the instructional program through the
development and use of alternative delivery methods.

Goal 8 COMMUNICATIONSProvide consistent, timely, and effective
communication among all public education entitict! and personnel.

ix
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SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION
GRADES PK-12

We can chart our fuzure dearly and wisely only when we know the path which
has led to the present.

Adlai Stevenson (1952)

PHILOSOPHY

he social studies program assumes responsibility for some of th_ major
purposes of education: recognizing the diversity of cultural heritage
and improving our society through the preparation of students for

responsible citizenship. This means that the program must produce
individuals who possess a working knowledge of the economic, geographic,
cultural, political, and social factors that make up the human ecosystem.
Students must also understand, experience, and gain appv'eciation for the
principles of democracy, rule of law, fair play, the work ethic, and civic
responsibility. Without a conscious effort to teach and learn these things,
a free republic can not endure. Thus, a priority for the social studies
program is to ensure the survival of the United States as a free nation
through the development of enlightened democratic citizens. SoclAl studies
education is, therefore, centrally coacerned with the teaching of
citizenship and government.

F:
nlightened citizens ha.re a knowledge of their past. Such knowledge
informs and builds on the strengths of the past and avoids the
repetition of its errors. Social studies education, then, is concerned

with history. An emphasis on the chronology of history does not negate a
thematic approacn to the other social sciences but builds upon the
interrelationships existing among the disciplines.

Social studies education is ltkewise concerned with geography. It begins
with place awareness and knowledge of phl.sical characteristics and leads
to awareness of the decision-making process in relation to the

environment. Responsible citizenship presumes an ability to participate
effectively at local, state, national, and international levels. Social
studies education must prepare students for informed economic decision
making based on the ability to analyze the operations, benefits, and
limitations of our free enterprise system. Finally, recogniziag the multi-
ethnic population of our society leads to an awareness of our cultural
diversity. Shared cultural knowledge is important because it is tasic to an
understanding of our pluralistic society.

,



PHILOSOPHY continued

Ell;tudeuts must be able to understand and function in an ever changing,
complex world of interdependence. They must be prepared to work
creatively, aesthetically, and ethically toward the resolution of

human problems. This ab!_lity depends on the nurturing of favorable
attitudes and a general and widespread proficiency in basic intellectual as
well as participatory skills. Social atudies education, therefore, is

concerned with multi-cultural studies, critical thinking and decision-making
skills, and integrating these skills into the total program.

32
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SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION
GRADES PK-12

RATIONALE AND PUR2OSE

The purpose of this guide is to provide teachers a tool for
planning instruction in social studies which is targeted toward
local goals and objectives ar well as to the Texas Education
Agency essential elements. Thia document is not designed to be
restrictive; rather-, it should ;Is7ist teachers in making
instructional decisions'whict .1.11 result in the mastery of
objectives by all students.

This guide has been prenared to serve the social studies program
in the following ways:

Improve curriculum, instructional planning, and decision
making
Provide criteria for the selection of textbooks, supple-
mental instructional materials, and assessments
Communi-ate curriculum content to educators and the
community

Provide instructional strategies for PK-12 articulation

1 3
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SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION
GOALS

The student will:

1. RecDgnize the past, present, and future
consequen-es and/or implications of geography,
history, economics, politics, and other social
science disciplines on humankind.

2. Demonstrate an understanding that people and the
environment are interrelated.

3. Demonstrate a global awareness and understanding
of world-wide interdependence.

4. Demonstrate an awareness, appreciation, and
acceptance of cultural diversity.

5. Demonstrate an awareness and basic understanding
of social problems, concerns, and issues.

. Demonstrate an understanding of and support for
the democratic process.

. Assume economic, civic, and cultural responsibil-
ities.

. Apply problem-solving techniques to real-life
situations.

. Demonstrate effective communication skills in
order to function in a global society.

10. Integrate and apply concepts from various social
science disciplines.

ss-vi j 4



SOCIAL STUDIES

PREREQUISITES/ENTRY CRITERIA FOR HONORS COURSES

HIGH SCHOOL

8035 Honors World History Studies
8036 Honors World History Studies

Fulfillment of four of the following:
85 or higher in prior social studies or English
85th percentile or higher on the social studies
teacher recommendation
parental approval
student interest

Grade Placement: 9-12

IA (4 HIST 1A/H)
IB (W HIST 1A/H)

language arts course
component of a standardized test

,065 Honors United States History I!. ACT (US HIST
ov66 Honors United States History IB ACT (US HIST

Fulfillment of four of the following:
85 or higher in prior social snidies course
85th percentile or higher on the social studies component of a standardized test
teacher recommendation
parental appro..ral
student inzerest

Grade Placement: 11

1A/H)
1B/H)

8215 AP United States History Studies IA (US HIST 1A/HP)
8216 AP United States History Studies IB (US HIST 1B/HP)

Fulfillment of four of the following:
85 or higher in prior social studies course
85th percentile or higher on the social studies component of a standardized test
teacher recommendation
parental approval
student interest

Grade Placement: 10-12

8136 AP American Government and Politics IA (US GOVT 1A/HP)
Fulfillment of four of the following:

85 or higher in prior social studies course
85th percentile or higher on the social studies component of a standardized test
teacher recommendation
parental approval
student interest

Grade Placement: 11-12

8098 AP Economics IA (Macroeconomics) (ECOFE 1A/HP)
Fulfillment of four of tl'e following:

85 or higher in prim social studies course
85th percentile or higher on the social studies component of a standardized test
teacher recommendation
parental approval
student interest

Grade Placement: 11-12

1 r
t j
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8099 AP Economics TB (Microeconomics) (ECO-FE 13/IIF)
Fulfillment of four of the following:

85 or 1::er in prior social studies course
85th percentile or higher on the social studies component of a standardized test
teacher recommendation
oarental approval
student interest

Grade Placement: 11-12

EXIT PROCEDURES FOR HONORS COURSES

1. At the end of the first three weeks of the course, a student-parent-teacher conference must be
held for students with a course average of 80 or low. to discuss the student's ecademic
progress. As a result of this conference

the student may be exited from the course and placed in another appropriate cout.,e

Or

a plan for the improvement of the student's performance in the course will be developed,
agreed to, and implemented.

2. Prior to the end of the lust six weeks of the course, a student-teacher-parent conference must
be held for students failing to maintain a passing grade of 7C Options to be discussed at the
conference are

, exiting the student from the course and placement in another appropriate course

and

developing a plan for the improvement of the student's performance with specific target
dates for progress report,: ,o student and parent.

Any ret.ommendations to exit students from honors courses after the first six weeks of instruction
must be considered very carefully and are to be made only after a conference whh includes
student, teacher, parent, and principal.

Js
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Social Studies
GRADE SIX
OBJECTIVES

THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL TEAMS*

ELEMENTS

A. STRAND 1 [Personal, social, and civic
responsibilities]

1. Explain the role of compromise as a method of
resolving conflict.

2. "valuate current world problems and their effect
on the lives of the American people

3. Examine the principle of majority rule and
minority rights

4. Explain why society should respect the individ-
ual's rights to hold different political and
religious beliefs

B. STRAND 2 [American 4Nconomic system]

1. Comnare and contrast the economic importance of
rt,ions of the world, and give examples of
economic interdependence among nations

2. Explain and give examples of why value and
dignity of work are important to an individual

?. Classify the characteristics of the major types
of economic systems (traditional, market,
command)

4. Examine and relate the role of competition in a
market economy

C. STRAND 3 [Historical data about Texas, the
.Unitod Stattas, and the world]

1. Identify and evaluate contributions of various
cultures, bringing out examples of cultural
borrowing among societies, past and present, and
their effect on world civilization

2. Identify and evaluate significant political,
historical, social personalities and their
contributions to world history

3. Compare and contrast physical characteristics of
major world civilizations

4. Examine major events and eras in world history
and the resulting economic changes brought about
by wars, revolutions, the Renaissance, European
exploration, and the Middle Ages

*R--Reading
W--Writing

SS-1

lA

1A,C

1B

1C

2A,B

2C

2D

2E

3A,6k.

3B

3C

3D

R1

R1

R3

R3

R3,4

R6

R3,6,

7
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THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TEAMS*

D. STRAND 4 [Institutions and processes of
local, state, national, and other
political systems]

1. Examin the political contributions of early 4A

civil Lations
2. Analyze contributions of other countries to the 4A

American political system
3. Analyze the characteristics of the different 4B

types of political systems

n. STRAND 5 [Local, state, national, and world
geography]

1. Compare cultural and geographical regions of 5A,B,C
the world (past and present) by examining
population patterns and analyzing the importance
of physical featurgs on selected cultures

2. Analyze the effects that rivers and bodies of 3E

water had on the develorment of cultures and
regions

3. Compare and contrast important geographical 5D,E

features and natural resources of selected
regions and/or countries

4. Evaluate and utilize various types of map 5F

projections
5. Utilize latitude and longitude to locate sites 5G

on maps and globes

F. STRAND 6 [Psychological, sociological, tnd
cultural factors affecting human
behavior]

1. Identify basic institutions common to all on 6B

all cultures
2. Describe how the laws, mpres, and customs of a 6C

society affect behavior
3. Explain how decisions made in one's self- 6D

interest may benefit others

18
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THE LEARNER WILL:

G. STRAND 7 [Social studies skills]

ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TEAMS*

1. Construct and/or interpret timelines relating
to a seqpence of historical events

2. Utilize and/or construct maps, tables, charts,
and graphs to analyze world situations

3. Compare and contrast different points of view
in a given situation

4. Organize data to support or refute a particular
point of view regarding a national/interna-
tional situation.

SS-3

7A

7B

7C

R9
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R6,7



Social Studies, Grade 6
RECOMMLNDED COURSE SEQUENCE

Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

The 01 lowing objectives should be taught sequentiaily as listed.
The textbook information is presented as 5 (five) geographic areas -
the Middle East, Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Western Hemisp!:.,te.
The objectives may be taught in sequence as related to one geographic
area or in sequence as related to all five geographic areas simultane-
ously.

D. STRAND 4

*1. Examine the political contributions of early civilizations (4A)

The World: Past and Present, HBJ

Chapters 1, 4, 6, 9
Filmstrips on ancient civilization from
National Geographic -

I. Mesopotamia and Egypt
2. Greece
3. Rome
4. Africa
5. China

Fort Worth Museum of Science and History

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

A. STRAND 1

*1. Explain the role of compromise as a method cf resolving Chapters 1, 5, 8
conflict (IA) TRB: pp. 25, 61

*2. Evaluate current world problems and their effect on the lives Chapters 14, 15, 17
the American people (IA, C) Newspapers

Magazines
Television News

3. Examine the princicel of majority rule and minority rights Chapters 5, 11 19
(1B) TRB: pp. 39, 65, 66, 82

*4. Explain why society should respect the individual's rights to Chapters 2, 5, 14, 15
hold different political and religious beliefs (1C) TRB: pp. 25, 80-83

B. STRAND 2

*1. Compare and contrast the economic importanc.: of regions of Chapters 3, 8, 15, 16
the world, and give examples of economic interdependence TRB: 1-.11. 23-27, 61, 77
among nations (2A, B)

*2. Explain and give examples of why value and dignity of work Chapters 1, 6, 8, 14
are important to an individual (2C) TRB: pp. 117, 118, 127, 128

3. Classify the characteristics of the major types of economic Chapter 13
systems (u-a.ditional, market, command) (2D) TRB: pp. 127, 128, 141

*4 Examine and relate the role of competition in a market Chapter 14
dtôniiiiiy (2E) TRB: pp. 127, 128

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.
SS-4
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Recommended Course Sequence,
Social Studies, Grade 6 (contir. led)

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

C. STRAND 3

*1. Identify and evaluate contributions of various cultures,
bringing out examples of cultural borrowing among societies,
past and present, and their effect on world civilization
(3A, 6A)

*2. Identify and evaluate significant political, historical, :Axial
personalities and their contributions to world history (3B)

*3. Compare and contrast physical characteristics of major world
civilizations (3C)

*4. Examine major events and eras in world history and the
resulting economic changes biought about by wars, revolu-
tions the Renaissance, European exploration, and the Middle
Ages (3D)

D. STRAND 4

*2. Analyze contributions of other countries to the American
political system (4A)

Analyze the characteristics of affereot types of political
systems (4B)

E. STRAND 5

*1. Compare cultural and geographical regions of the world
(past and present) by examining population patterns and
analyzing the importance of physical features on selected
cultures (5A, B, C)

Chapters 3-5, 7, 9
TRB: pp. 10, II, 15, 17, 34, 35, 37, 38, 83,

87
Filmstrips on ancient civilization from
National Geograpilic
Fort Worth Museum of Science and History

Chapters 4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 15
TRB: pp. 22, 29, 30, 35, 37, 38, 50, 72, 78

Chapters 1-3, 5-9, 11-14, 16-19
TRB: pp. 12, 15, 24, 25, 34, 53, 56, 58, 81,

94, 98, 104

Chapters 1-2, 4-7, 9, 12-14
Filmstrips on ancient civilization from
National Geographic

1. Mesopotamia and Egypt
2. Greece
3. Rome
4. Africa

Chapters 1, 3-4, 7-8, 13, 16
TRB: pp. 10, 11, 15, 35, 38, 46, 47, 70, 71,

101, 102
'manac

Encyclopedia
Kimbell Art Museum

Chapters 1, 4, 6, 9
TRB: pp. 34, 39, 41, 48, 65, 66

Chapters 4, 5, 10
TPB: pp. 12, 39, 62, 65, 66, 102,
Encyclopedia

Chppters 10, 13, 15, 16
TRB: pp. 22, 24, 54, 55, 96, 97, 114, 115
World political and physical maps

Chapters 3, 11, 13-16, 18, 19
TRB: pp. 31, 54, 69, 84, 85, 91, 99
Almanac

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.
SS-5
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Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 6 (continued)

Non Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements)fyisoll=01. Resources

STRAND 5 (continued)

*2. Ana/yze the effects that rivers and bodies of water had on the
development nf cultures and regions (3E)

*3 Compare and contrast irnoortent geographical features and
natr.ral resources of selectee regions end/or countries (5D, E)

4. Evaluate and utilize various types of map projections (5F)

5. UtiliZe latitude and longitude to locate sites on maps and
globes (5G)

F. STRAND 6

*1. Identify basic inmitutions.common to all cultures (6B)

2. Describe how the laws, mores, and customs of a society
affect behavior (6C)

*3. Explain how decisions made in one's self-interest may 'oenefit
others (6D)

G. STRAND 7

*1. Construct and/or interpret timelines relating to a sequence of
historical events (7A)

*2. Utilize and/or construct maps, tables, charts, and graphs to
analyze world situations

*3. Compare and contrast different points of view in a given
situation (7B)

*4 Organize data to support or tefute a particular point of view
regarding a national/international situation (7C)

Chapters 2-5, 7, 11, 12, 14
TRB: pp. 7. 9, 23, 31, 32, 83, 91, 99, 105,

129, 'ii, .39
Physical map of the world
Geography of Europe and the Soviet Unkm

from National Geographic filmstrip.
Fort Worth Museum of Science and History Re

Chapter 3, 12-16, 18, 19
TRB: pp. 4, 7, 8, 18, 19, 24, 31, 32, 90,

96, 99, 120, 129
Encyclopedia
Geography of Europe and the Soviet Union

from National Geographic filmstrip

Chapter 17
TRB: pp. 133, 134

Chrttrs 1-19
TRA: pp. 4, 5
Political map of the world

Chapters 1, 4
TRB: pp. 3, 14, 23, 24, 29. 30, 81

Chapters 1, 5, 14, 17
TRB: pp. 34, 41, 50, 104

Chapters 8, 16, 18, 19
TRB: pp. 127, 128, 150, 151

Chapters 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12-14, 16-8
TRB: pp. 12, 13, 16, 45, 55, 59, 62, 63,

95, 100, 136, 138, 145

Chapters 1-19
World maps, state maps, and local maps
Almanac
Newspapers
Mapzinez

Chapters 3, 13, 18
'RB: pp. 62, 80, 104, 140

Chapters 1-3, 18
TRB: 64, 74, 98, 117, 123

*Certain objectives are taught throughouWhg course/grade level.
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Social Studies
GRADE SEVEN

OBJECTIVES

THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL

ELEMENTS
TEAMS*

A. STRAND 1 [Exploration and colonization of
Texas]

1. Differentiate and analyze the early cultures of
Texas

2. Analyze the reasons for European exploration and
colonization of Texas

3. Identify and explain the significance of histor-
ical perscnalities relating to the development of
Texas (e.g., Cabeza de Vaca, Eritevanico, LaSalle,
Moces and Stephen Austin, and others)

B. STRAND 2 [Achievements of Texas independence]

1. Evaluate the reasons for the conflict with elxico
that led to Texas independence (e.g., cultual,
political, and economic differences)

2. Analyze the contributions of significant individ-
uals in the struggle for Texas indcvendence (e.g.,
Sam Houton, Santa Anna, Wiliao B. Travis, and
others)

3. Explain the significance of the Texas
Declaration of Independence, the Alamo, the Battle
of San Jacinto, and the Mexican War

4. Analyze the problems of Texas as a republic (e.g.,
money, Indians, and foreign affairs)

5. Analyze the historical developments leading to
Texas statehood

6. Analyze the various cultural and racial groups
that settled in Texas and tl,air contributions to
the state (Mexicans, Blacks, Germans, Irish,
Poles, and others)

C. STRAND 3 [Political and social history of
Texas]

1. Evaluate the role of lexas in the Civil War (e.g.,
reasons for secession, leadera, battles, economic
aspects)

2. Analyze the effects of the Texas Constitution of
1876 on political developments in Texas

*R--Reading
W--Writing

r)SS-7 4O,0

CONTENT

lA

1B

1C

2A

2B

2C,D

2E

2F

3F

3A

3B

R3,9

R7

R4,7

R1,2

R4,6,

R5,7
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THE LEARNER WILL:

3. Classify the structure and function of government
at local and state levels

4. Analyze sisnificant events and roles of individ-
uals in Texas history from Post-Reconstruction to
present (e.g., 4.:on3ervative vs liberal, thl
Depression, the Civil Rights Movement, James Hogg,
the Fergusons, Lyndon Johnson)

5. Examine the structures and operation of public
education ia Texas

STRAND 4 [Geography and economic growth of
Texas]

1. Compare and contrast the physical, cultral, and
economic feat...in:3 of the geographic regions of
Texas

2. Explain the role of geography on the settlement
and development of Texas

3. Locate places of historical and geographic signif-
icance in Texas

4. Explain reasons for and results of urbanization of
the state

5. Analyze the role of major industries on the
economic development of Texas (cattle, oil,
electronics, defense, and others)

E. STRAJD 5 [Social sttiies attitudes, values, and
skills for citizenship]

1. Explain why individuals should have respect for
self and others

2. Identify and evaluate examples of democratic
beliefs and personal responsibility

3. Explain why U.S. citizens should support the
American economic system

4 Apply social studies skills
Analyze an e. synthesLze information

Draw conclusions, make inferences, and develop
criteria for making judgments
Understand cause/effert relationships
Locate and gather information
Distinguish fact from opinion
Organize and express ideas in written form
Use problem-solving skills
Sequence historical data and information

4. 4
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3C

3D,E

3G

4A,B

4C

4D

4E

4F

VALUES

1A-D

2A-L

3A-J

4A-M

TEAMS*
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

A. STRAND 1: PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES

OBJECTIVE 1: EXPLAIN THE ROLE OF COMPROMISE AS A METHOD OF
RESOLVING CONFLICTS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Write "compromise" on the chalkboard and elicit from students a working
definition. Discuss the meaning of compromise and have students relate situations in which they
have had to compromise. Discuss what happens when there is no compromise, leading to the concept
of conflict. Extend the discussion to include compromise as a means to resolve conflicts in groups,
business, goveniment, and intr-nationally 'in the United Nations. Read pages 319-324, in The
World Past and Present as the United Nations reference. Have available for use newspaprr clippings
and magazine articles about the United Nations; enr,ourage discussion on how compromise was used
in each situation that was presented.

Assessment: Students will write an essay on the importance of compromise either in their life, in
business, in government, or in the United Nations.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Define compromise and conflict and give examples such as:

You want a dog, and your mother says no. You promise to clean up after it, to feed it, and to take it
for walks. Your mother then says yes if you do as you pormise and it is not a big dog. That is
compremise. A conflict would be if your mother said no and did nv change her answer even thou,0
you promised to take good care of the dog all by yourself. Draw a diagram on the board to illusu:te:

Will get small dog

Nors- Dcg 414---Yes

Compromise Take care of clog

Have studults give examples of compromise and conflict. Present students with conflict situations
such as the following:

In order to raise money, the students want to have a dance at school one evening.
The staff disapproves because of lack of funding for music, decorations, seurity, and
problems getting chaperones.

Divide students into two groups--students ai d staff. Each group is to i:st why they think they are
right. Put reasons on the chalkboard. Have students discuss compromise and try to reach a solution.
Discuss the outcome.

SS-9 2i
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Resourcti

Azessment: Students will write a possible solution to the following situazion and explain the differeace
between a compromise as a soludon and a conflict.

A friend has asked you to go to the movies; your parents have said no, txause yota
room is a mess, you haven't done your thores, and you don't have the money.

EXTENSION: Have stnps of paper prepared with conflict Eituations such as:

1. Your mother wants you to learn to play the piano; you arerri interested.
2. Your friends are talking about your favorite ter,cher; they don't like her.

Students will prepare a skit showing how they would use compromise to solve each conflict.

26 (A:1)
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

A. STRAND 1: PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND CIVIC REPONSIBILITIES

OBJECTIVE 2: EVALUATE CURRENT WORLD PROBLEMS AND THEIR EFFECT
ON THE LIVES OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

TEACHING ACTIVITY: This will be an ongoing activity all year with assessments each week. Puring
the first part of the lesson, define the following terms:

current
problem
solution

news article
current affairs
summarize

Name one day as "Current Affairs Day." For each such day, select three students to bring in a news
article which presents a problem about the region which is being studied: for example, when
studying the Middle East, students will bring in news articles about problems in Israel or Syria or
any Middle Eastern country. The student will summarize his/her article orally.
Ask such questions as:

1. What countries are involved?
2. What is the problem?
3. Why is this a problem?
4. Were any solutions suggested; if so, what were the solutions?
5. If no solutions were suggested, what might a solution be for this problem?

Assessme. nt: Students will select one news article from the three that were summarized and answer the
following questions:

1. What was the news article about?
2. What countries were involved?
3. What was the problem?
4. What might be a solution?

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: The students will work in groups and look in a dictionary and write
definitions of the following terms:

current
problem
solution

article
summarize
news

Students will be given copies of newspapers or current news magazines. Instruct them to fmd an
article that states a problem and to read it carefully; also they may clip out the article. Students will
write the problem found in the article, the countries involved, and any suggested solutions found in
the article. This information will be shared orally with the class.

Assessment: On butcher paper, -tildents will draw an illustration showing the problem they read about in
the anicle. Students will then explain the drawings and the current world problem orally to the class

EXTENSION: Each student will watch tele ision news or read about a current world problem. They will
form a current affairs panel and will present a "Newscast TV Show" to share the current world
problems with the rest of the class.

ss-11
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A.

SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

STRAND 1: PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND CIVIC RESPGNSIBILITIES

OBJECTIVE 3: EXAMINE THE PRINCIPLE OF MAJORITY RULE AND
MINORITY RIGHTS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Have students look in the dictionary to define:

majority
minority
rights

Students will answer and discuss the following questions orally:

1. How are the principles of majority rule and minority rights alike?

2. How are the principles of majority rule and minority rights different?

3. Is majority rule a good principle? Why?

4. Why is minoriry rights an important princhle?

5. Does majority rule guarantee minority rights?

Ask students how the class can be divided into majority and minority (e.g., age, hair color, sex,
ethnic group, those wearing jeans). Choose one method and divide the class into two such groups,
being sure each group includes minorities. Each group's assignment is to develop a set of rules (3
or more) for classroom behavior that would guarantee majority rule and minority rights.

After the allotted time, discuss the rules wi,n the entire class, focusing on how each rule either
shows or does not show the principles of majority rule and minority rights.

Assessment: Students win work in groups to develop and role play rules for classroom behavior based on
the principles of majority rule and minority rights.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Write majority and minority on the chalkboard and ask students to define
each word. (Majority means over 50% and minority means less than 50%)

Ask all boys to stand, and tin. class will decide who is the majority and who is the minority. Once
decided, write the correct classification under the words:
Example: MAJORITY MINORITY

boys girls

Next, ask all people wearing tennis shoes to stand. The class will decide if those wearing tennis
shoes are a ma!--rity or mirority, and this decision will be added to the classification on the board.
Other criteria may be lissti to show majority and minority in the class.

28
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Then, decide on one criteria for majority and minority such as boys and girls. Be sure this is not
the same criteria as was used in the main activity. Write on the board a diagram such as:

Discuss the terms majority rule and minority rights and how they could apply to the majority and
minority groups in the classroom. Cite such rules as:

I. All boys can sharpen their pencls anytime.

2. Girls must raise their hands to sharpen their pencils.

3. Boys will be allowed 10 minutes of classtime to work on homework.

4. Girls will be allowed 5 minutes of classtime to work on homework.

Disciss which rules show the principles of majority rules and minority rights.

Assessment: Using the attached handout, students will analyze the principles of majority rule and
minority righls.

EXTENSION: Based on their knowledge of the principles of majority rule and minority rights, students
will research possible changes that would take place if these principles were used in South Africa.

29
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MAJORITY RULEMINORITY RIGHTS

The criteria for majority and minority is the wearing of glasses. Looking at the picture above, circle the
majority group with a ted pencil and the minority group with a blue pencil.

t,
Cla-cify the following rules as they apply to the principle of majority rule or m;
placing the number of the rule in the correct block

'y rights. Do this by

Rules:

1. Students will sit facing the board.

2. Those students with glasses will sit on the front row.

3. All students will attend physical education classes.

4. Thos( students with glasses will remove their glasses before playing a contact sport. They have the right
to play and the right to prmection from injury.

Majority Rule
students

Rules that apply:

Total Population
students

3 0
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

A. STRAND 1: PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES

OBJECTIVE EXPL AIN WHY SOCIETY SHOULD RESPECT THE INDIVIDUAL'S
RIGHT TO HOLD DIE:TRENT POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
BELIEFS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Lead a discussion of the following terms:

respect religious beliefs
political beliefs individual rights

different
DisAss rules for listening to a speaker and list ways we can show respect toward a speaker. Rules
might include:

1. Sit up straight in your chair or desk.
2. Be quiet and listen.
3. Ask a question only when the speaker asks for questions.
4. Raise your hand to ask a question.
5. Look at the speaker while he/she is talking.

During the study of the Middle East, have speakers from three religions (Islam, Christianity, Judaism)
come in to talk with students about their religious beliefs. This activity can also be done using
political differences.

Divide the class into three groups - each group representing one of the religious groups discussed.
Each class group will research the religion, history, beliefs, and customs of its assigned topic. Have a
sharing time to discus what each religion is about. You might also have a sharng of special foods.
Discuss respect for each of these beliefs and why people have the right to hold different beliefs. Talk
about the likenesses and Rferences and how we can show resnect tc ..ard pec who do not believe as
we do.

Assessment: Students will write an essay on why individuals have the right to hold different religious
beliefs. A title might be "Why I Respect the Religious Beliefs of Others."

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Redefine the following terms by having students look them up in a
dictionary.

respect
rights

beliefs
different

Pair the students into groups. Distribute previously prepared strips of paper with "situations" written
on them that involve religious (or political) differences. Examples include:

1. One of you is a Christian and the other is a Hindu. The Christian has invited the Hindu
to dinner.

2. You are Jewish and have invited a Christian friend to a religious celebration.

Students are to read their situations, research their topics, and role play the situation.

31
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Assessment: Observation of the role play based upon:

1. Research .;:facts rsecl in role play
2. Resrmses and rea :oning done by students
3. The ability to show respect for others' beliefs
4. Creativity

EXTENSION: Students will research the Bill of Rights focusing on the preparadon and beliefs that led to
their adoption. Divide the class into two teams for a debate based on the possibility of including the
following amendment to the Bill of Rights: "Citizens shall have the right to freedom of political
beliefs and may organize and support political parties of their choice." Help each side with possible
arguments for and against the resolution.

Rules for the !rebate will include:

1. Speakers are di.iided into two teams: an affirmative team which upholds the
resolution of a new amendment and a negative team which opposes it.

2. Both teams will have the same number of debaters and the same time allocation.
3. Each team gives on opening speech and a closing speech.
4. The two teams alternate in presenting their arguments with the affirmative team

opening and the negative team closing.
5. A chairman (teacher) presides over the debate.

32
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

D. STRAND 4: INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES OF LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL, AND
OTHER POLITICAL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE 1: EXAMINE THE POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF EARLY
CIVILIZATIONS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Using Transparency, "Governmental Contributions of Early Civilizations," lead
class discussion on how Athens and Rome contributed to our democratic-republic form of
government. Students will take notes using student handouts as reference source.

Assessment: Using their completed student handouts, students wil; write a paper comparing and
contrasting the governmental contributions of Athens and Rome.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Divide students into two groups. Using the textbook and student handouts,
one group of students will list each contribution of the Athenians on a 4 x 6 index card; the other
group will prepare index card:: listing contributions of the Romans. Groups will make
presentations to each other, and individual students will fill in their student handouts with any new
information. Comparison-contrast papers will then be written by pairs of students consisting of
one representative from each of the original groups.

Assessment: Students will complete the Point of View Student Handout.

EXTENSION: Students will assume the role of a representative of a new country and prepare a persiwive
speech to be given to the countrymen persuading them to adopt a specific characteristic that
contributed to the formation of a representative-type government. Have students emphasize the
importance of this contribution and relate its importance to the people of the new country.
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GOVERNMENTAL CONTRIBUTIONS or EARLY CIVILIZATIONS

CONTRIBUTIONS ATHENS ROME

FORM OF
GOVERNMENT

UNICAMERAL - (Assembly)

DEMOCRACY

BICAMERAL - (Senate and
Civil Ascrnbly)
REPUBLIC

REPRESENTATION Most chosen by drawing from
male citizens 18 years or older.
Every year 500 names drawn to
serve.
TERM. 1 year (Could not serve
more than two times.)
NO WOMEN OR FOREIGN
BORN!

SENATE: Roman men - must
be patricians (noble birth)
TERM: Life

CI /11.., ASSEMBLY:
Plebeians - common people
(Could not become Senate)

GOVERNMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITIES

Pass laws - Handle all govern-
mental affairs

SENATE: Supervise govern-
mental matters (Foreigit affairs
and military)

CIVIL ASSEMBLY: Pass
laws, elect officials, declare
wars, pay taNes, and serve in
military

GUARANTEED
RIGHTS

Every male citizen 18 years or
older would eventually serve as a
representative in the Assembly.

TRIBUNE-Plebeians elected
by Civil Assembly to guard
rights of plebeians - Could
VETO Senate and other
officials
TERM: 1 year

OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS

HELD TRIALS - Members acted
as judges, jury members, lawyers
and heard cases.
TRIAL BY JURY

Established "The Twelve
Tablets" - laws for the Roman
empire
WRITTEN LAWS
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GOVERNMENTAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF EARLY CIVILIZATIONS

CONTRIBUTIONS ATHENS ROME

FORM OF
GOVERNMENT

REPRESENTATION

GOVERNMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITIES

GUARANTEED
RIGHTS

OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS

Student Handout (D:1)
Teaching Activity
S S 6
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GOVERNMENTAL CONTRABUTIONS OF EARLY CIVILIZATIONS

CONTRIBUTIONS ATHENS ROME

FORM OF
GOVERNMENT

UNICAMERAL - (Assembly)

DEMOCRACY

BICAMERAL - (Senate and civil
Assembly)
REPUBLIC

REPRESENTATION Most chosen by drawing from
male citizens 18 years or older.
7very year 500 names drawn to
serve.
TERM: 1 year (Could not serve
mom than two times.)
NO WOMEN OR FOREIGN
BORN!

SENATE: Roman men - must be
patricians (noble birth)
TERM: Life

CIVIL ASSEMBLY:
Plebeians - common people
(Could not become Senators)

yERNMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITIES

Pass laws - Handle all govern-
mental affairs

SENATE: Supervise govern-
mental matters (Foreign affairs
and military)

CIVIL ASSEMBLY: Pass laws.
elect officials, declare wars,
pay tam:s, and serve in military

GUARANTEED
RIGHTS

Every male citizen 18 years or
older would eventually serve as a
representative in the Assembly.

TRIBUNE-Plebeians elected
by Civi! Assembly to guard
rights of plebeians - Could
VETO Senate and other
officials
TERM: 1 year

OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS

HELD TRIALS - Members acted
as judges, jury members, lawyers
and heard cases.
TRIAL BY JURY

Established "The Twelve
Tablets" - laws for the Roman
empire
WRITTEN LAWS

Student Handout (D:1)
Reteaching Activity
S S 6
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POINT OF VIEW

4111 For each of the peuple listed belqw, write a point of view based on the issue given. Be specific in your
reply. Continue on the back of this paper if necessary.

ISSUE iti: DID THE ATIENIANS CONTRIBUTE CO THE WORLD A TRUE DEMOCRATIC FORM OF
GOVERNMENT?

a. An Athenian citizen: (male 18 years or older)

b. A woman living in Athens:

c. You:

ISSUE #2: SHOULD A ROMAN PLEBEIAN WHO IS AN ELECTED MEMBER OF TELE ROMAN CIVIL
ASSEMBLY OR AN ELECTED TRIBUNE MEMBER BE REQUIRED TO SERVE IN THE ARMY?

a. A Roman Senate member:

b. A Roman Civil Assembly member:

c. You

3 7
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PLAN FOR A PAPER TO PERSUADE

You will assume the role of a representative of a new country and prepare a persuasive speech to be given
to your country persuading them to adopt specific characteristics that contributed to the formation of a
representaeve-type government. You should emphasize the important contributions and characteristics of
each civilization and relate their importance to the people of your new country.

0 u
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ESL Adaptation

SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

D. STRAND 4: INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES OF LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL, AND
OTHER POLITICAL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE 1: EXAMINE THE POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF EARLY
CIVILIZATIONS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Engage students in a teacher directed reading of the text on pages 124 and 127.
As the material is read, map the significant political information given. (See Teacher Resource for an
example of this procedure.) Follow th, same procedure for the Romans on pp. 143-144. Next, use a
Venn Diagram in order to prepare the informatior for writing a comparison-contrast paper.

Assessment: Allow the students to work as a class or in small groups while writing the comparison-
contrast paper.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Students will use the maps r epared in the teaching activity to orally
describe the governments in Athens and Rome.

Assessment; The students will use the maps prepared in the teaching activity to ',trite a description of the
governments of Athens and Rome.

EXTENSION: The students will prepare a bulletin board which shows the political contribution of 'he
governments studied thus far.

ei (1
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MAPPING THE INFORMATION ON ATHENS
(Use the same procedure for Rome.)

1. Look at the heading on page 124. What is the selection going tu talk about? Read paragraph one silently.
What did you learn about Athens? (Record answers on diagram.)

a Read paragraph two silently. What lid you learn about the kind of governments the city-state of Athens
SCE up? What does democracy mean?

b. What was the name of the governing body? (Introduce unisaLsraln .)
c. What were the duties of the assembly?
ci. Who were the members of the assembly? (Introduce direct democracy.)
e. How many votes did each member of the assembly have?
f. What were the duties of the assembly?
g. Who decided if someone ha4 broken the law? (Tell the students that the jury acted as judge, jury, and

lawyers.)

3. Read paragraph three silently. Be prepared to share wh;), you have read.
a. What did you learn from this paragraph?
b. Who were the people who were not allowed to participate in Athenian democracy?

4. Turn to page 127. Read the first paragraph silently.
a. What does the paragraph talk about?
b. What were the duties of the Council of 500?
c. Who had the final say on what matters were to be discusFed at each assembly meeting?
d. Where did the Council members comc from? (Inuoduce the word representauort and representative

democracy.)
e. How were juries selected?

The completed Imp should be similar to the following:

all adult
male Athenian
citizens

one ote each

Athens

government

democracy

(rule by people)

..***"..... Assembly
(direct democracy)

voted on
every issue
important to
city-state

Set up

Trial by jury
I

jury chosen at
random from
assembly
members

acted as a judge,
jury, and lawyers

non-participants

outsiders womcn slaves

SS-33
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7ito- Council of 500
(re7xesentat1ve

democracy)

drew up a !:.St

of matters to
be consideled
at each

assembly
meeting

members

choscn at
hndom trom
ass :mbly
members
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ORGANIZE INFORMATION FOR COMPARISON/CONTRAST PAPER

"Alike or Different"

NAME

41
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

D. STRAND 4: INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES OF LOCAL, STATE, NATIO
OTHER POLITICAL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE 2: ANALYZE CONTRIBUTIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES TO THE
AMERICAN PCLITICAL SYSTEM

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Lead class discussion of the following:

monarch
constitution
constitutional monarch
Magna Charta
Divine Right
Parliament
Congress

checks and balances
amendment
philosophies of
John Locke and
Charles Montesquieu
freedom
rights

Students will analyze the Timeline and Bill of Rights as provided in student handouts and textbook
pp. 247-250.

Assessme....: Students will answer five questions relating to the influences of England andFrance on the
American political system. See student handout.

RETEAGEING ACTIVITY: Using the outline, "Influences of England and France on the American
Political System," emptusize how the influences in I. II. III, and IV affected the political system in
the United States. When discussing V and VL elicit student reaction regarding the Enash and
French influences on our governmental process. See student handout.

Assessment. Students will complete a chart reflecting the features of the United States government and
how the influences of England and France were incorporated. See student handout.

EXTENSION. Students will analyze the Preamble to the Constitution of the United States America
with respect to its intent and origin as a result of specific influences of the historical setuugs in
England and France. See student handout.
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TIMELINE

INFLUENCES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE ON THE AMERICAN POLITICAL
SYSTEM

1215 King John signs the Magna Charm after his subj...ts rebel against the excessive strong pov.er he was exerting.

1215-1265 The Great Council of Nobles becomes known as Farliament.

1265 Parliament includes not only nobles but also the common people.

1340 Parliament is divided into two houses: The House of Lords and the House of Commons.

1400s- Parliament gradually wins the right to mak:. '1'7. ..Aws of England. Established a set of rules (unwritten)
1500's to be used in governing the nation (constitution). Even today, England still does not have a written

conFtitution.

1629-1640 King Charles refuses to let Parliament mec.1. He did not like constitutional monarchy but believed in abLolute
monarchy. He also belies:A the King should answer only to God (Divine Rights).

1641 Civil war breaks out between the King and Parliament.

1646 The King surrenders to Parliament.

1658 Charles is beheaded; Oliver Cromwell takes over England's government and calls himself Prime Minister.
Cromwell dies and Charles II becomes King. Charles II dies in 1685 with no heirs, and his brother, James,
becomes King. First political parties organized in England (the Whigs and the Tories).

1685 James II becomes the first Catholic King in over 100 years. Bellevei in rule by "Divine Right (absolute
monarch).

I

1688 James' second wife, a Catholic, has son who will be next King of England. Parliament invites William and
Mary, James' oldest daughter and a Protestant, to rule agland. William and Mary sign the English Bill of
Rights.

1689 John Locke, an English philosopher, speaks out on human rIts.

1748 Charles Montesquieu de Secondat, a French philosopher, speaks out on the balance of the powers of
government.

1776 Americans declare their ; ,dependence because the King is not grant:rig them the rights guaranteed in the Magna
Charta and the English sill of Rights.

1789 The French Declaration of the Rights of Man was estab:ished.

4 3
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1215
MAGNA CHARTA

I. King/Queen could not take away
trial by jury

2. King/Queen could not raise taxes
without approval of Assembly

1688
ENGLISH BILL OF RIGHTS

1. Parliament makes laws

2. King/Queen cannot change these laws

3. People can speak freely

4. Judges cannot be controlled by King/
Queen

5. King/Queen cannot keep their own
army during peacetime

1689
JOHN LOCKE

(English philosopher)
"Second Treatise on Civil

Government"

1. People born with rights of life,
liberty, and property

2. Goven (tent should protect these
rights, if not, then government should
bt overthrown

3. All people are created equal

4. All people should be free to write
and speak

ENGLAND

INFLUENCES OF

ENGLA N1D & FRANCE

ON THE

AMERICAN

POLITICAL SYSTEM

1789

CONSTITUTION

6F THE

UNITED STATES

OF

AMERICA

41,1791

Aciditir of

BILL OF RIGHTS

Amenenents #1-#10

)43,

4 4

5,5 4 1

1748
CHARLES MONTESQUIEU

de SECONDAT
(French philosopher)
"The Spirit of Laws"

I. Advocated establishment of state
in which the Executive, the Legis-
lative, and the Judicial powers
should be in separate hands

2. The powers should work
independently of each other

3. The powers would check one another
by mutual privilege of rejectir.g

1789
FRENCH DECLARATION

of the
RIGHTS OF MAN

1. All humans are free and equal and
may establish any form of
government they wish

2. Governments are formed to protect
people's liberty and property

3. Laws prntect freedom to speak,
write, and think what one wishes

4. In court cases, all people are
innocent until proven guilty

ial,ANSE

Student Handout
Teaching Activity (D:2)
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"ARTICLES IN ADDITION TO, AND AMENDMENT OF, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA..."

Known as the
BILL OF RIGHTS

Amendment I

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise ,hereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petiaon the
Government for a redress of grievances.

Amendment H

A well regulated Militia, being necescary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms,
shall not be infringed.

Amendment III

No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the Owner, nor in ume of war, but
in a manner to be prescribed by law.

Amendment IV

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effect, against unreasonable searches and
seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath ur affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Amendment V

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or other., ise infamous .rime, unless on a presentment or indictment of
a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land dr naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or
public danger, nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty,or property, without due
process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

Amendment VI

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and pubhc trial, by an impartial jury of the
State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previous.; ascertained by law,
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be coi.'..Jnted with tha witnesses against him, to have
cnmpulsory process foi obtaining Witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense.

Amendment VII

In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved, and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the United States than according to the
rules of the common law.

45
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Amendment VIII

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

Amendment IX

The enumeration in the Constituuon, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by
the people.

Amendment X

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Consantion, nor pmhibited by it to the States, are ref: :rved to the
States respectively, or to the people.

Stuthnt Handout
Teach:ng Activity (D:2)
S S
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INFLUENCES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE ON THE AMERICAN POLITICAL
SYSTEM

INSTRUCTIONS: Anr,wer the following questions in complete sentences. Be specific
as to the intent and origin of the influence of England and/or
France. Be sure your question is restated within your answer.

REFERENCES: Student Halidouts
Textbook pp. 247-250

1. What was the Magna Charta and why was it important to the American political
system?

2. What is a constitutional monarch? Could the United States' syst.em of "checks and
b dances" be traced back to this English system of sharing power ol to
Montesquieu's theory?

}low did the theories of John Locke affect the American political system?

4. Compare the English Bill of Rights and the French Declaration of the Rights of
Man and explain how these documents influenced our own Bill of Rights.

5. Explain how the American colonists were influenced when they assured themselves
that their new government would be a government "of the people, by the people,
and for the people."

47
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OUTLINE

INFLUENCES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE ON THE AMERICAN POLITIC . SYSTEM

I. Magna Charta -- signed by King John - 1215
A. Monarch very powerful and became overbearing
B. People rebelled by such power
C. People demanded certain rights

1. Representation - set up "Council of Great 14obles" or Assembly
2. Monarch could not take away trial by jury
3. Could not raise taxes without approval of Assembly

II. English Parliament
A. First set up as Assembly or Great Council of Nobles as a result of Magna Charta
B. Changed format and gained importance

1. Later included common people
2. Divided into houses

a. House of Lords
b. House of Commons

3. Right to make laws or set of rules for governing - constitution - unwritten
C Problems between Monarch and Parliament

1. King Charles refuses to let Parliament meet
a. Believed in "divine right"
b. Civil war breaks out

2. King Charles beheaded - Oliver Cromwell assumes leadership - dies - Charles II becomes King
D. Parliament gains power

1. Under Charles II, first political parks organized in England
a. Whigs
b. Tories

2. Charles II dies - James II becomes Catholic King - first in over 100 years
3. James, wife and son (second wife) kicked out and sent out of the country
4. Parliament invites William and Mary to England to rule

a. Mary - James oldest daughter (by first wife)
b. Both William and Mary - Protestant faith
c. William - power prince in Netherlands

5. William and Mary sign "English Bill of Rights" (pressure from Parliament)

III. John Locke - English philosopher
A. Ideas on people

1. Born with rights - life, liberty, and property
2. Crelted equal
3. Should have freedom of speech and press

B. Ideas on government
1. Government should protect people's rights
2. If govemment does not protect people's rights, then it should be overthrown

IV. French influences
A. Charles Montesquieu de Secondat - French philosopher

1. Advocated establishment of state in which the Executive, die Legislative, and the Judicial powers should be
in separate hands

2. The powers should work independently of each other
3. Powers would check one another by mutual privilege of rejecting

Student Handout
Reteaching Activity (D:2)
SS 6

SS 4 7



B. French Declaration of the Rights of Man
1. Ali numans free and equal - may establish any form of government they wish
2. Governments formed to protect people's liberty and property
3. Laws needed to protect freedom to speak, write, and think
4. All people are innocent until proven guilty

V. American colonists declare their independence
A. Magna Charta rights not guaranteed
B. English il1 of Rights not enforced

VI. Formation of United States government
A. Formation of democratic-republic form of government
B. Established written set of laws - Constitution of the United States of America
C. Rights guaranteed - first ten amendments to the Constitution - Bill of Rights
D. Formation of law-making body

1. Congress (two houses)
a. Senate - two from each state (equal representation)
b. House of Representatives - representation by population of each state

2. Duties established for both houses
E. Established election or appointment process of officials
F. Established government with three branches

1. Executive branch - carries out laws
2. Legislative branch - makes the laws
3. Judicial branch - interprets the laws

G. Creation of system of "check and balances" to keep any one branch from becoming more powerful than the
ether

47 Ps
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INFLUENCES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE ON THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM

CHARACTERISTICS UNITED STATES ENGLAND FRANCE

Type of government

Set of laws to govern
the country

Law making

Representation

Limitations of powers

Guaramed
Rights of People

U.STRUCTIONS: Complete the chart by indicating the features of we Un,ted States government and what influences of
England and France were incorporated. There could be more than one influence as to the governmental
characteristic shown.

Stt.tlent Handout
Reteaching Assessment (D:2)
S S 6



PREAMBLE
to the

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A preamble is an introduction or preface to a document stating the reasons oz. intent of that document.

INSTRUCTIONS: Analyze each phrase of this introduction as to the intent of each phrase and its origin. Use thc back of
this paper if necessary.

"We, the People of the United States":

.1.. in Order to form a more perfect Union":

..establish Justice":

" ..insure domestic Tranquility":

" .. provide for the common defense"-

., .. promote the general welfare"-

" . secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity":

" ..do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America":

r- 1
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 6

D. STRAND 4: INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES OF LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL,
OTHER POLITTCAL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE 3: ANALYZE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES
OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS

TEACHING ACTIVITY. Discuss with students the similarities and differences among t;..e different types
of government, leaders, and their powers. (See transparency.)

After discussion review the transparency by covering all frames except one. Allow students
approximately 60 seconds to view the frames of the political system. Turn off the overhead and call
on students to give information previousl- viewed. Follow the same procelure for each type of

political system.

Assessment. Students will write a compare contrast paper describing the similarities and differences
of two types of political systems.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Provide students with four 3 x 5 cards--each labeled in large print with one
of the four types of government. Ask varied questions such as:

1. Which system has a king or queen who is not the actual political leader?
2. Which system has complete control of the news media and is ruled by one person?
3. Which form of g. ernment was designed by the people, for the people, and carries out the

will of the people?

As the teacher goes over each question, all students will rep!), by holding up the appropriate card
being discussed

Assessment. Students will complete the assessment provided and fill in the correct informatioi. regarding
the charaaeristics of each of the four political systems.

EXTENSION. Emphasize Cum .ve depend on the news media to report to us on national and world events
regarding the ,amcl world political systems Ind how they affect our lives. Have students break into
cooperative learning groups, select a current periodical or newspaper articl.t, and respond to
questions listed on the student handout.

Assessment. After discussing the media report, the studen's, as a group, will rewrite the report
presenting a point of view that is different from that of the author. The focus of the rerne .5hot.ld
be on the type and characteristics of the political system being reviewed.

SS-53
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POLITICAL SYSTEMS AROUND THE WORLD

II COUNTRIET1 ---Trfrair
LEADERSHIP

F1OWER OF
GOVERNMENT]

MONARCHY
DENMARK
ENGLAND
NORWAY
SPAIN

KING or QUEEN
(SOMETIMES BY

TRADITION)

NOT ALWAYS PEAL
LEADER

BASICALLY
DEMOCRATIC

DEPENDS ON
MONARCHY

DICTATORSHIP
LIBYA
IRAN
PANAMA DICTATC .

A SINGLE PERSON
(DICTATOR) OR A
GROUP OF PEOPLE
THAT HAS COMPLETE
CONTROL OVER LIVES
OF PEOPLE, LAND,
SCHOOLS, WORK,
PRESS AND TV

DEMOCRACY
AUSTRALIA
ISRAEL
UNITED STATES

PRESIDENT
PRIME MINISTER
or OTHEr TITLE IOUT

GOVERNMENT CREATED
BY THE PEOPLE FOR THE
PEOPLE OF THE PEOPLE-
GOVERNMENT CARRIES

PEOPLES WILL

Transparency (D:3)
Teaching Activity
SS6
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SUGGESTED TRANSITIONAL KEY WORDS
TO USE WHEN WRITING A

COMPARE AND CONTR AST PAPER

COMPARISON

LIKE SAME THE SAME AS

SIMILAR IN THE SAME WAY MOST IMPORTANT

SIMILARLY AS TOO

HAVE IN COIvEVION AS WELL AS

CONTRAST

ALTHOUGH HOWEVER DIFFER

UNLIKE EVEN THOUGH YET

BUT INSTF D ON THE CONTRARY

ON THE OTHER HAND WHEREAS WHILE

UNLESS CONTRARY TO THE REVERSE

Student Handout
Teaching Activity (D:3)r-
S S 6
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POLITICAL SYSTEMS AROUND THE WORLD

Directions: Fill in the correct information to complete the chart.

POLITICAL
SYSTEM:

MONARCHY

COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

TYPE
LEADERSHIP: DICTATOR

POWER OF
GOVERNMENT:

FORM OF
DICTATORSHIP -
ALL POWER HELD
BY A SMALL
GROUP

5G
Ret::aching Assessment (D:3)
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MEDIA ANAL CIS

TITLE OF ARTICLE OR HEADLINE:

SOURCE: DATE:

1. What type of government is being discussed in the article?

2. What form of power is the gover intent exerting within the article?

:k4

3. How do you know this is the form of government? Is it implied or stated?

4. Why does the media report more than the facts?

5. Do you think news reports should be completely factual? Why?

6. How can you determine the accuracy of the report?

7. What is the purpose of a headline?

8. Is the headline of the article a fact or point of view of the writer?

9. What are some of the specific characteristics of the form of government brought out within the
article? Are some implied? If so, which ones?

10. How woul,t you write the article to present a different point of view?

Student Handout
Exttrnsion (D:3)
S S 6
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SOCIAL STUDIES. "RADE 6

E. STRAI4D 5: LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL, AND WORLD GEOGRAPHY

OBJECTIVE 1: COMPARE CULTURAL AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF THE
PAST AND PRESENT BY EXAMINING POPULATION PATTERNS
AND ANALYZING THE IMPORTANCE OF PHYSICAL FEATURE
ON SELECTED CULTURES

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Discuss the following terms with students and have them write definition; in
their nom. Review and discuss the lesson on pp. 8-9 in the textbook.

population
population density
rtual areas

demographer
population distribution
population pattern

migration
urban areas
population growth

Assess;nent:
1. Students will identify the two continents that have nearly threefourths of the w orld's population.

(Europe and Asia)

2. Students will list the continents in order from the greatest populated to the least populated.
(Europe, Asia, North America, Africa, South America, AuStralia, and Antarctica)

3. Students will expia. in paragraph form how the list from Question 2 is affected by a country's
geographical location. Instruct students to use as many vocal'ulary words from the above list as
possible.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY. Using The World Almanac, students will gather the followine, information
about the continents of the world:

population of each
land area of each

The continents will be classified as. Africa, Asia, Australia and Oceania, Antarctica, Europe, South
America, and North and Central America.

Assessment. Students will prepare a bar graph showing a comparison of two sets of facts about the
world's continents. One bar will show the percentage of the world's population on each continent,
and the other bar will show cach continent's percentage of the worid's land area. (See student handout
and transparency.)

EXTENSION . Students will research current population data from a selected country, as well as food
imports and exports from this country. Students will compIete the attached student handout.

After completing the research and the charts, thc students will assume the role of an International
Planning Commission and will prepare a wr:tten proposal for agricultural and food planning based
upon the anticipated population growth pattern as reflected in their charts. The "Commission" will
outline specific areas in which help will be needed in the next five to ten years.

r PI
(J .,)
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Resources

The World--
Past and
Present, p. 9

Dictionary

The VI, orld

Almanac

Statistical
Almanac

Encyclopedias

Mformation
Please
Almanac

Transparency
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CURRENT AND PROJECTED POPULATION

Country A vg.
Annual
Growth

Rate

Current
Population

Density per
Sq. Mile

Population
in 5 years

Population
in 10 years

FOOD IMPORTS/EXPORTS

Country Food Imported Amount
(tons)/value

Foods Exported Amount
(tons)/value

After completion of the above charts, assume the role of an International Planning
Comnfission and prepare a written proposal for agricultural and food planning based upon
the anticipated populithon, growth pattern. Your "Commission" will outline specific areas
in which help will be needed in the next five to ten years.

_
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Social Studies
GRADE SEVEN

OBJECTIVES

THE LEAPNER WILL:

A. STRAND 1 [Exploration and colonization of
Texas]

ESSENTIAL

ELEMENTS

CONTENT

1. Differentiate and analyze the early cultures of lA

Texas
2. Analyze the reasons for European exploration and 1B

colonization of Texas
3. Identify and explain the significance of histor- IC

ical personalities relating to the development of
Texas (e.g., Cabeza de Vaca, Estevanico, LaSalle,
Moses and Stephen Austin, and others)

B. STRAND 2 [Achievements of Texas independence]

1. Evaluate the reasons for the conflict with Mexico 2A
that led to Texas independence (e.g., cultural,
political, and economic differences)

2. Analyze the contributions of significant individ- 2B

uals in the struggle for Texas independence (e.g.,
Sam Houston, Santa Anna, Wiliam B. Travis, and
others)

3. Explain the significance of the Texas 2C,D
Declaration of Independence, the Alamo, the Battle
of San Jacinto, and the Mexican War

4. Analyze the problems of Texas as a republic (e.g., 2E

money, Indians, and foreign affairs)
5. Analyze the historical developments leading to 2F

Texas statehood
6. Analyze the various cultural and racial groups 3F

that settled in Texas and their contributions to
the state (Mexicans, Blacks, Germans, Irish,
Poles, and others)

C. STRAND 3 [Political and social history of
Texas]

1. Evaluate the role of Texas in the Civil War (e.g., 3A
reasons for secession, leaders, battles, economic
aspects)

2. Analyze the effects of the Texas Constitution of 3B
1876 on political developments in Texas

*R--Reading
W--Writing

TX-1

TEAMS*
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THE LEARNER WILL:
ESSENTIAL

ELEMENTS

3. Classify the structure and function of government
at local and state levels

4. Analyze significant events and roles of individ-
uals in Texas history from Post-Reconstruction to
present (e.g., conservative vs liberal, the
Depression, the Civil Rights Movement, James Hogg,
the Fergusons, Lyndon Johnson)

5. Examine the structures and operation of public
education in Texas

STRAND 4 [Geography and economic growth of
Texas]

1. Compare and contrast the physical, cultural, and.
economic features of the geographic regions of
Texas

2. Explain the role of geography on the settlement
and development of Texas

3. Locate places of historical and geographic signif-
icance in Texas

4. Explain reasons for and results of urbanization of
the state

5. Analyze the role of major industries on the
economic development of Texas (cattle, oil,
electronics, defense, and others)

E. STRAND 5 [Social studies attitudes, values, and
skills for citizenship]

1. Explain why individuals should have respect for
self and others

2. Identify and evaluate examples of democratic
beliefs and personal responsibility

3. Explain why U.S. citizens should support the
American economic system

4. Apply social studies skills
Analyze and synthesize information
Draw conclusions, make inferences, and develop
criteria for making judgments
Understand cause/effect relationships
Locate and gather information
Distinguish fact from opinion
Organize and express ideas in written form
Use problem-solving skills
Sequence historical data and information

.TX-2

3C

3D,E

3G

4A,B

4C

4D

4E

4F
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Social Studies, Grade 7
RECOMMENDED COURSE SEQUENCE

Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

Although tbe five strands and the 23 objectives in Grade 7 Social
Studies are not necessarily intended to be taught sequentially, some
objectives within the strands may be. The following objectives are
arranged sequentially and arc erganized in a conceptual/chronological
order which the teacher may wish to follow.

D. STRAND 4

Compare and contrast the physical, cultural, and economic
features of the geographic regions of Texas (4A, B)

*2. Explain the rote of geography on the settlement and develop-
ment of Texas (4C)

Texas, Our Texas, Leamed and Tested, Inc.
There are numerous filmstrips, written
materials, and instructional materials of
various types and formats at the Social
Studies Resource Center at the Arlington
Heights Annex. Contact Mrs. Bernice Arvin to
familiarize yourself with what is availabk..

Chapter 1 pp. 2-21
2 22-39

Region XI, Education Service Center:
VR00074 - "Texas Weather"
VR00093 - "Texas Parks and Wildlife"
MP52726 - "Texas Parks: Goose Island,

Sam Houston, and San Jacinto"
Other appropriate materials from Region XI
catalog

Texas Parks and Wildlife, Texas Dept. of Parks
and Wildlife

.' mon Carter Museum
The Cauleman's Museum
Museum of Science and History-Texas
Historical Hall

Chapter 2
6
9
13

21
27

pp- 22-36
99-117
162-178
260-274
414-429
529-541

The Cattleman's Museum
Museum of Science and History-Texas

Historical Hall

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.
TX-3



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 7 (confirmed)

Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements)

A. STRAND 1

1. Differentiate and analyze the early cultures of Texas (1A)

2. Analyze the reasons for European exploration and colonizadon
of Texas (1B)

*3. Identify and explain the significance of historical personalities
relating to the develo?ment of Texas (e.g., Cabeza de Vaca,
Estevanico, La Salle, Moses and Stephen Austin, and others)

(IC)

B. STRAND 2

1. Evaluate the reasons for the conflict with Mexico that led to
Texas independence (e.g., cultural, political, and economic
differences) (2A)

'Resources

Chapter 3 pp. 44-56
4 57-77

Region XL Educaeon Service Center:
MP71148 - "The World: The Americas

tefore the Europeans, 300-1500"
MPJ0578 - "The Ancient New World"
MP52407 - "Indian Origins - The First

50,000 Years"
MP52408 - "Indian Cultures from 2000

B.C. to 1500 A.D."
MP52409 - "Indian Experience - After 1500

A.D."
MP00523 - "Indian Influences in the United

States"
The Cattleman's Museum
Museum of Science and History-Texas

Historical Hall

Chapter 5 pp. 82-98
6 99.120

Region XI, Education Service Center:
MP53097 - "The Spanish in the South-

west"
MP52237 - "The Texas Revolution: Explo-

ration and Colonization"
MP70729 - "Texas: The Beginnings"
MP70730 - "Texas: The Tejanos"

Chapter 5 pp. 85-96
6 101-104
7 126-135
8 142-159

9 176-178
Region XI, Education Service Center:

MP70522 - "Anglo-American Settlement
to

Springboards, "Explorer New World,"
(Estevanico) (Kit)

Museum of Science and History-Texas
Historical Hall

"

Chapter 10 pp. 181-201
Region XI, Education Service Center:

MP52233 - "The Texas Revolution"
MF70522 - "Anglo-American Settlement

to...."
Museum of Science and History-Texas

Historical Hall

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.
TX-4
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Recommendi Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 7 (continued)

[ Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements)

B. STRAND 2 (continued)

*2. Analyze the contributions of significant individuals in the
struggle for Texas independence (e.g., San Houston, Santa
Anna, William B. Travis, and others) (28)

3. Explain the significance of the Texas Declaration of Indepen-
dence, the Alamo, the Battle of San Jacinto, and the Mexican
War (2C, D)

*4. Analyze the problems if Texas as a republic (e.g., money,
Indians, and breign affairs) (2E)

*5. Analyze the historical developments leading to Texas ztatehood

(2F)

C. STRAND 3

1. Evaluate the role of Texas in the Civil War (e.g., reasons fot
secession, leaders, battles, economic aspects. (3A)

C t

Resources

Chapter 10 pp. 182-198
11 206-227

Region XI, Education Service Center:
"Sam Houston: A Giant Man for a Giant

Land," videocasette

Chapter 11 pp. 212-218, 218-220,
223-226

14 277-285
Region XI, Education Service Center:

MP50452 - "U.S. Expansion: Texas and
the Far Southwest"

MP50947 - "Westward Movement: Texas
and the Mexican War"

MP51663 - "You Are There: The Siege of
the Alimo"

MP51679 - "Texas History: A Struggle for
Independence"

MP52236 "Texas Revolution: Insur-
rection and Revolt"

MP52239 - "Texas Revolution: War and
Freedom"

MP52657 - "Texas History: Battle of San
kcinto"

MP70733 - "Texas: The Runaway Scrape
(2)"

Chapter 12 pp. 230-255
Region XI, Edwation Service Center:

MP52658 - "The star of the Republic"

Chapter 12 pp. 230-255
1" 260-263

Region XI, Education Service Center:
MP50452 - "U.S. Expansion: Texas and

the Far Southwest"
MP50947 - "Westward Movement: Texas

and the Mexican War"
Sid Richardson Collection of Western Art
Amon Carter Museum

CInpter 16 pp. 318-335
17 336-353

Region XI, Education Selvice Center:
MP70714 - "The Honorable Sam Houston

(2)"

MP70731 - "The Bonnie Blue Flag (2)"
MP52829 - "The Civil War. Background

Issues"

*Certain objectives are taught throughtout the couse/grade level.



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 7 (coptinued)

r Sequential Objectives k2.ssential Elements)

C. STRAND 3 (contimed)

2. Analyze the effects of the Texas Constitution of 1876 on
political developments in Texas (3B)

....-

Resources

MP52828 - "The Cvil \Afar: The First
Two Years"

MP52830 - "The Civil Wan 1863-1865"

Choptex 18 pp. 354-368
29 562-573

Fort Worth Ci:y Hall

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements)

B. STRAND 2

*6. Analyze the various cultural and racial groups Gm sealed in
Texas and their contributions to the state (Mexicans, Blwks,
Germans, Irish, Poles, and others) (3F)

C. STRAND 3

*3. Classify the stn.:inure and function of povernment at local
and state kvels (SC)

Resources

*4. Analyze significant events and roles of individuals in Texas
history from Post-Reconstruction to present (e.g., conservative
vs liberal, the Depression, the Civil Rights Movement, James
Hogg, the Fergusons, Lyndon Johnson) (3D, E)

Chapter S PP. 82-96
6 99-117
7 121-135

142-159
9 162-178

13 260-274
14 177-290
16 294-311
23 454-471
27 529-542
28 545-556

Booklets from The Institute of TrAas Cultures
of the University of Texas at San Antonio;
Social Studies Resource Center, Arlington
Heights Annex

Other appropriate materials from Regi, n XI,
Education Service Center catglog under
"American C.11ture Studies"

Sid Richanis4,.g Collection of Westem ,rt

Chapter 29 pp. 562-573
30 576-534

Region XI, Education Service Center:
MP52324 - "City Gov&nment: Closest to

the People"
MP52124 - "State Government: Resur-

gence of Power"
Toys Fort Worth City Hall, a civil court, and

central jury room

Chapter 18 pp. 354-3b8
19 376-390
22 436-450
23 454-471
24 478-490
25 493-506
26 514-525
27 529-542

*Certain objectives are taught throughtout ..he course/grade level.
TX-6



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Stuuies, Grade 7 (continued)

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

STRAND 3 (continued)

Region XL Education Service Centec
MP70520 - "Texas History: Civil War to

Modern Texrs"
The Cattleman's Museum
Museum of Science and History-Texas

Historical Hall

5. Examine the structures and operation of public education in Chaptc: 12 pp. 239-240
Texas (3G)

D. STRAND 4

*3 Locate places of historical and geographic significance in
Texas (4D)

*4 . aplain reasons for and results of urbanization in the state
(4E)

G:

15 305-306
18 363
22 437-439
23 465
24 487
26 517, 520, 525
27 541-542
29 572-573

Chapter 3 pp. 44-54
5 84-96
6 99-117
7 121-135
10 181-198

206-207
12 230-253
22 436-450
23 454-471
26 514-525

Tel Highways, Texas Highway Department,
periodicals

Tour Thistle Hill

Chapter 9 pp. 162-178
20 393-410
21 414-429
22 436-450
23 454-471
24 478-490
25 493-506
26 514-525
27 529-542

Consult Fort Worth Chamber of Comm-
programs and efforts to attract new industry,
busineo, and tourism.

Fort Worth City Hall

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.
TX-7



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studi,;s, Grade 7 (continued)

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resoumes

D. STRAND 4 (continued)

*5. Analyze the role of major industries on the economic
development of Texas (cattle, oil, electronics. defense, 2.1c1
others) (4F)

E. STRAND 5
The following objectives should be incorporated within the

curriculum whenever possible. These objectives may be blended in
both the sequential and non-sequential objectives throughout the year.

One suggestion is to include a current events sponge activity at
the beginning of each day's instruction. This may take the form of
writing current events headlines a 1 the chalkboard and having the
students record them in their notebooks. A discussion of the events
may then follow at the beginning or end of the day's lesson, whenever
the teacher fmds it most productive.

Another suggestion is to make full use of the "Skills Lessons"
and "Using Social Studies Skills" instruction guides found in the text-
book.

Graphs and charts from current newspapers and magazines are also
excellent sources for incorporating these objectives into instructional
plans.

*1. Explain why individuals should have respect for self and others
(1A, B, C, D)

*2. Identify and evaluate examples of democratic beliefs and
personal responsibility (2A - L)

*3. Explain why U.5. citizens should support the American
economic system (3A - J)

*4. Apply social studies skills. (4A-M)
Analyze and synthesize information.

I Draw conclusions, make inferences, and develop criteria for
making judgements.
Understand cause/effect relationships.
L.ocate and gather information.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Organize and express ideas in written form. 70
Use problem-solving skills.

SeAuence historical data and informadon.
*Certain objectives are taught throughout the co-iugrade level.

TX-8

Chapter 6
7
15
16
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

pp. 99-101, 112-117
126-133
294-305
318-328
393-410
414-429
436-450
454465
478-490
493-506
514-518
529-542

Region XI, Ed.ication Service Center
MP52656 - "Texas Cattle History:

Cowtown and Texas Longhorns"
MP70732 - "Spurs to Spindletop"

The Cattleman's Museum
Museum of Science and Histoi-y-Teias

Historical Hall

Chapters 1-30

Chapters 1-30

Chapters 1-30

Chapters 1-30



Social Studies
GRADE EIGHT

OBJECTIVES

THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL TEAMS *
ELEMENTS

A. Strand 1 [United States development as an indepen-
dent unified nation]

1. Identify the early explorers and explain the signif-
icant factors which influenced their el:plcrations

2. Examine the effects of colonization on the development
of the United States emphasizing the factors which
influenced tha settlement and growth of the colonies
(economic, political, social, and geographical)

3. Analyze the major events leading to the independence
of the United States by evaluating the attempts of
Brita.:m to tighten its control over the colonies

4. Examine the causts and efrects of the United States'
involvement in ''ireign affairs and international
conflicts (e.g., War of 1812, Monroe Doctrine, Oregon
Territory, Texas, Louisiana, and Gadsden Purchase)

5. Interpret and evaluate the reasons for the rise of
sectionalism

6. Analyze the economic, social, and political causes o
the Civil War

7. Analyze the politica:. economic, and social effects of
the C'vil War and Reconstruction on the life of che
American peopl

8. Identify and evaluate significant historical individ-
uals and their contributions and/or role in the
development of the United States

B. Strand 2 [Geographic influence on the historical
development of the United States]

1. Compare the major physical features and economic
resources of the United States and explain how they
influenced the development of the United States

2. Examine the major geographical regions of the United
States and analyze the similarities and differences to
those of Canada and Mexico

3. Examine the geographical arsas that were acquired to
form the United States and relate how demographic
patterns were influenced as the United States .Jrew
through treaty, annexation, and acquisition

*R--Reading
W--Writing

TX-9

4.

lA

lA

1C

1D

lE

1F

1G

1H

2A,G
3C

23, F

2C, E

R4, 5

R7

W9

R7

R7

R3

R3

R11

R7

R11



THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TEAMS *

4. Locate and explain the importance of selected histor-
ical sites and places in the United States

C. Strand 2 [Economic development .,nd growth of the
United States]

1. Explain the mercantile system and its effect upon the
development of the colonies

2. Analyze the emeryence and benefits of the free enter-
prise economic system in the United States

3. Analyze the impact of business cycles on the United
States in relation to technological innovations in
business, industry, and agriculture

4. Analyze the economic impact of various wars on the
United States

5. Compare the relationship of economic sectionalism and
the Civil War

6. Identify significant American business, industrial,and
labor leaders and their role in the development of
the United States

D. Strand 4 [Social and cultural developments of thc.

United States]

1. Analyz the various cultures of the American Indian
(geographic location, social and economic factors)

2. Explain the phrase "A Nation of Immigrants" by
identifying ethnic and racial groups that zettled in
the United States and explain reasons for immigiation

3. Analyze the contributions of ethnic and racial groups
and individuals and their role in the development of
the United States

4. Analyze social reform movements, leaders, issues, and
results during the growth of the American nation

5. Examine the developments in the fine arts area.4 and
other culturally related activities during the 18th
and 19th centur: a

E. Strand 5 [Political development of the United
States]

1. Analyze the political ideas that form the basis for
the American political system as brought out within
the Constitution of the United States
of America

2. Analyze the main political, economic, and social ideas
in the United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights,
and the Declaration of Independence

2D

3A

3B

3D, F

3E

3G

3H

4A

4B

4C

4D

4E

5A

5B

R5

R5

R5

R7

R3

R3



THE LEARNER WILL:

3. Examine the structure and functions of the three
branches of the national government and explain the
system of checks and balances within the American
political system

4. Indicate ways of maintaining a division of power among 5E
the local, state, and national governments

5. Analyze the historical developments of political 5F,G
parties by examining major political campaigns,
elections, issues, and leaders

6. Interpret the concept that the United States has a 5H

"government of law, not men"
7. Analyze major historical documents that relate to the 51

development of the United States

ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

5C,D

F. Strand 6 (Social studies attitudes, values, and
skills for citizenship]

1. Explain why respect for self and others should be
important to an individual

2. Examine varied aspects of democratic beliefs and
personal responsibilities necessary in becoming a
well-rounded citizen

3. Evaluate what is necessary Lo support e merican
economic system

4 Apply social studips skills
- Analyze and synthesize information

Draw conclusions, make inferences, and develop
criteria for making judqments
Understand cause/effect relationships
Locate and gather information
Distinguish fact from opinion
Organize and express ideas in written form
Use problem-solving skills
Sequence historical date. and information

TX-11
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7
TEXAS HISTORY

A. STRAND 1: EXPLORA elON AND COLONIZATION OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 1: DIFFERENTIATE AMONG THE CULTURES CF THE EARLIEST
INHABITANTS AND SETTLERS OF TEXAS

'TEACHING ACTIVITY: Divide the class into five groups 2nd assign each group one of the five cultures
for reseaith. Each group will prepare an oral presentation designed to acquaint the class with the
characteristics of the culture that they have researched. Illustrations may also be prepared.

Cultures to Be Researched Focus on These AWcts

1. Prehistoric People of Texas Foodtools needed; method of supply
Clothingtools needed; method of supply

2. Plains Indian Culture Sheltertools needed; materials needed
Job skills related or needed

3. Southnstern Indian Culture Social skills related or needed
Personal attitudes related to successful achievement

4. Western Gulf Culture Political organization
Religion, if any

5. Puebio Culture

Assessment: Each group will present orally the characteristics of the culture they have researched. At the
end of each presentation, suidenis will demonsuate mastery by correctly completing a chart F;iowing
the different facets of each culture.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Each student will be given a large piece of paper containing a circle d ided
into five pieces (like a pie). Each section of the circle will become part of a radial Indian design
representing one culture. Using the information on their charts, students will illusuate ways of life
of each T".1iqr1 culture assigning one section to an Indian culture uutil all five cultures have been
illustraL. 'ian radial designs may hang in the rooms or in the halls.

Assessment: Students will write essays at A Indian culture groups in Tens. The essays will contain a
paragraph about each group of early inhabitants. The essay may conclude with a paragraph aDout
the similarities and differences among the groups. Charts and radial Indian designs may be
references.

EXTENSION: Give students a list of possible activities that can be developed for presentation at an Indian
tribal ceremmy. Students will choose an Indian group that interested them and develop an activity
that L relevant to that group. Students may group themselves for such activities as:

1. Writing and reading Indian poeuy with poster board illusuations

2. Writing and reading Indian prose with i:Ister board illustrations

3. CreaCon and presentation of Indian dances with costumes

4. Creation and presentation of Indian music with homemade instruments such as a drum out of
an oatmeal box, beating sticks together, rattling objects in a container, and shells on a string.

5. Writing and presenting Indian.skits and plays

TX-13 74

Paper, map
pencils,
crayons, or
markers



6. Creation of an Indian food display using corn, beans, nuts, pumpkins, melons, fruit, and beef
jerky as examples. This group could also illustrate Indian pottery, containers, tools, and
weapons showing the relationship between these items and the providing of food.

7. Preparation of a model Indian home and describing to the class

Presentations will be made at an Indian tribal ceremony. Place chairs in the classroom against the
walls. Have students ....-eate a "campfire" in the middle of the floor using sticks and orange
construction paper cut into different shapes of flame. Students will sit Indian style in a circle
around the campfire. Presenters will make their presentations around the campfire.

TX/.4
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CULTURES OF THE EARLIEST INHABITANTS AND SETTLERS OF TEXAS*

..

,.
i....

TOPICS '44.

Prehistoric People
of Texas

Plains Indian
Culture

Southeast Indian
Culture

Western Gulf
Indian r'ulture

Pueblo Indian
Culture

FOOD-TOOLS
NEEDED-METHOD

i SUPPLY

SHELTER-TOOLS
NEEDED-MATERIALS
NEEDED

JOB SKILLS
RELATED OR
NEEDED

SOCIAL SKILLS
RELATED OR
NEEDED

PERSONAL ATTI-
TUDES RELAT2D TO
SUCCESSFUL
ACHIEVEMENT

POLITICAL
ORGANIZATION

RELIGION, IF ANY

*Note to teacher Reproduce on 11" x 14" paper or 1/2 poster bond.

TX-1.5

Teach 2r Resource
Teaching Assessment (A:1)
S S 7
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7
TEXAS HISTORY

A, STRAND I: EXPLORATION AND COLONIZATION OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 2: ANALYZP THE REASONS FOR EUROPEAN EXPLORATION AND
COLONIZATION OF TEXAS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Assign students oral reports on the following explorers and have them make
"writing maps."

Christopher Columbus

Hernando Cortes

Alonzo Alvarez de Pinata

Panfilo de Narvaez

Cabeza de Vaca and Esteban

Esteban and Friar Marcos

Francisco Vasquez de Coronado

Hernando De Soto and Luis de Moscoso

Juan de Orate

René-Robert Cavelier, Sietr de La Salle

Assessment: Students will write a report based on the information included on the "writing maps."

RETEACHNG ACTIVITY: Show and discuss at least one of the audiovisuals listed in the resource
section.

Assessment: Using their "writing map" and ideas gained from films and discussion, students will draw a
mural or pictortzl history illustrating the various reasons for European exploration and colonization
of Texas.

EXTENSION; Each student will pretend that he/she is a Spanish explorer who has gone on a journey of
exploration and colonization for the king and queen of Spain. Students will write a lerier to King
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella in which they elaborate on the reasons for the journey, its importance,
what they hope to accomplish in the name of the king and queen, and the reascl: for the subsequent
colonizaeon that takes place in Texas.

TX-17

P°11-1
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Itesourt ,-,,,s

Markers,
crayons, or
map pencils
White or
manila paper or
posterboard
Films:
MP 52237,
Texas
Revolution; the
Exploration and
Colonization
MP 70729,
Texas: The
Beginnings
VCR Tape:
Christopher
Columbus



WRITING MAP

During the time that the reports are presented orally, students will make 2 "writing map" similar to the following:

.0*#'
o'4,40s°

-,
0204 c,OCj

0 e
40o,

REASONS FOR
EUROPEAN

EXPLORATION
AND

COLONIZATION

Hernando Cort6s-1519
Conquered Aztec empire, thus creating

"New Spain" and increasing Spain's
empire. Acquired gold, silver, and jewels.
These were their goals.

Pi n Teacher Resource
i 0 Teaching Activity (A:2)

S S 7
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7

A. STRAND 1: EXPLORATION AND COLONIZATION OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 3: IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HISTORICAL
PERSONALITIES RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEXAS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Assign each student the name of a significant historical personality relevant to
the period of exploration and colonization. Students will do library research and make an oral report
to the class about the historic person. (A suggested list is included with this lesson.)

Assessment: Students will make a notebook of historic personalities. As each report is given, the
student will record the following significant data using a form supplied by the teachec

1. Person's birthdate and ptace of birth

2. Nature of the times in which he/she lived

3. Significant historic contributions of the person, underlining the most important from the
standpoint of Texas

4. Personality characteristics that may have helped this person achieve what he/she did

At the end of each report, the teacher will assist students with the recording of significant data. This
may take up one-half of the page.

Instruct the students to use the bottom portion to illustrate the most important historic contribution
that they underlined in number 3.

Students will add to the notebook each time a report is given. Reports may cover a six-weeks period
with the notebook due at the end of the six weeks.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Divide class into cooperative learning groups of 3 or 4 students. Assign
each group the life and times of 3 or 4 personalities, chronologically. Using their notebooks for
reference, each group will write a journal article or news report for an oral presentation to the class.
Each aAtEele or nws report will thea be placed in a class notebook.

Assessment. Give each e,:nup sections of poster board. They will produce a timIline with illustrations
for their portion of history. The timelines will be placed together around the room chronologically.

EXTENSION: Using pier.s of poster board, students will create Texas History games that can be used
for sponge activities in the clasmom. Examples of "Games" are included with this lesson.

Resources

Teacher-made
form to pass out
as each report is
given.

Map pencils or
markers

poster boards



Significant Historical Personalities

1. Christopher Columbus

2. Hernando Cortes

3. Alonzo Alvarez de Pineda

4. Cabeza de Vara

5. Esteban

6. Fray Marcos de Niza

7. Francisco Vasquez de Coronado

8. Hernando de Soto

9. Luis de Moscoso

10. Juan de (Mate

11. Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle.

12. Philip Nolan

13. Bernardo Gutierrez

14. Augustus Magee

15. Jean LaFitte

16. Dr. James Long

17. Jar:, Long

18. Moses Austin

19. Stephen F. Austin

20. Jose Antonio Navarro

21. Gail Borden

22. Green DeWitt

23. Lorenzo de Zavala

24. Arthur Wavell

25. David Burnet

26. Joseph Vehlein

28. James Power

29. James Hewetsort

30. John McMullen

31. James Gloin

32. Martfn de Leen

33. Erasmo Segufn

34. Juan Sequin

Teacher Resource
Teaching Activity (A:3)

S 0 SS 7
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Pommy le Gante_L.J.
Sionsi_LIsaaaBistoriz2monalitc_Binga
Cut a piece of poster board into 4 pieces. Each piece w 11 become a "bingo card." Make twenty-five
spaces on the "card":

Juan de
Ofiate

Jean
Laffitte

Moses
Austin

Sieur
de LaSalle

Jose
Antonio
Navarro

Arthur
Wavell

James
Power

:lane
Long

Cabeza
de Vaca

Augustus
Magee

Esteban Lorenzo
de Zavala

FREE Francisco
Vasquez de
Coronado

Martin
de Leon

Fray Marcos
de Niza

Philip
Nolan

David
Burnet

Christopher
Colombus

Luis de
Moscoso

Hernado
Cortez

Joseph
Vehlein

Juan
Seguin

Gail
Bden

Stephen F.
Austin

Each card will have a different arrangehier.t of names, and all names will not be used on each card.
Small cards will be made out of poster board to match the names.

The small cards will be placed face down on a "master" poster board of a different color. Cards with
names will then be drdwn by a "caller," or each student may pick a card for each

Students may win by getting a row of names, horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. Dried beans
may be used for markers of names.

Teacher will laminr.e all materials for year-round use.

m le Game - 2
Strand 1 - Historic Pedde and Their Times
Cut a piece of poster board in half to make 'Alio long rectangles. Students will create gaines in which
dice may be used to move along "historic si Nees." An alternative to using dice may be to have
numerous small cards with numbers written on them that can be drawn out of a box.

Teacher Resource
Extension (A:3)
S S 7

TX-25



I START
Ferdinand ane

I

SSSSUSS

Columbus' men
see leaves and

birds

Columbus' 3
ships arrive in
America 1492

,
Go forward

two
spxes

H e L n
a

C 0 r ,
' e...,

1687
La Sa*

(Fed her.

Go back
to start

Eat t. Louts is pillaged
by Indians - Go back 3
spaces

Gail

arBcriirrilitnes

in Texas
1829

Cabcza de Vaca is
shipwrecked 1528
Go back two spazas

Conquttes 9
Azt

1821 -

Austin ar
Moses

rive
in
Texas

Move
fcrwa-d

FINISH

MEM
Green De Witt's
colony is established
1825

Stephen F. Austin P':(mission for
is put in jail - Back c)tony is granted
four,spaces Move forward

two spaces

Mexico

pins

i710° Tide=

from Spain

1821

Students will crmte paths of history with obstacles, advancements, and Must= Is. Opportunities for
creativity are limitless.

Teacher will laminate. all materials when the games are complete.

TX 2 6
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Teacher Resource
Extension (A:3)
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'SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7

C. STRAND 3: P3LITICAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 1: EVALUATE THE ROLE OF TEXAS IN THE CIVIL WAR

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Have students compare and contrast the four battles of the Civil War which
occurred within the boundaries of Texas. Use transparency included with this lesson and complete
with input from students. (Refer students to textbook pp. 336-351.)

Aasessment. Have students complete assessment handout included with this lesson

RETEACHING ..CTIVITY Use transparency of map of Texas and have students locate battle sites,
opposing commanders, and Actors of each battle.

Assessment: Use assessment handout included with this lesson.

EXTENSION: Imagine that Texas had fought on the side of the Onion during the Civil War.. How might
this have affected the outcome of the war? Give examples and explain.

Re.,ources
Textbook
Texas. Our
Texas. Holt,
Rinehart

Transparencies

Student handout.



o TEXAS CIVIL WAR BATTLES

Directions: Complete the following chart.

Name cf Battle Union
Leader

INIMI IIIII

Confederate
Leader

Goal
of Battle

Results
of Battle

Galveston
Island

Sabine Pass

Gulf Coast and
South Texas

Palmito Ranch

R 4TX-29

Transparency
Teaching Activity (C:1)
S S 7



I TEXAS CIVIL WAR BATTLES

Directions: Complete the following chart.

Area of Battle/
Name of Battle

Union
Leader

Confederate
Leader

Goal
of Battle

Results
of Battle

Galveston
Island

Texas hoped to
recapture the port
for the South.

Sabine Pass General William B.
Franklin

Gulf Coast and
South Texas

Union troops with
draw.
Cordederate
victory

Palmito Ranch John S. Ford

Fr:,..,
TX-31

Student Handout
Teaching Assessment (C:1)
S S 7



to TEXAS MAP

On this map of Texas, locate and labe' the following battles: Gaiveston Island,
Sabine Pass, Gulf Coast and South Texas, and Palmito Ranch.

Prepare a legend identifying the leaders frk,in the Union and the Confederacy in
each battle and identifying the victors.

LEGEND

TX-33

Transpat ,ncy
Reteaching Activity (C:1)
S S 7



TEXAS MAP

On a map of Texas, label the site of each battle of the Civil War with the names of thc leaders for
both the Union and the Confederacy, and identify the victors of each battle.

Student Handout
Reteaching Assessment (C:1)
S S 7
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7

C. STRAND 3: POLITICAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 2: ANALYZE THE EFFECTS OF THE TEXAS CONSTITUTION OF
187(.; ON POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN TEXAS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: (Oral activity w.th notes) Students will compare and contrast the Constitution
of 1876 with the Constitution of 1869 in the following areas:
a. powers granted to the governor,
b. terms of office,
c. spending.

Discussion may be narrow or broad spectrum.

Assessment. Students will identify the standard of each constitution as being part of the constitution of
1869 or 1876.

RETEACH1NG ACTIVITY: Have students complete a chart as shown:

Powers granted to
the gova-nor

Terms of office Spending

Constitution
of 1869

Censtitution
of 1876

Assessment: Have students complete a compare and ;..ontrast activity for the Constitution of 1869 and the
Constitution of 1876.

EXTENSION. Students will compare the limits placed on the sune of Texas with restrictions placed on
United States government by the United &lies Constitution.

OR

Students will speculate jn what types of problems might occur without restrictions on gov%.rnment.

Resources

Textbook
Texas, Our

exar,
Rinehart



SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7

C. STRAND 3: POLITICAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 3: CLASSIFY THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF GOVERN-
MENT AT LOCAL AND STATE LEVELS

TEACHING ACTIVITY:

Class is divided into thr.le groups: (See textbook p. 571.)
1. Council - Manager
2. Mayor - Council
3. Commission

Each group will describe the members and duties of members for the grouping and present the
information to the class in a panel discussion format.

Assessment: Studems will write a plyagraph discussing any one of the three forms of municipal
government. includ:4 meakrs and duties.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Students will complete a matching format worksheet giving the three forms
of government and various duties of each.

Assessment: Given the duties of municipal government, students will label each as 1) Council - Manager,
2) Mayor - Couacil, and 3) Commission.

EXTENSION; Students will desctibe in writing their own plan of .nunicipe government. They may
combine any of the forms st.died in this unit, or it may be an entirey original form of government.

Resources
Textbook

xas, Our
Texas, Holt,
Rinehart



SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7

C. STRAND 3: POLITICAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 4: ANALYZE SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND ROLES OF INDIVID.
UALS IN TEXAS HISTORY FROM POST-RECONSTRUCTION TO
PRESENT

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Students will wake a puppet and complete a biographical skit about one of the
following persons: Buddy Holly, Barbara Jordan, Lyndon B. Johnson, Mariam Ferguson, Jim
Wright, Ami Richards, Lady Bird Johnson, James S. Hogg, John Tower, Henry Cisneros, Willie
Nelson, Katherine Anne Porter, J. Frank D3bie, Tom Landry, Sam Rayburn, Henry Gonzalez,
Audie Murphy, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Howard Hughes, etc. Each puppet and skit will be
presented to the class for a grade, and students will take notes over five personalities in whom they
are interested.

Assessment; Each student will name five significant individuals in Texas history selected from the skits
on personalities from poa-reconstruction to the present.

RETEACH1NG ACTIVITY: (Interchangeable with Reteaching Assessment) Students will complete a
matching activity involving significant individuals in Texas history from post-reconstruction to
present.

Assessment. (Interchangeable with Reteaching Activity) Have students read sentences describing the
life/accomplishments of personalities in the first person format (i.e., "I am..") and have students
identify the individual being described.

EXTENSION: St,dents will complete a three-paragraph paper titled "If I could be anyone in Texas history
from the post-reconstruction era to the present, I woukl be
because...."

TX-41

Resources
Textbook
Texas, Our
Texas, Holt.
Rinehart



SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 7

C. STRAND 3: POLITICAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF TEXAS

OBJECTIVE 5: EXAMINE THE STRUCTURES AND OPERATION OF PUBLIC
EDUCATION IN TEXAS

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Students will make a timeline of public education in Texas beginning with the
early days of education m the Republic of Texas and including such milestones as Lamar's education
plans, Governor Pease's School Law of 1854, establishment of top universities and colleges, Civil
War education, turn of the century education, G. I. Bill, Brown vs Board of Education/civil rights
movements, integration of public schools, 1^90's bills (HB72, mandatory testing), etc. This
timeline will be the basis for discussion of these events and their importance.

Assessment. Students will arrange in chronological order five srecif:c events that have taken place in
education from the time of the Reptile until the present.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Teacher will lead a discussion of Article VII of the Constitution which
commands an establishment of, and maintenance and spport of, public free schools in Texas.

Assessment: In a brief paragraph, students will tell why there are publ's schools in Texas.

EXTENSION: Students will describe what life for them might be like had public schools not been
established in Texas.

Resources
Textbook
Texas, Our
Texas, Hutt,
Rinehart



Social Studies
GRADE EIGHT

OBJECTIVES

THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TEAMS *

A. Strand 1 [United States development as an indepen-
dent unified nation]

1. Ident5ly the early explorers and explain the signif-
icant factors which influenced their explorations

2. Examine the effects of colonization on the development
of the United States emphasizing the factors which
influenced the settlement and growth of the colonies
(economic, political, social, and geographical)

3. Analyze the major events leading to the independence
of the United States by evaluating the attempts of
Britain to tighten its control over the colonies

4. Examine the causes and effects of the United States'
involvement in foreign affairs and international
conflicts (e.g., War of 1812, Monroe Doctrine, Oregon
Territory, Texas, Louisiana, and Gadsden Purchase)

5. In,erpret and evaluate the reasons for the rise of
sectionalism

6. Analyze the economic, social, and politicak/cau.,es of
the Civil War

7. Analyze the political, economic, and social effects of
the Civil War and Reconstruction on the life of the
American people

8. Identify and evaluate significant historical individ-
uals and their cont*Abutions and/or role in the
development of the United States

B. Strand 2 [Geographic influence on the historical
development of the United States]

1 Compare the major physical features and economic
resources of the United States and explain how they
influenced the development of the United States

2 Examine the major geographical regions of the United
States and analyze the similarities and differelces to
those of Canada and Mexico

3 Examine the geographical areas that were acquired to
form the United States and relate how demographic
patterns we:.-e influenced as the United States grew
through treaty, annexation, and acquisition

0110 *R--Reading
W--Writing

US-1

0 2

1A

1A

1C

1D

1E

1F

1G

1H

R4, 5

R7

W9

R7

R7

R3

R3

2A,G R11
3C

2B, F R7
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THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TEAMS

4. Locate and explain the importance of selected histoz.
ical sites and places in the United States

C. Strand 3 (Economic development and growth of the
United States]

1. Explain the mercantile system and its eff=tct upon the
development of the colonies

2. Analyze the emergf.ince and benefits of the free enter-
prise economic system in the United States

3. Analyze thq impact of business cycles on the United
States in relation to technological innovations in
business, industry, and agriculture

4. Analyze the economic impact of various wars on the
United States

5. Compare the relationship of economic sectionalism and
the Civil War

6. Identify significant American business, indus`-'-',and
labor leaders and their role in the development of
the United States

D. Strand 4 [Social and cultural developments of the
United States]

1. Analyze the various cultures of the American Indian
(geographic location, social and economic factors)

2. Explain the phrase "A Nation of Immigrants" by
identify.ng etnnic and racial groups that settled in
che United States and csxplain reasons for immigration

3. Analyze the contributions of ethnic and racial groups
and individuals and their role in the development of
the United Sta.tes

4. Analyze social reform movements, leaders, issues, and
results during the growth of the American nation

5. Examine the developments in the fine arts areas and
other culturally related activities during the 18th
and 19th centuries

7.. strand 5 [Political development of the United
States]

1. Analyze the politic:al ideas that form the basis for
the American political system as brought out within
the Constitution of the United States
of America

2. Analyze the main political, economic, and social idea."
in the United States Constitution, tht Bill of Rights,
and the Declaration of Independence

US-2

2D

3A

3B

3D, F

3E

3G

3H

4A

4B

4C

4D

4E

5A
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1111 THE LEARNER WILL:

3. Examine the structure and functions of the three
branches of the national government and explain the
system of checks and balances within the American
political system

4. Indicate ways of maintaining a division of power among
the local, state, and national governments

5. Analyze the historical developments of polltical
parties by examining major political campaigns,
elections, issues, and leaders

6. Interpret the concept that the United States has a
"government of law, not men"

7. Analyze Aajor historical documents that relate to the
development of the United States

F. Strand 6 [Social studies attitudes, values, and
skills for citizenship]

1. Explain why respect for self and others should be
important to at individual

2 Examine varied aspects of democratic beliefs and
personal responsibilities necessary in becoming a
well-rounded citizen

3. Svaluate what is necessary to support the American
economic system

4 Apply social studies skills
Analyze and synthesize information
Draw conclusions, make inferences, and develop
criteria for making juugments
Understand cause/effect relationships
Locate and gather information
Digtinguish fact from opinion
Organize and express ideas in written form
Use problem-solving skills
Sequence historical data and information

ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

5C,D

5E

5F,G

5H

SI

1A-b

2A-L

3A-J

4A-M

TEAMS *

R4

R4-7,

R9-10,

W7-10



Social Studies, Grade 8
RCOMMENDED COURSE SEQUENCE

Sequential Objectives (Essential E?ements)

The following oojectives should be taught sequentially as listed.

B.

*1.

STRAND 2

Compare the major physical features and economic
resources of the United States and explain how they influ-
enced the development of the United States (2A, G, 3C)

Examine the major geographical regioPs of the United States
and analyze the similarities and differences to those of Canada
and Mexico (2B, F)

D. STRAND 4

*1.

*3.

Analyze the various cultures of the American Indian (geogra-
phic locatim, and social and economic factors) (4A)

Analyze the contributions of ethnic and racial groups and indi-
viduals and their role in the development of the ;Tnited States
(4C)

A. STRAND 1

1. Identify the early exploreis and explain the significant factors
which influenced their explorations (IA)

2. Examine the effects of colonization on the development of the
United States empnasizing the factors which influenced the
settlement and growth of the colonies (economic, political,
sociai, and geographical) (IA)

C. STRAND 3

1. Explain the mercantile system and its effect upon the uevelop-
ment of the colonies (3A)

A. STRAND 1

3. Analyze the major events leading to the inder ',dence of the
United States by evaluating th ;. attempts of Britain to tighten
its control over the colonies (1C)

Resources

A History of the Republic, Prentice-Hall

Chapter 1

"U. S. Physical Regions," filmsuip series
p. 576

Chapter 1

"U. S. Physical Regions," filmstrip series

Chapter 3
Fort Worth Museum of Science and History

Chapters 3 and 4

Chapter 3
"Ctiristuplier Co:umbus," videotape movie
"The Crusades," "Middle Ages," filmstrips
Fort Worth Museum of Science arid Fistory

Chapters 4, 5, 6
"Puritan Family of New England," 16inm film
"Forsaking England," "Making a New World,"

videotape movie
"Immigration: Beginnings - 1800's," filmstrip

Chapters 4, 5, 6
"Puritan Family of New England," 16mm film
"Forsaking England," "Making a Nw World,"

videotape movie
"Immigration: Beginnings - 1800's," filmstrip

Chapters 6, 7, 8
"Firebell in the Night," filmstrip
"Boston Tea Party," "Shot Heard Roune, the

World," 16mm movies
"Paul Revere's Ride," audio tape
Unlocidng the Constitution and the Decleea-

don of Independence," Coidsburg-Haynes

I it

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.
US-4
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Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 8 (continued)

Se uential Ob'ectives (iosential Elements)

The following objectives should be taugnt sequentially as listed.

E. STRAND 5

*7. Analyze major historical documents that relate to the develop-
ment of the United State., (5I)

*1. Analyze the political ideas that form the basis for the Ameri-
can political system as brought out within the Constitution o
the United States of ismarica (5A)

*2. Analyze the main political, economic, and social ideas in the
United States ConstituLon, the Bill of Rights, and the Decla-
ration of Independence (5B)

*3. Examine the structure and fumtions of the three branches of
the national gonniment and e. '2in the system of checks and
balances with.n the American political system (5C, D)

*4. Indicate ways of maintaining a division cf power among the
local, state, and iational governments (5E)

*5 Analyze thr.: historical developments of political parties by
examining major political campaigns, elections, issues, and
leaders (5F, G)

*6. Inaariret the concept that the United States has a "government
of law, not men" (511)

B. STRAND 2

*3. Examine the geographical areas that were acquired to form the
United States and relate how demographic patterns were influ-
enced as the United States grew through treaty, annexation,
and acquisition (2C, E)

C. STRAn) 3

Resources

A History of ti:e Republic, Prentice-Hall

Chapter 9.1
Chapter 9.2

Unlocking the Constitution and the Declara-
tion of Indepeidence, Goldsburg-Haynes

Chapters 9.3 and 9.4
"The Presidency," "The Legislatire," and "The

Supreme Court." filmsuip seees
"System of Checks and Balances," "How a Bill

Becomes Law," "The Federal System," trans-
Emencies

Chapter 9.1
Chapter 9.2

Unlocking the Constitution and the Declara-
tkn of Independence, r4 Sburg-Haynes

Ckapter 9.2
Unlocking the Constitution and t.te Declara-

tion ofindwendence, Goldsburg-Haynes

Chapters 9.3 and 9.4
hThe Presidency," "The Legislature," and "The

Supreme Court," filmstrip series
'System of Checks arid Balances," "Hos% 1 "ill

Becomes Law," "The Federal Systet,,,- trans-
wies

Chapter 10.3 - 14
"U. S. Politic:1 Parties; filmstrip
1988 Presidential Debates

"Thomas Jefferson ard An.xander Hamilton,'
"The U. S. Presidency," filmstrips

Chapters .2.2-14
"Moverr.:,:t W. it," American Series, filmstrip
"Little House _in the hairie," viCeotape

5. Compare the relationship of economic sectionalism and the Chapter 15
Civil War (30) "Cotton Production," "Growth of SlavIry, '

transparenc.r.i
Chapter 1)

"ROOTS," videotape movie
* er am o jec iees are taught throiiiRutull ;ourse/graTeleWT:

SG



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Sindies, Grade 8 (continued)

Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

D. STRAND 4

*4. Analyze social reform movements, leaders, issues, and results
during the growth of the American nation (4D)

A. STRAND 1

1. Interpret and evaluate the reasons for the rise of sectionalism
(IE)

2. Analyze the economic, social, and political causes of the Civil
War (IF)

*3. Analyze the political, economic, and socia: effects of the Civil
War and Reconstruction on the life of the American people
(10)

Chapter- 16
Uncle Torn's Cabin
"William and Ellen Craft - Escape to Freedom,"

videotape movie
Reform issues as addressul in Current Events

and Junior Scholastic magazine

Chapter 17
"ROOTS," videotape movie

Chapter 18

"North and South," and ROOTS," videotape
movies

Chapter 19
"ROOTS," videotape movie

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade leyel.
US-6



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 8 (continued)

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

The remaining objectives for Grade 8 do not have to be taught
sequentially.

A. STRAND 1

A History of the Republic, Prentice-Hall

*4. Examine the causes and effects of the United States' involve-
ment in foreign affairs and Luemational conflicts (e.g., War
of 1812, Monroe Dectrine, Oregon Territory, Texas, Louisi-
ana, and Gadakn Purchase) (1D)

Chapters 10, 11

*8. Identify and evaluate significant historical individuals and their Chapters 10-19
contributions and/or role in the development of the United "U. S. Presidents," filmstrip series
States (2D)

B. STRAND 2

4. Locate and explain the importance of selected historical sites
and places in the United States (2D)

"Shrines and Monumenzs," filmstrip

C. STRAND 3

2. Analyze the emergence and benefits of the free enterprise
economic system in the United States (3B)

*3. Analyze the impact of business cycles on the United Stat4s in Chapter 12.1
relation to technological innovations in business, industry, and "The Making of We Are the World," videotape
agriculture (3D, F) movie

*4 Analyze the economic impact ot various wars on the United Chapters 14-18
States (3E)

*6. Identify significant American business, industrial, and labor
leaders and their role in the development of the United States

Chapters 12, 15

(3H)

D. STRAND 4

*2. Explain the phrase "A Nation of Immigrants" by identifying
ethnic and racial groups that settled in the United States and
explain reasons for immigation (4B)

*5. Examine the developments in the fine arts areas and other
culturally related activities during the 18th and 19th centuries
(4E)

F. STRAND 6

*1. Explain why respect for self and others should be important to
an individual (IA-D)

*2. Examine varied aspects of democratic beliefs and personal
responsibilities necessary in becoming a welL rounded citizen

"Don't Drive Drunk," audio tape

(2A-L)

*Certain objectives are taught throughout the course/grade level.

D3



Recommended Course Sequence
Social Studies, Grade 8 (continued)

Non-Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements)

F. STRAND 6 (continued)

Resources

*3. Evaluate what is necessary tr support the American economic
system (3A-J)

*4 Apply social studies skills (4A-M)
Analyze and synthesize information
Dmw conclusions, make inferences, and develop criteria
for making judgments
Understand causqeffect relationships
Locate and gather information
Distinguish fact from opinion
Organize and express ideas in written form
Use problem-solving skills
Sequence historical data and informr.tion

.................................a

Chapters 1-19 Skill Lessons

*Certain objectives are taught throughoutbsths course/grade level.



SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADE 8

C. STRAND 3: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH OF THE UNITED STATES

OBJECTIVE 1. COMPARE THE MAJOR PHYSICAL FEATURES AND ECONOMIC
RESOURCES OF THE UNITED STATES AND EXPLAIN HOW
THEY INFLUENCED THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES.

TEACHING ACTIVITY: Write the question, "What are economic resources?" on the board, and have the
students brainstorm about resources and their uses in business and industrial development in the
United States.

Next, direct the discussion to regions of the country with characteristics that are different from other
regions of the country. Example: Why is cotton grown in Alabama, but not in Massachusetts?: or,
Why is commercial fishing done in Alaska and Maine, but not in Kansas or Oklahoma? Explain
that factors such as climate, long growing seasons, availability of coastlines, rich soil, convenient
waterways, weather, etc., have influenced the developir nt of certain areas of this country.

Assessment: Refer to the maps on pp. 576-577 to answer the following:
1. Included among the numerous economic activities in the Southwest and Texas are (a) iron and

steel plants and (b) petroleum and cual products. Expiain why these economi,.: activities are
so prevalent in these regions.

2. en the blank map provided, label the states in the southeastem United States where these
economic activities (see item 1 above) are so prevalent.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Make a list of economic resources and place tnis list on the board. This list
might include any of the following conditions and/or resources:

rocky, hilly soil
long growing season
abundant rainfall
abundant forests
rich, rock free soil

flat, rich :and
natural river systems
mountains
plains
seashores

natural shore lines
abundant fish
coal and iron ore
oil and gas
harsh climate

Explain to the students that these conditions and/or resources influenced the development of the
region vvere they existed.
Example: Ouestion Why is there so little farming in New Mexico and Nevada, but a great deal

of grazing and mining?

AnslAer The conditions/resources include mountain areas, rocky soil, many natural
resources, but little land suitable for farming.

Assessment. Have each student take five states and complete a chart listing as many of their economic
activities as possibli, on one side. On the other side, list the conditions/resources that have caused
the development of these activities in these five states.

Example

STATE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES CONDITIONS/RESOURCES

TEXAS cotton, cattle industry, lumber,
steel, and iron

mild climate, long growing seasci,
!ong seashore, coal and iron ore,

EXTENSION: Have the students take any ten states and locate at. least one economic activity that
dominates that state.

US-9
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UNITED STATES MAP (INCLUDING ALASKA AND HAWAII)

1. 01
US-11

Student Handout
Teaching Assessment (CO)
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SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADZ 8

E. STRAND 5: POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNITED STATES

OBJECTIVE 1: ANALYZE THE POLITICAL IDEAS THAT FORM THE BASIS FOR
THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM AS BROUGHT OUT
WITHIN THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

TEACHING ACTIVITY:
1. Use the transparency of the chart of the Virginia and New Jersey Plans to discuss with students

the differences between the two plans.
2. Review the meaning of the word compromise. Ask students to give examples of situations in

which compromise was necessaty to reach an agreement or settle a dispute.
3. Use the attached transparency, which illustrates the Great Compromise, and ask c:udents to

identify the concepts of the Virginia and New Jersey Plans that were included in the Great
Compromise.

Assessment: Students will write a paragraph explaining the Great Compromise.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: The students will complete a chart of the Virginia and New Jersey Plans and
draw a circle around the parts of each plan that were included in the Great Compromise. (See
student handout.)

Assessment. Students will explain why each of the following were included in the Great Compromise:
1. a three-branch government
2. a two-house legislature
3. two senators for eac.istate
4. a lower house with representation based on population

EXTENSION: Organize students into cooperative learning groups. Students will develop an alternative
compromise for the problems faced under the A :tides of Confederation.

1(12
US-13

&amuses

Textbook
A. Hiswry of the
Repubhc ... to
1877

Filt_1511 rig:

The Constitution
at 200: Why
Does it Still
Work? - part 2-
The Great Com-
promise, Assoc.
Press, Prentice
Hall Media

Transparencies

Student Handout



* THE CONFLICTING PLANS

Virginia Plan

Created three-brauch government:
Legislative
Executive
Judicial

Two-house legislature
Lower House
Upper House
Seats in both houses divided up
by population so states with larger
populations elect more representa-
tives

Small states protested plan

New Jersey Plan

Created three-branch government:
Legislative
Executive
Judicial

One-house legislature
One vote for each state regardless
of population

Large states protested plan

10 3
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GREAT COMPROMISE

THREE-BRANCH GOVERNMENT

Legislative

Executive

Judicial

TWO-HOUSE LEGISLATURE

Upper House - Senate

(Two Senators for each State)

Lower House - House of Representatives

(Seats Divided up According to the Population of Each State)

104
US-1.7

Transparency
Teaching A ctivity (E:1)
S S 8



THE CONFLICTING PLANS

Directions: Complete the chart below.

VIRGINIA PLAN NEW JERSEY PLAN

COMPROMISE

105
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SOC(AL STUDIES, GRADE 8

E. STRAND S: POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNITED STATES

OBJECTIVE 7: ANALYZE MAJOR HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS THAT RELATE TO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNITED STATES

TEACHING ACTIVITY. Make a list of some of the problems the new government faced under the
Articles of Confederation.

Example: a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

no president
no power to tax
no court system
no common mcnetary system
states hhd final iluthority

Divide students into cooperative learning groups of three to four. Assign a specific problem to each
group for examination. (Example: Studems may discuss and list problems, demonstrate, role
play, make comparison/contrast chart etc.) Each group will make a presentation to the class
regarding problems posed by the Articles.

Assessment. Using the student handout, students will check those items that represent problems faced by
the government under the Articles of Confederation.

RETEACHING ACTIVITY: Use a filmstrip on the ArticleS of Confederation to list three problems
created by the Art Aes of Confederation.

Assessment: Students will complete the reteaching as,tessment handout.

EXTENSION: Each student will write an essay explaining what he/she thinicc is the biggest r:oblem with
the Articles of Confedention and explain why.

Resource,s

Textbook
A History of the
Republic ... to
1877

Student H..ndout

Filmstrip on the
Articles of
Confederation
Student Haneout



o
ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY

ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION

Directions: Put a check mark (V) next to each smtement that represents a problem faced by the
government under ate Articles of Confederation.

1. A strong President calmed out the laws.

2. The states had final authority.
I

3. The central government could not regulate trade.

4. The central government could not tax.

5. A court system settled disputes between the states.

There was no unified military.

7. The federal judiciary was too powerful.

US-23
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Student Handout
Teaching Activity (E:7)
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ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY

ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION

Answer Key

Directions: Put a check mark (V) next to each staterni-mt that :epresents a problem faced by the
government under the Articles of Confederation.

1. A strong President carried out the laws.

2. NI. The states had final authority.

3. The central government could not regulate trade.

4. ___NL The central government could not tax.

5. A court system settled disputes between the states.

0
6. _NZ... There was no unified military.

7. The federal judiciary was too powerful.

103
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RETEACHING ASSESSMENT

ARTICLES OF THE CONFEDERATION

Directions: Write true or false in the blank for each statement. For every item that is answered
false, explain why it is so.

1. The Articles of Confederation created a very strong central government.

2. The Articles of Confederation did not provide a court system.

3. The central government had the power to raise taxes.

4. The central government could not regulate trade.

5. A strong President carried out the laws.

1 CM
US-27

Student Handout
Reteaching Assessment (E:7)
S S 8



4.

RETEACHING ASSESSMENT

ARTICLES OF THE CONFEDERATION

Answer Key

Directions: Write true or false in the blank for each statement. For every item that is answered
false, explain why it is so.

1. false The Articles of Confederation created a very strong central government.

2. true The Articles of Confederation did not provide a court system.

3. false The central government had theTower to raise taxes.

4. true The centrai government could not regulate trade.

5. false A strong President carried out the laws.

40 LW

US-29

Student handout
Reteaching Assessment Key (E:71
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BASIC ASSUMPTIOWS FOR AN EFFECTIVE STUDY
SKILLS PROGRAM

A study skills program must:

provide students with frequent and diverse opportunities to apply
skills for learning in various content areas

provide students with frequent opportunities for effective oral and
written communication

teach a variety of individual and collaborative problem-solving
strategies

provide opportunities for selection and evaluation of appropriate
learning strategies by students

develop and improve students' data gathering techniques

develop creative, critical, and analytical thinking skills

help students to develop self-management skills

combine individual component study skills into a usable, unified
process

provide students with opportunities to visualize and develop short- and
long-term goals

provide students with opportunities to enhance positive self-concept
through successful learning experiences

InissNEWL,

H3-1



Social Studies
HOW TO STUDY

OBJECTIVES

THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL

ELEMENTS

TAAS

A. STRAND 1 Demonstrate Management of Self and
Resources in Daily Activitiea

1. Demonstrate materials management skills by
arranging and keeping a class notebook

2. Derive meaning.from text and follow written
directions

3. Participate in activities designed to enhance
concept of self as a decision-maker by planning
input into his/her control over time, environ-
ment, and associates through

setting and reviewing periodic goals
scheduling time usage
choosing proper environment

4. Participate in ar.tivities designed to improve
concept of self as a learner

5. Derive meaning from subject aLe.? textbooks by
using them to locate information

* Grade level
** Attitudes, values, and skills

HS-3 1 .1 4+
0

SS2C *(6)

LA4C (6)

S3 (7)

AVS** 4AC

SS7C (6)

LA3D (6)

LA4F,I (7)

LA4H (8)

AVS4A-C,F,
G,L

SS6D (6)

S11A-F (7)

S1B,6A-B (8

SS6D
Sl1A-F
S10

(6

(7

(8

SS5D.7C (6

LA,3Diii (6)
SS1C,4D (7)

SS2A,D (8)

LA2A-B (8)

4I-K (8)

AVS4A,F,L

R2

R1,5
R2,5

W2,R5
R5

Rev. 1990



THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TAAS

B. STRAND 2 Improve Oral and Written
Communication Skills

1. Pratice active listening techniques in both
independent and group learning situations
requiring the learner to

follow directions
paraphrase
summarize

2. Pra%tice and improve oral communication skills

SS1B-C (6)

LA1A,C-D (6)
2B,3C(v) (6)

LA2B,4F,I(7)
5A-C,SS2F(7)
LA5A-E (8)

4D,H,5B (8)

AVS4B,G,H

SS1A,7B-C(5)

LA2-3

M10-13

by LA2A-B (C)

working in small groups LA5A-B CO LA1,3,4

participatlng in constructive group S4A-B (7)

discussions S4A-C (8) M10-13

delivering individual or team reports LA5A-C (8)

M1C (8) R3

AVS4F-G

3. Use writing process techniques in daily and SS7C (6)

week writing a:tivities LA4Ai-ii (6)

4B-C (6)

LA1,A-I (7) W1-7

S4A-B (7)

S4A-C (8) W1-7
7A-D (8)

LAIA-K (8)

AVS4D

C. STRAND 3 Develop Relevant Data Gathering
Techniqu23 for Actual PI:ojectb

I. Utilize techniques for notetaking from both SS7C,S4A (6)

oral and written sources LA4J,5E (7) LA2-3

S2,5B (7)

LA5E (6)

S2A-B,3, (6)

4A-C,5B (8)

M7B
AVS4A

2. Utilize a variety of relevant resources and S4A (6) M5

supplemental materials for a specific research S26A-B (7) LA2

topic LA5H-K (8) R5-6

S2A-B,5B (8) W3

M7B (6)

AVS4A

HS-4

1 1 3
Rev. 199J



THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL TAAS
ELEMENTS

3. Differentiate between relevant and irrelevant
information by extracting informacion usable for
a specific research topic

4. Use a variety of multi-media and primary
resources related to a specific research topic

D. STRAPD 4 Demonstrate an Ability to Use
Creative, Critical, and Analytical
Thinking Skills

1. Practice using specific test-taking strategies
for different types of tests (objective, short
answer, and essay), and then use those skills
in actual test-taking situations

2. Use specific teamwork skills to solve problems

3. Apply problem-solving processes to solve a
variety of academic and real-life problems

1.14
HS-5

M1B (6) MS

S2 (7) LA3,5-6

LA4B-C (8) Mll

S2A-B (8)

6A-B (8) W4

M7B (8)

AVS4A,C,H

52,M7C (7) LA5

LA2A-B,4K(8) W4
S2A-B, (8)

9A-B (8)

M6D-E (8)

AVS4A,C,H

SS7C (6)

MA-F (7) LA5

MA-F (8) R4

557B-C (6) M10-13
M1C (6)

S11A-F (7)

S10 (8) M10-13
M1A-F (8)

AVS4J,L

SS1B-C (6)

7B-C (6)

M1A-B (6)

Sl1A-7 (7)

M1A-C (7)

4A-H (7)

S10 (8)

M1A-F (8)
AVS4G,J,L

M10-13

LA4

M10-13
R4

Rev. 1990



Social Studies, How to Study
RECOMMENDED COURSE SEQUENCE

Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

B. Strand 2
I. Practice active listening techniques in both independent SSP - Units 1-2, 6

and group learning situations requiring the learner to SC - Unit 3, pp. 73-84
follow directions rt - Volume 1, "Listening"
paraphrase TC - Chapters 1-3
summarize

A. Strand 1
2. Derive meaning from text and follow written directions SSP - Units 2, 7

SC - Unit 4
GS - Chapters 5-6
TT - Volume 1, "Following Directions"

1. Demonstrate materials management skills by arranging SSP - Unit 11
and keeping a class notebook SC - Unit 2

GS - Chapters 1-4
TT - Volume 1, "Orgtnization"

3. Participate in activities designed to enhance concept of SSP - Units 3, 4
self as a decision-maker by planning input into his/her SC - Unit 2
control over time, environm..a, and associates through GS - Chapters 1, 3-4

setting and reviewing periodic goals TT - Volume 1, "Time Management" and "Goal
scheduling time usage Setting"
choosing proper environment TC - Chapter 6, "Procrastination"

D. Strand 4
2. Use specific teamwork skills to solve proMems SC - Units 1-7

SSP - Units 1-15
GS - Chapter 1
TC - Chapter 6

3. Apply problem-solving processes to solve a variety of SSP- Units 1-15
academic and real-life problems SC - Units 1-7

GS - Chapters 1,4
TC - Chapter 6

1. Practice using specific test-takin, strategies for different SSP - Unit 15
types of tests (objective, short answer, and essay), and SC - Unit 6 .

then use those skills in actual test-taking situations GS - Unit 9
TT - Volume 2, "Taking Tests-Tips and Secrets"

KEY:

SSP - Study Skills Program, Level I
SC - Sunburst Communications
GS - Getting Smarter
TC - Teenage Connection
TT - Teen Topics (2 Videos)

HS-7

11 5
A 1990



Sequential Objectives (Essential Elements) Resources

B. Strand 2
3. Use writing process techniques in daily and weekly

writing activities

C. Strand 3
1. Utilize techniques for notetaking from both oral and

written sources

B. Strand 2
2. Practice and improve oral communication skills by

working in small groups
participating in constructive group discussions
delivering individual or team reports

SSP - Units 5, 7-10
SC - Unit 3, pp. 85-94
CS - Chapters 5-8
TT - Volume 2, "Taking Notes - Books and

Lectures"

SSP - Units 9-10
SC - Unit 3, pp. 85-94
GS - Chapters 7-8
TI' - Volume 2, "Taking Notes - Books and

Lectures"
TC - Chapter 4

SSP - Unit 6
SC - Units 1-7
GS - Chapter 5
TC - Chapters 1-6

Non-Se I uential Ob'ectives (Essential Elements ) Resources

A. Strand 1
4. Participate in activities designed to improve concept of

self as a learner

5. Derive meaning from subject area textbooks by using
them to locate information

C. Strand 3

2. Utilize a variety of relevant resources and supplemental
materials for a specific research topic

3. Differentiate between relevant and irrelevant information
by extracting information usable for a specific research
topic

4. Use a variety of multi-media and primary resources
related to a specific research topic

SC - Unit 1
GS - pp. 1, 3, Chapter 9, p. 100
TC - Chapters 2-3
TI: - Volume. 1, "Goal Setting"

SC - Unit 4
GS - Chapter 7
SP - Units 5, 7, 12
Tr - Volume 2, ' Acing Notes-Books and

L:caires"

SSP - Units 9-10
SC - Unit 3, pp. 85-94
GS - Chapters 7-8
TT - Volume 2, "Taking Notes-Books and

Lectures"

SC - Units 4-5
SSP - Unit 7
TC - Chapter 6
Tr - Volume 2, "Taking Notes-Books and

Lectures"

SSP - Units 9-10
SC - Unit 3, pp. 8;94
GS - Chapter 2, pp. 20-22,

Chapters 7-8, 10

HS-8 A 1990
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Social Studies
CULTURAL STUDiES A

OBJECTIVES

THE LEARNER WILL: ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
CONTENT A/V/S**

1. Compare and contrast similarities and differences
among various cultures

2. Identify variOus cultures represented in the United
States and other countries

3. Explain the effects one culture has on another

4. Identify and analyze a proble;a for a cultural
group within the United States or another part of
the world

5. Explain the effects culture has on history and
history has on culture

6. Explain the effects geography has on cultural
groups

7. Identify various characteristics of culture s'ch
as language, customs, traditions, values, and
religioil

8. Apply various research skills in organizing,
planning, and preparing a cultural study

**Attitudes, Values, and Skills 1 i 7
CS-1

4A-D

3B,C

4A-D

2A-D,3C,
48

1A,B

4B -D

4A -D



SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHING STRATEGIES

0 Lie study of social studies is intended to help students understand the forces that shape society
and bind people together in the international community in which we live. The teaching

E approach in social studies can be thematic, chronological, or conceptual. Any of these
S approaches lends itself to establishing a relationship between past and present and

0 implications for the future.

GI In order to comprehend the wealth of knowlekte within the broad spectrum that is social

(I
studies, studit:: must be taught to process information in ways that maximize their learning.
One way to advance student learning to optimum levels is through the thinking/writing

CD process.

7
As students develop thinking/writing skills, they will begin to acquire competencies in all

0 academic levels. Furthermore, talking, writing, and thinking must be interrelated. Rexford
0 Brown underscores this philosophy "...higher literacies call for students to analyze, think

N critically, evaluate, synthesize information, communicate more effectively, solve problems,
learn how to learn, and in general learn far more actively than traditionally."

11/A7//... M.

Nrratideas ik 'Munk
1

Wridng to think is a model for teachers to help students. There are six strands to the model: selecting
Wormation, seeing i -lationships, ii.:71.-:g prior knowledge, considering alternative points of view, creating and
assessing a plan, and creatinglacknowledging dissonanc..: By using these processes, students will become
proficient problem solvers through the medium of writing.

The process starts with using a unit cr mini-unit social studies objective to develop a rationale or purpose for the
writing/thinking instructional activities. Prior work is given to prepare the student for the writing asstnment.
Subsequent work and assessment are also part of this process.

The following examples indicate how these writing to think strategies can be implemented using the social studies
content.

Selecting information involves choosing relevant and appropriate examples based on a given critenon.

Lead the class to a consensus regarding the qualities of a good citizen. Then view file footage that
spotlights a particular person. Have the group look for actions that show that the person hasldoes not
have these qualities.

Seeing relationships involves asking students to look for patterns or trends; to notice similarities and
differences; to look for motives, purposes, or cause, md effects; to locate events in a chronological or
numerical sequence; or to determine how something (an object, action or, person) relstes to the physical
setting in which it is found.

Describe the basic economic needs of an 8-year old Cambodian_and_an 8-year old UnitedStates citizen.

How did Uncle Tom's Cabinimpact slavery in the United States?

TS-:



Given data relative to the Alaskan oil spill at Valdez, what can you conclue.e about the effect on the
environmeru?

Use a simulation :hat involves a dead lock situation. Work out a compromise that is acceptable to both
sides.

I Using prior knowledge I involves using that information witi:.h students acquire either through formal or
informal and personal educational experiences.

Using what pu have learned about public and private property, write a paragraph that vividly describes
ways that neighborhood parks are used for recreational purposes.

Considering alternative points of view 1 involves looking at both sides of an issue and acknowledging the
possibility of a point of view different from the one originally held.

How might a Mexican soldier report the Battle of the Alamo?

How would a British sea merchant describe :he Boson Tea Party?

Creating and assessing a plan involves developing ? pronlem-solving strategy to address a specific task and
en assessing that strategy as one tries to use it.

Describe the steps that might be involved in a slave's escaping to freedom in the North.

I Creating/acknowledging dissonance linvolves recognizing major conflict of questions in events,
philosophies, i-ulings, actions, and documents.

Explain why the premise of equality for al! as stated n the Pr. -,ble to the United States Constitution
and the provision that permitted slave trade through 180 are inconsistent and in conflict.

TS-2



1st

year

411

READING AND WRITING TO THINK IN SOCIAL STUDIES

WRITING TO THINK

Using Prior
Knowledge A

A4

rz /Ar/
See ng

Relationships

2nd
year

Considering
Alternative Points

of View

Creating and
Assessing a Plan
(Metacognition)

Creating/
Acknowledging

Dissonance

..-------- Use a
I RationaleRurpos 1 Social Studies

Unit or Mini-Unit Objective
for:

Activity (to include
a writing assignment)

ISubsequent Workl

Assessment

Prior Work

rap4..4 Problem-solving process

120
1°1



TIEACIEUNG STIRATIEGUIES

ACTIVITY I

DEBATE - Provides practice in 211 of thc communications
Skills: reacting, writing, speaking, listening, and specially, thinking

,IMEMEMIA

PR OCED JRE

A. Getting Started - Background Information

1. Derme debate - organized argument between knowledgeable people.

2. Give students handouts with the essential terms and pi ucewres.
- Video tape of previous debate is desirable.

If not available, directions arrl explanations must be extremely clear.

1"2
*Activities to Promote Critical ThimUng, Fran Caldweel, Newport High School, Newport, Oregon

TS-5



B. Selecting a Topic

1. Pair up students with a partner.

2. Two sets of partners are put together - thus forming the debate unit.
Appear to do this randomly but should actually place the stronger teams against each
other

3. Students meet in their debate units to accomplish three tasks.
Select a current, interesting, and controversial issue
Write a clear resolution stated in the affirmative
Determine affirmative and negative teams

(Teacher may opt to supply a list of topics in an attempt to speed up process.)

C . Developing the Argument

1. Students begin their research.
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature is the most useful reference. Other references
should be made available in library.
Interviews applicable

2. Students should take careful notes and make sure each item of information is
documented.

3. Allow five days for research process.

4. Partners plan and rehearse their cases together.
Two days can be ahowed in class for organizing and preparing the debate speeches.

5. Affirmatives must begin by defining terms and then proceed through each stock issue.

6. Negatives must defend the status quo and attack the contentions of the affirmatives.

7. Partners should keep in mind that the strongest evidence is best presented last.

8. Students should be encouraged to write their speeches in outline form. This will
discourage them from empty reading.

Good eye contact is necessary to be convincing.

9. During the reccIs, partners discuss ways to refute what the other side has said.
note taking during other side's arguments
attempt to andcipate opponent's arguments

10. Rebuttals should follow a plan and may be given by one or both partners.
All points made in the constructive speech should be reiterated one by one, folk
each by what the opponent said to disapprove it and then given more evidence to
reestablish it.
A good rebuttal should end with a summary and a statement of the debaters' belief in
the soundness of their argument.

TS-6



D. Presentation

I . Debaters sit at their respective desks in front of the room.
Face opponents, yet the desks are slanted enough so that the audience can see the
debaters' faces as well.

2. Remind students to speak in loud, clear voices with correct pronunciation and
appropriate expression.

3. Strict formality is upheld: the debaters and their positions are introduced to the
audience; an official timekeeper watches the clock and warn debaters nonverbally when
one minute remains.

Only debaters are permitted to speak, except during the recess.

4. A schedule should be drawn up so students know on exactly which day they will
debate.

5. Five judges should be selected from outside the class and allowed some time to
familiarize themselves with the judging form.

6. Only one judge is needed for each debate.
Judge uses the debate form provided, which was devised by the American Forensic
Association.
Post on bulletin board.

E. Assessment ;;

Students can now write a persuasive essay because they have already formulated two
strong thesis statements and collected a set of supporting details.

1 ' -1
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ACTIVITY H.

JURY-TRIAL TECHNIQUE - Debate technique that is excellent because it can
involve a large number of the class in active participation. In this technique the class
simulates courtroom procedures to discuss an issue or problem. The procedure seems
to be a simple one, but it requires carefLI preparation if it is to go smoothly.

PROCEDURE

A. Select an issue or problem to debate. It adds interest if one of the students can act as a
defendant.

B. Select lawyers, researchers, and witnesses for both sides. These groups can be as large as
you wish, but if they are too larg ,ty become cumbersome. The teacher can act as
judge, or better yet, some responsm. student can be named for that position. Another
pupil should be selected court stenographer, or recorder, to keep a record of what
=spires. All members of the class who are not lawyers, researchers, witnesses, or
current officials, are the jury.

C. All students should research the problems. The lawyers and xitnesses should get the facts
from their own research and from that of the other class membcrs.

D. Conduct the trial

1. The lawyers open up with their arguments.

2. Witnesses present their evidence.

3. Lawyers questions and cross examine

4. Lawyers from each side sum up. Each should point out how the evidence favors
his/her side.

5. The judge sums up, points out errors in the arguments, fallacies, and misstatements of
facts.

6. The class, acting as the jury, votes on which side won the argument.

TS-8



0 ESSENTIAL TERMS

Controversial issue: a Lubject that can be argued and supported from opposing points of
view.

Resolution: (sometimes called the preposition): a statement which defmes the nature of the
controversy, is stated in the affirmative, and provides a basis for argument for or against.

Affirmative: the person who upholds the resolution, who argues for a change in what presently
exists.

Negative: the person who z sues against the change proposed in the resolution, who upholds
the conditions as they presently exist.

Definition of Terms: a clear explanation of the resolution, defining and limiting ideas; it is the
affirmative teams responsibility, but the negative team must approve.

Evidence: the material offered as proof in an argument; it can be in the form of: (1) quotations
from authorities; (2) examples of actual situations or case histories, or (3) facts and
statistics.

Status Quo: a Latin term meaning the existing state of affairs, the present or the current belief
and actions.

Burden of Proof: rests on the affirmative, who must prove that the status quo is Lnsatisfactory
and that the affirmative way is better, because the affirmative has a more difficult task, this
side is given the advantages of starting and ending the debate.

Stock Issues: those issues which must be proved by the affirmative (1) the need for the change,
(2) the practicality of the change, (3) the desirability of the change.

Presumption: the assumption that tne negative is "right" until proven wrong"

Constructive Speeches: given in the first pan of the debate; they present the major arguments
with :vidence.

Rebuttals: given in the second part of the debate; the process of rebuilding after attack or
defending from attack.

TS-9
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ORDER AND TIME RESTRICTIONS FOR DEBATE

PART ONE: Constructive Speeches

First Affirmative
First Negative
Second Negative
Secoad Affirmative

Recess

PART TWO: Rebuttals

2-5 minutes
2-5 minutes
2-5 minutes
2-5 minutes

Negative 5 minutes
Affirmative 5 minutes

1.27

TS-10

Handout #2



ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND SKILLS roR CITIZENSHIP, GRADES 7-12

(1) Resocw.t for self and others. The student shall be provided opportunities
ta:

(A) respect beliefs of other individuals, groups, and cultures;
(B) be aware that some things are valued more in some groups and

cultures than in others;
(C) recognize how societal values affect individual beliefs and

attitudes; and
(D) recognize that individuals must accept the consequences of their

decisions.

(2) Democratic beliefs and personal respoonsibility. The student shall be
provided opportunities to:

(A) ,.spect the principles that underlie the Texas and the United States
Constitutions, the Bill of Rights, and the Declaration of Indepen-
dence;

(El) consider one's own values as well as those of others when making
political decisions;

(C) value open-mindedness, tolerance of differing opinions, and civic
participation as important aspects of democratic behavior;

(D) respect the laws of one's society and work responsibly to change
laws that one judges to be unjust;

(E) understand the importance of individual participation in civic
affairs;

(F) understand that legal rights and protections must be balanced with
civic responsibilities;

(G) recognize the value of compromise in the democratic process;
(H) examine reasons that participation and decision making in civic

affairs require knowledge, time, and personal efforts;
(I) identify legal rights, responsibilities, and protection afforded

juveniles and adults;
(J) support the democratic processes of the republican form of govern-

ment;
(K) support the basic values of American society (e.g., justice,

responsibilities, freedom, respect for the law, diversity, privacy,
private property rights, free enterprise, and voluntary exchange);
and

(L) support the rules and laws of one's school, community, state, and
nation.

(3) Support for the American economic system. The student !lball be provided
opportunities to.

(A) recognize the contributions of the American economic system to the
standard of living of Americans:

(R) support the role of profit in the American market system;
(C) believe in the right of individuals to acquire, use, and dispose of

property;



(D) support the freedom of consumers to choose how to spend their

income;
(E) recognize that citizens, through legal political activities, can

influence economic decisions make by government;
(F) acknowledge the role of government in regulating unreasonable

restraint on competition by either producers or consumers;

(G) support competition by either producers or consumers;

(H) support competition as it affects the quantity and quality of goods

and services produced;
(I) recogni:..e that as individuals act in their own economic interest

they may also serve the economic interest of others; and
(J) compare the control and treatment of public and private property.

(4) Application of social studies skills. The student shall be provided

opportunities to:

(A) locate and gather information;
(B) observe for detail;
(C) translate information from one medium to another;
(D) organize and expresn ideas in written form;
(E) distinguish fact from opinion;
(F) analyze inforrution;
(G) draw conclusions;
(H) synthesize information;
(I) develop criteria for making judgments;
(J) use problem-solving skills;
(K) sequence historical data and information;
(L) draw inferences; and
00 perceive cause-effect relationships.

EE - 2
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
GRADE 6

(1) Personal, social, and civic responsibilities. The student shall be
provided oppornunities to:

(A) explain the role of compromise as a method of resolving conflicts;
(B) suppozt tae principle of majority rule and minority rights; and
(C) respect individual's right to fold different political and religious

beliefs.

(2) The American economic system. The student shall be provided opportuni-
ties to:

(A) explain the economic importance of various regions of the world;
(B) explain and give examples of economic interdependence among nations;
(C) recognize the value and dignity of work;
(D) describe characteristics of each type of major economio system (free

enterprise market, command); and
(E) understand the role of competition in a market economy.

(3) Historical data about Texas, the United States, and the world. The
student shall be provided opportunities to:

(A) identify contributions of various cultures, past and present, to
world civilization;

(B) identify significant individuals and their contributions to world
history;

(C) identify major world civilizations in history; and
(D) describe major events in world history.

(4) Institutions and processes of local, state, national, and other political
systems. The student shall be provided opportunities to:

(A) identify contributions of other countries to the American political
system; and

(B) describe the characteristics of each type of political system (rule
by one, few, or many) in selected countries.

(5) Local, state, national, and world geography. The student shall be
provided opportunities to:

(A) compare cultural regions of the world;
(B) describe population patterns of the world;
(C) describe the impact of physical features on selected cultures, past

and present;
(D) locate and describe landforms and climates of various regions;
(E) describe how the geographic regions of the world are similar and

different;
(F) recognize various types of map projections; and
(G) use latitude ahd longitude to locate sites on maps and globes.

130



(6) Psychological, sociological, and cultlzral factors affecting human

behavior. The student 3hP11 be provided opportunities to:

(A) describe examples of cultural borrowing amonm P.'cieties;
(B) identify basic intAtitut.i.dns common to all ou.,,ures;

(C) describe how writtea sand unwritten laws and rules (mores and
customs) of a society affect inaividual and group behavior; and

(D) recognize that decisions made in one's self interest may benefi*-
others.

(7) Social studies skills. The student shall be provided opportunities to:

(A) make and int4trpret timelines;
(B) compare and lontrast opposing viewpoints; and
(C) organize data to support or refute a viewpoint.

I,).1.Z.
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
TEXAS HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY, GRADE 7

(1) Exploration and colonization of Texas. The student shall be provided
opportunities to:

(A) describe the history of the earl'Ist inhabitants and settlers of
Texas;

(B) understand the reasons for Europ- exploration and colonization of
Texas; and

(C) identify and explain significant historical personalities.

(2) Achievement of Texas independence. The student shall be provided oppor-
tunities to:

(A) understand reasons for the conflict with Mexico that led to Texas
independence;

(B) identify significant individuals in the struggle for Texas
independence;

(C) describe major historical events of the Texas Revolution;
(D) understand the significance of the Texas Declaration of Tndepen-

dence, the Alamo, the Battle of San Jacinto, and the Mexican War;
(E) analyze the problems of Texas as a republic; and
(F) summarize the historic,41 developments leading to Texas statehood.

:3) Political and social history of Texa . The student shall be provided
opportunities to:

(A) explain the role of Texas in the Civil War;
(B) analyze the effects of the constitution of 1876 on political devel-

opments of Texas;
(C) describe the structure and function of government at the local and

state levels;
(D) identify significant events in Texas history from post-Reconst,uc-

tion to presen'..4

(E) identify significant individuals frrm post-Rec=struction to
present;

(F) identify ethnic and racial groups that settled in Texas and reasons
for their migration; and

(G) describe the structure and governance of public education.

(4) Geography and economic growth of Texas. The student shall be provided
opportunities to:

(A) describe the physical, cultural, and economic features of the Texas
lendscape;

(B) describe the geographic regions of the state;
(C) understand the influence of geography on the direction and flow of

Texas settlement;
(D) locate places of historical significance in Texas;
(E) explain reasons for urbanization of the state; and
(F) describe the role of major industries in the economic development of

Texas.

EE-51 3 2



ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
UNITED STATES HISTORY AND CITIZENSHIP, GRADE 8

(1) United States development as an independent, unified nation. The student
shall be provided opportunities to:

(A!, recognize the effects of exploration and colonization on the devel-
opment of the United States;

(B) analyze the political and economic causes of the American Revolu-
tion;

(C) describe the major events leading to the independence and establish-
ment of the United States;

(D) describe the causes and effects of the United States' involvement in
foreign affairs and international conflicts;

(E) understand the reasons for the rise of sectionalism;
(F) explain the causes of the Civil War;
(G) analyze the effects of the Civil War and Reconstruction on the life

of the nation; and
(H) identify significant individuals and their contributions to the

United States.

(2) Geographic influences on the historical development of the United States.
The student shall be provided opportunities to:

(A) locate and describe major physical features of the United States;
(B) identify and :ribe the major geographical regions of the United

States;
(C) identify the geographical areas that were acquired to form the

United States;
(D) locate and explain the .aportance of selected historical sites and

places in the United States;
(E) recognize how physical features of the United States influenced

population movements and patterns of settlement;
(F) describe the relationships of physical and climatic features of the

United States with those of Canada and Mexico; and
(G) identify th,. major etlIonomic resources of the regions of the United

States.

(3) Economic development and growth of the United States. The student shall
be provided opportunities to:

(A) explain the effects of the mercantile system on the development of
the colonies;

(B) describe the emergence and benefits of the free enterprise economic
system in the United States;

(C) unthrstand how geographic patterns of economic resources influenced
the development of the United States;

(D) analyze the impact of technological innovations on business,
industry, and agriculture;

(E) explain the economic impatIt of various wars on the United States;
(F) understand the impact of business cycles on the United States;
(G) analyze the relationship of economic sectionalism and the Civil War;

and
(H) identify significant American business, industrial, and labor

leaders.

(4) Social and cultural developments of the United States. The student shall
EE-6
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be providod opportunities to:

(A) analyze the various cultures of the American Indians;
(B) identify ethniz.: and racial groups that settled in the United States,

and explain reasons for immigration;
(C) recognize the contributions of ethnic and racial groups and individ-

uals tn the development and growth of the United States;
(D) identify social reform movements, leaders, issues, and results; and
(E) describe developments in art, music, literature, drama, and other

culturally related activities.

(5) Political development of the United States. The student shall be pro-
vided opportunities to:

(A) identify the political ideas that form the basis for the United
States political system;

(B) analyze the main political, economic, and social ideas in the United
States Constitution, the Jll ^f Rights, and the Declaration of
Independence;

(CI desczibe the structure and functions of the three branches of the
national government;

(D) explain the system of checks and balances at all levels of govern-
ment;

(E) identify ways of maintaining a division of power among the local,
state, and national governments;

(F) analyze the historical developments of political parties;
(G) describe major political campaigns, elections, issues, and leaders;
(H) interpret the concept that the United States has a "government of

law, not men"; and
(I) analyze major historical documents that relate to the development

of the United States.

1:14
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Physical and Psychological Safety

Social Studies
Science
Exploratory Homemaking
Technology and Trade and Industrial
Education
Health
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PHYSICAL
SAFETY

GRADE 6 GRADE 7 GRADE 8

Practices and Rules of Safety
Demonstrate practices and
rules of safety to void
injury and prevent accidents
in the home, school, and
community

Substance Abuse (H,S)
School Safety Rules (5)
Travel to and from School

(1)

Substance Abuse (S)
School Safety Rules (S,TI)
Infectious Diseases (RS)

School Safety Rules (S,TI)
Home Safety Roles (EH)

-...

People Help Each Other to
Be Safe

Discuss ways people can help
each other to be safe in the
home, school, and
community

.

Family Members (H)
School Personnel (H,3)

Family Members (EH)
Schrol Personnet (TI)

Family Members (EH)
School Personnel (11)

Civic Responsibilities
Toward Safety

Recognize one's civic
responsibilities toward safety
rules and authority figures in
home, school, and community

Maintaining a Healthy
Environment (H)

P--..,nal Responsibilities ('11)
Government Regulations for
Substance Abuse (S)
Support State Laws (SS,TI)
Support Federal Law3 J'I)
Respecting and Supporting
Laws of Society (SS)

Personal Responsibilities
(SS,TI)
Support State Laws ;I'D
Support Nati,onal Laws
(SS,TI)

PSYCHOLOGICAL
SAFETY

GRADE 6 GRADE 7 GRADE 8

Behavior and Consequences
Identify acceptable mcl
unacceptable behavicc and
the consequences of one's
actions

Identifying Effects of Laws,
Mores, and Customs (SS)
Taking Risks (H)
Making Decisions (SS,H,S)

Accepting ''.,nsequences of
Decision' .;,EFI)
Making t.".cisions (EH)

Accepting Consequences of
Decisions (SS,EH)
Making Decisions (Eif)

Develoolng a Positi Self-
Concept

Demonstrate a positive
attitude toward self

Promoting Self-Concept (H) Demonstrating Respect for
Self and Others (SS)
Personal Appearance (EH)

DemInstraung Respect for
Self and Others (SS)
Personal Appearauce (EH)

Emotions and Their Effects
Describe various emotions
and their effects on self,
family, and others.

Promo.; 4 Healthy Rela-
tionships (H,S)

Dealing with Peer Press
(S)
Self Understanding and

es-R ponsibility (Eil)
1

Self Understanding and
Responsibility (EH)

I
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SOCIAL STUDIES
IiHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

GRADES 7-12
Attitudes/Values/Skills

GRADE 6 GRADE 7 GRADE 8

Recognize that individuals
must accept the consequences
of their decisions

Describe how the laws, n__ res,
and customs of a society
affect behavior

Demonstrate respect for self
and others

Explain why respect for self
and others should be
imporant for an individual

Respect the laws of one's,
society and work responsibly
to change laws that one judges
to be unjust

Explain how decisions made
in one's self-interest may
benefit others

Examine varied aspects of
democratic beliefs and
personal responsibilities
necessary in becoming a
well-rounded citizen

Support the rules and laws of
one's school, community,
state, and nation



SCIENCE
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

GRADES 6 GRADE 7 GRADE 8

Identify components of the
scientific method
List harmful effects of tobw-co
used in any form
Identify alcohol as the drug
that is most abused by people
in the United States
Classify groups of harmful
drugs and list their effects
on the body

Identify and apply the
scientific method
Identify infectious diseases
giving cause, trmsmitted
method (including AIDS and
other sexually transmitted
diseases)

Identify and apply the
scientific method
Use safety practices in the ust
of materials and equipment

Demonstrate knowledge of the
laws and governmental regu-
lation? relating to the pro-
duction, distribution, and use
of alcohol and other drugs

Cite harmful effects of the
use of alcohol, tobacco, and
non-prescription drugs and
determine alternate causes of
action in dealing with peer
press=



EXPLORA TGRY HOMEMAKING
PHYSICAL ANb PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

GRADE 6 GRADES 7-8

Identify mks involved in routine home care

Recognize the role of safety in home care

Observe safety practices in the kitchen

,

Use correctly and safely the various types of pressing
equipment

Describe the responsibilities of parents and babysitters

Identify safety factors to consider when selecting toys
and caring for children

Relate in- and out-of school interests and activities to
intellectual development of adolescents

Descaibe the factors that influence one's personal
appearance

Analyze the faztors that ccatribute to self-acceptance

Identify the most visible signs of physical development during
adolescence

Analyze the influence of physicnl -..!;:vciopment on the
adolescent

Analyze variovs food factors contributing to meal patterns
and food habits

PPS-5 1.39



TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION AND
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

GRADE 6 GRADES 7-8

Identify concepts and skills relatrAl to safety and safe working
conditions

Demonstrate safe operation and us..., of selected tools and
equipment to avoid injury

Maintain safe conditions in the laboratory

Select a commercially made product and prepare a maintenance
program for it-
Invesdgate appropriate state and federal safety laws

Prepare safety posters for the use of powet tools tInd Nuipment

Demonstrate proper safety prmeduies

PPS-6
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HEALTH EDUCATION
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

GRADE 6 GRADE 7 GRADE 8

Identify daily practices whica
promote self-concept

Appraise individual strengths
in relation to developing a
positive self-concept

Identify behaviors and friend-
ships that promote Ir.althy
relationships

It

, Choose appropriate behaviors
when forming new friendships

Identify ways to prevent un-
necessary accidents at home
and schcol

Identify safety practices
related to travel to and from
school, including bicycling
and walking

Explore the roles of risk-
taking ard consequences when
making decisions
Explain effects of substance
abuse on the family
Name methods of prevention
for major communicable
diseases including AIDS

Identify personal responsibil-
ities in maintaining a healthy
environment

Recognize personal sexual
rights and responsibilities

1 4 1
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PHYSIC/kw, SAFETY, GRADE 6

PRACTICES AND RULES OF SAFETY

ItanlIallDifronLarAgsil

(Local Objective: H-I.2)

ACTIVITY: Review the traffic laws, signals, and signs for automobiles, bicyles, and
pedestrians. Divide students into groups and have them list ways that various weather
conditions (fog, snow, rain) affect safety when traveling to and from school. Also,
have them list safety precautions for each weather condition.

Assessment: Assign a mode of transportation to each group. Have each group present to
the class its list of safety precautions for that mode of transportation.

I

PEOPLE HELP EACH OTHER TO BE SAFE

Family Membent

(Lbcal Objective: H-I.I)

ACTIVITY: Have students make a list of items which are needed to make up a first-aid kit
for home. Use Handout #4, "Family First-Aid Supplies," in Grade 6 Health . This
activity provides an opportunity for family members to Tiric together on a health-
related theme.

Assessmetu: Examine students' lists of first-aid items to see if all necessary items are
included. Allow students to share with the class the experience of working on this
assignment with family members.

CWIC RESPONSIBLL1TTES TOWARD SAFETY

maintajaing&fkalihy Environment

(Local Objective: H-J.3)

ACTIVITY: Have students read the story, "Could This Really Happen?" located in the
sixth-grade health curriculum. Discuss with students the possibility of humans actually
destroying the environment and themselves along with it because they had not been
able to stop pollution.

Assessment Have students list five ways they presently take responsibility for protecting
the environment and five things that they could do to protect the environment that they
are not presently -Joing.

Have the class react to the following statement: "rm just one person; my actions don't
really make a difference."

143
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Resources
Instructional Cemmunity

Choosing Good
health, Scott,
Foresman, pp. 104-
109
Grade 6 Health,

P. 9

Choosing Good
Health, Scott,
Foresrnan, pp. 116-
124
Grade 6 Health.
pp. 21-22

Choosing Good
Health, Scott,
Foresman, Chapter
9
Grade 6 Health,
pp. 25-31

3
14

3
10
11

3



PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY, GRADE 6

BEHAVIOR AND CONSEQUENCES

(Local Objective: H-C.3)

ACTIVITY: Discuss with students the effects of positive and negative risks. Have stu-
dents refer to the "Thinking About Taking Risks" handout in the sixth-grade health
curriculum.

Assessment: Have students write answers to the following questions:

1. What have you learned about taking risks?
2. Explain how risks 4ay have both positive and negative consequences.
3. Give two examples of positive risks and two examples of negative risks.

DEVELOPING A POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT

PD212111IIIZSaLOIIMIL

(Local Objectives: H-A.1, A.2)

ACTIVITY: Discuss with students the concept of validating others to help promote self-
concept. Divide students into groups of four or five. Have each student write his/her
name on the top of a sheet of paper and pass the sheet to the other students in the
group. Each student will write a validation statement about the student whosi name is
at the top of the sheet. When all statements have been written and returned, ask each
student to read silently his/her own validation statements.

Assessment: Have students answer the following questions:

1. How did the validation statements about you make you feel?
2. How did you like validating others?
3. In what ways does being validated help self-confidence?
4. How can we share this validation lesson with our families?

EMOTIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS

Promoting Healtbv Relationsbja

(Local Objective: H-B.1)

ACTIVITY: Following a discussion on recognizing the rights and responsibilities which
we all have toward ourselves and others, distribute the handouts on "Suggested Sexual
Rights and Responsibilities for Boys:" and "Suggested Sexuai Rights and Responsi-
bilities for Girls" and lead students in a discussion of each item.

ei

PPS-91. 0

Resources
'Instructional Community

Grade 6 Health,
pp. 27-37

Grade 6 Health,
pp. 7-11
Choosing Good
Health, TE, p. T13

Grade 6 Health,
pp. 17-27

4

5

7
20
22

7
20
22

5

8
13

15

17

19

21



Psychological Safety, Grade 6 (Cont'd)

Assessment: Have students write answers to tne following questions:

I. Do young men and women have the same rights wfien they are socializ-
ing? The same responsibilities? Explain.

2. How might some of the responsibilities learned as an adolescent carry
over into adult life?

3. Why is it important that individuals respect each other's sexual rights?

4
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PHYSICAL SAFETY, GRADE 7

PR ACTICES AND RULES OF SAFETY

Suhalancs Alum

(Local Objective: S-8.3)

ACTIVITY: Have students identify the effects of stimulants, depressants, hallucinogens,
and toxic substances on the human body. Assign the activity "An Imaginary Encounter
with Drugs," page 376, Life Science.

Assessment:
1. Give a student the name of a specific drug and have him/her classify it as one of

the major types and tell its effect.

2. Name several people or organizations that might help someone who is pressured to
use drugs.

SanalSafelaaka

(Local Objectives: S-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

ACTIVITY: Require students to read "Worleng Safely in the Science Classroom" preface
to unit one in Addison Wesley, Life Science. Have students review saftly procedures
prior to each investigation

Assessment: Have students answer the following:
1. What is die most important general rule to remember when working in the labora-

wry.
2. Name at least two safety precautions in working with heating equipment, chemicals,

and glassware.

Infectious Diseases

(Local Objective: S-8.1)

ACTIVITY: Describe the pathogens that cause communicable diseases and their path of
entry into the body. Have students study or prepare a chart on communicable disexts
including sexually transmitted diseases.

Assessment: Have students write a brief summary on a communicable disease hcluding its
cause, prevention, and treatment.

112mtlaftlxilula

(State O'Jjectives/Activities: TI-75.504, 75.50.7A, 75.85.6, 75.85.6C)

PFS-3.1

Resources
Instructional Community

bp Science,
Addison-Wesley,
pp. 369-376

Life Science
Addison Wesley,
Preface to unit one

Life Science,
Addison Wesley,
pp. 243, 244

4
7

9
20

1

7

3

11



PHYSICAL SAFETY, GRADE 7

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARD SAFETY

SYwalliatigualiaza

(State Objectives/Activities: TI-75.85.6C, 75.85.8C)

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARD SAFETY

Rcsiefliaa.andSZUMAinaLIEUISMIZIX

(Local Objectives: SS-C.3, E.1)

ACTIVITY: As a class, make up a list of community resource people who students might
inv-view regard:4-g state and city government. Help students develop questions that
will help them learn about respect for the law.

Assessment Divide the class into groups of four. Tell members of each group to evaluate
(validate or invalidate) each of the questions about respect for the law and ask why
they selected the person they did.

ayernatntRtgulatioshrainhatanctAbusc

(Lucal Objective: S-8.4)

ACTIVITY: Students will complete activity, "Laws Against Drugs" on page 372 in Life
Science. Discuss how drug laws vary in punishment based on specificity of the drug.

Assessment: Have students submit a short report on Texas and federal drug laws.

BEHAVIOR AND CONSEQUENCES

Assalinglaistausuradkuisigns

(Local Objectives: SS-C.3, E.1)
(State Objectives: EH-CD p. 23)

ACTIVITY: Have sarlents eevelop the health and safety rules for a UT, town in Texas
after Texas recivt.,-t its independence from Mexico. Have students debate issues such
as rules and regulauons concerning a smallpox outbreak in the community.

Assessment: Have students ':!rite answers to the following questiuns:
1. Why do we have to make decisions?
2. What are the consequences of the decisions we make?
3. What decisions affect your life?

DEVELOPING A POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT

Persana

(Sta.. Objectives: EH-C&T, pp. 19-21)

Activities and Assessments on - )ted pages PPS-12

1 4 G

Resources
Instructional Community

Texas 0 ur Texas,
Teacher's Edition
Part 11: Oral
History Handbook,
pp. 1-16

Life Science,
Addison-Wesley,
pp. 372-373

Texas, Our Texas
Workbook,
Teacher's Edition
Part II, pp. 39-40

3

3
8

14

4
20

14

7

9

17



PHYSICAL SAFETY, GRADE 8

PRACTICES AND RULES OF SAFETY

SCHOOL SAFETY RULES

(Local Objectives: S-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
(State Objectives: TI 75.50A, 75.50.7B, 75.85.6, 75.85.6C)

ACTIVITY: Require students to read the safety section in the previous chapter as well as
list of safety rules in Appendix C in Prentice Hall, Earth Science. Have students review
safety procedures for each investigation before performing it.

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARD SAFETY

Eno Eiliatignalkom

(Local Objectives: SS-E.5, E3, E.4, E.7)
(Stzte Objectives: TI-75.85.6C)

ACTIVITY: Have students look at Worksheet #33 on "The Virginia Bill of Rights: Analyz-
ing a Document" Havc students decide:
1. Where does political power rest?
2. What would happen if people did not support the national laws of goveznment?

Assessment: Have students research the necessary steps for passing a national law regard-
ing the acquisition of a social security number for children.

BEHAVIOR AND CONSEQUENCES

ALIAineSitmcgagageLonIrsiiiims

(Local Objectives: SS-E.3, E.6)
EH-CD p. 23

ACTIVITY: Discuss with students the aspects of being a citizen of the United States.
Explain how the aspects of citizenship are related to one's life. Divide the class into
cooperative groups of 5 to discuss a =piing consequences of decisions. Each student
will list the types of decisions we all make and the possible consequences for these
decisions.

Assessment: Have students answer the following questions:
1. Give three types of decisions a responsible citizen makes.
2. How do these decisions affect yout life?
3. What are the consequences if you make wrong decisions?

147
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Resources
Instructional Community

Earth Science,
Prentice Hall,
pp. 28-29, 561

A History of the
Republic - The
United States to
1877, Teachers
Resource Manual,
Prentice-Hall,
pp. 61-65

A History of the
Republic -The
United States to
1877. Teacher's
Resource Manual
Section Work-
sheets, Prentice-
Hall, p. 33

10

4
9

4
7

17



PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY, GRADE 8

Making Decisions

(State Objectives: EH-CD p. 23)
Activities and Assessments included on indicated pages.

EMOTIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS

Self-Understanding and Resoonsibiitx

(State Objective: EH- FL pp. 19-28, CD pp. 19-22)
Activities and Assessments included on indicated pages
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Instructional Community
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Community Resources for Physical and Psychological Safety

1. Agency: All Saints Episcopal Hospital Program: Presemations
Target Area: 6-8 Contact Social Services Department

Phone Number 926-2544
Description: Community edtration and referral to medical/health resources.

2. Agency: American Hears Association
Target Area: 6-8

Phone Number: 732-1623
Desaiption: Education to de-Arase heart disease.

Program: Putting Your Heart into
the Curriculum

Conurt: Pam Hodges or
Patricia Evens

3. Agincy: American Rld Cross Program: Health Educadon and Safety
Target Area: 6-8 Contact Grace Palmer

Phone Nunicer 732-4491
Description: Basic fust-aid courst,1 and CPR on any level upon request.

4. Agency: Because We Care, 1n. Program: Counseling/Presentations
Target Area: 6-8 Contact Sara Brookc

Phone Number: 336-3311, ext.. 420
Description: Because We Care Specialists are based at certain school sites throughout the FWISD. They

provide services in education, prevention, intervention, after care to smdents and their
families. Information and referral counseling related to drug and alcohol abuse.

5. Agency: Bridge Association, Inc.
Target Area: 6-8

Program: Spruce Emerzency Youth
Shelter
Teen Talk--Confidential
Counseling 336-TALK

Contact: Counselor on duty
Phone Number: 877-4663

Description: Individual, group, and family counseling on a short-term basis tor youth.

6. Agency: Catholic Social Services Program: Presentations/Counseling
Target Area: 6-8 Contact Theresa Rembert

Phone Number. 926-1231
Descr.ption: Family Counseling including parent-chilu, group, and individual. Presentations on self-

esteem, feelings, and other personal issues.

7. Agency: Charter Hospital
Target Area: 6-8

Program: Substance Abuse, Self
Esteem

Contact Jet Milligan or
Kimber Scott

Phone Number: 292-6844
Description: Awareness, educarion and prevention of chemical abuse. Psychiatric disorders.

PPS-3.5 149



8. Agency: Department of Human Services
Target Area: 6-8

Program: Presentations
Contact Any worker who answers the

vhone
Inone Number: 335-4921 (24 hours)

Description: Accqm and investigates child Amy: repot% refers child and family to agencies as needed;
Pter care is given, also.

9. Agency: F.A.C.T.S. (Family Assessment, Progr n: Counseling
Consultation and Therapy Servictj Inc. Contact: Leslie R. "Dick" Brockman

Target Area: 6-8
Phone Number: 921-6858/654-FACT (metro)

Description: Counseling to ineividuals, groups, and families :oncmiing anger control, sex abuse, and
substance aboise.

10. Agency: Fire Department, Fort Worth
Target Area: 6-8

Program: Fight sire With Care
-am Not to Burn

Contact: tio-xge Stranalv! or
Cameron Brown

Phor.:: Number: 870-6861
Description: A counseling program called "right Fire With Care," in conjunction w'et the Child Study

Center. Available for juvenile firesetters ages 2-16. Also ^ program called "Learn Not to
Burn," used by some schools in their curriculum. fhe purpose is to educate children about
fire mfety.

11. Agency: Fort Worth Fire Department Program: Presentations
Target Area: 6-8 Contact: Captain Roy Knight

Phone Number: 870-6865
Descripthon: Programs and materials on fire safety and prevention of fires in the home.

12. Agency: Fort Worth Fire Department Progrzm. Juvenile Fursetters
Target Area: 6-8 Cotiaseling Service

Contact Captain Les Burks
Phone Number: 870-6861

Description: Counseling service for children, ages 2-14, who have fire setting problems.

13. Agency: Fort Worth Girls Club
Target Area: 6-8

Program: F ,zentations on Sexual
Abuse and Dealing with
Stress

Contact: Sally De Foor
Phone Number: 926-0026

Description: Preventing Teen Pregnancy on how to talk to paLnts about sexuality

14. Agency: Fort Worth Police Department Program: Presentation
Target Area: 6-8 Contact Officer K. P. Middleton

Phone Number: 870-7153
Description: Safety precautions to take when traveling to anu from school. Includes 4caling with

strangers, bicycle safety, crosswalk safety.

5
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15. Agency: Harris College of Nu:sing Program: Presentatione Target Area: 6-8 Contact Ann Kirkham, Assistant
Professor

Phone Number: 236-7048
Description: Sexual abvse, rape, and how to deal with emotional and psychological abuse.

16. Agency: March of Dimes
Target Area: 6-8

Program: Presentations on Safety
Contact Laurie Lane, Director of

Community Health
Education

Phone Number: 284-2702
Description: Speakers and classroom presentations on health related subjects, i.e. crenatal care, nutrition,

drugs. Free film library. Health career scholarships for qualifying high school seniors.
Professional inservice in prenatal area. Limited financial assistance to post-polio patients.

17. Agency: Mental Health Association of Program: Early Learning Materials and
Tarrant County Felt Board Stories on

Target Area: 6-8 Identifying Feelings
Colntact Carolyn Goodspeed

Phone Number: 335-5405
Description: Inforrnati-n, referral and educadonal services related to mental health. Programs on self-

esteem .and stress management.

18. Agency: Parenting Guidance Center Progam: Effective Parenting
Target Area: K-5 Contact Barbara Anderson

Phone Number: 332-6348
332-6399 (Warm line for parents)

Descriptio7; Counseling services for parents who desire to Levelop positive parenting skills.

19. Agency: Rape Crisis Program of the
Women's Center of Tarrant County

Target Artm: 6-8

Program: Counseling and Emotional
Support for Rape Victims

Contact Susan Loving Harris
Phone Number: 338-1126

Description: Emotional support for youth as they go 'bough the trauma of medical and legal procedures
and information sharing.

20. Agency: Tarrant Council on Alcoholism Program: Presentation
and Drug Abuse Contact Kim Kirchoff, Director of

Target Area: 6-8 Education
Pam Dunlop, Assistant
Director

Phone Number: 332-6329
Description: Covers topics on developing a positive self-image, effects of peer pressure, knowledge of

drug safety.
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21. Agency: Texas Christian University
Target Area: 6-8

Program: Presentation
Contact Barbara Brown Hennan,

Director, Alcohol and
Drug Education

Phone Number 921-7100
Description: Self-esteem, coping with E dve parents, dmg education, nutrition and eating disorders,

communication skills all_ .ision nraing.

22. Agency: The Treatment Place Progranr Individual 't iierapy for the

(Parents United) Abused and Abuser

Target Area: 6-8 Contact Rita Foust
Phone Number 877-3440 (24 hours)

Description: A counseling service for youth who have been sexually abused. A counseling program for
the perpetrator.

i Nzi.
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Resources FT S Information

Adult Probation Department

200 W. Belknap
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 5354363
Contact: Lori Baldwin

V A presentation on probation or the criminal justice system.

Al-Anon-Alateen Information Srvice
1203 Lake St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 336-2492

Services provided for chilthen of alcoholics.

American Cancer Society
2222 Montgomery St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 737-3185
Contact: Loretta

V Presentations are made to meet th,; needs of the age group with
regards to health education. Film.; are viewed with a question/
answer period following.

American Red Cross-Tarrant ( lunty
6640 Camp Bowie
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 732-4491
Contact: Grace Palmer

V Classroom presentations on services of the Red Cross,
first aid, and naonal disaster relief

Amon Carter Museum
3501 Camp Bowie
(817) 738-6811
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: Anne Farmer, Art Museum

Tour Ccordinator

V Tours of Museum's permanent collections and special exhibitions
conducted by trained docents. Can enhance curriculum objectives
in Texas and U.S. History.

Animal Control
(817) 870-7398
Contact: Guy Natalie

V Classroom presentation by officers regarding responsible pet
ownership, bite prevention, and adoption. Puppet show and VCR
tape included in presentation. Appropriate for grades K-6.

Asian Cultural Center
(817) 870-1127
Contact: Mike Goldberg

V Classroom presentations on the history and culture. of Asian

society.

FT=Field Trip
S=Speaker Available

155.
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Resources L T S Information

Big Brothers and Sisters of Tarrant County

1209 W. Freeway
(817) 8774277
Contact: Lanny Hassell

V This agency can provide information about their program which
allows students to learn more about this organization. Also can
provide information about a career in social work.

Black Art Gallery-Profiles in Pride
1000 E. Rosedale
(817) 870-9709

V V Tour or classroom presentation available upon request.

Botanic Gardens
3220 Botanic Garden Drive, North
Contact Clara Wilson, Education Office
(817) 870-7682

V Tours on various topics available.

Bureau of Engraving and Printing
6850 Blue Mound Rd.
(817) 232-5833
Contact Receptionist

V Tour of the federal building to view the MC= of printing money.

Resources FT S Information

Casa Manana
3101 W. Lancaster
(817) 332-9319 or 332-6221
Contact: Katheleen Tronsor, Dona

Shriner, or Daphne Kaplan

V V Special daytime performances (10:00 a.m.) weekdays and class
prezentations for grades K-12. Theare school for K-12 with
scholarships available.

Cattleman's Museum
1301 W. 7th St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 332-7064
Contact: Carol Williams, Museum/

Foundation Coordinator

V Historical and current day look at the cattle and ranching industrIes

in Texas. Films and educational m,. :zials also available.

Center for Economic Education
P. 0. Box 5427
Denton, Texas 76203-5427
Contact Dr. William Witter

V Resolute persons and materials for economics educatioo.

Child Abuse Prevention
P. 0. Box 5128 Arlington, Texas 76005
(817) 640-5090
Contact: Audz. Bennett

V Class presentation on the prevention of child abuse and services
available to the community.

4



o Resources Fr s Information

Citron (City Transit &Nice)
2304 Pine St.
(817) 870-6226
Contact: Bobby Dlice

V Tour consists of visiting Citran's property. A bus is provided to
transport the group to and from school.

.

Comprehensive Crime Prevention

Program
913 Taylor St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 870-6600
Contact Receptionist

V Presentations are available on the following subjects: child safety.
self protection for women, home security, and fraud prevention.
Other top',...s may be requestat.

F

Resources FT S Information

Fort Worth Aviation Dept.
Meacham Field Terminal Building
(817) 624-1127
Contact: Jan Till

V Tour of the tern inal building. Watch planes take off and land.
Those over 12 years may visit the control tower. Special tours
may be arranged for older groups who are interested in aviation
relator' careers.

Fort Worth Boys' Club
2000 Ellis Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 624-8405
Contact: Unit Director

V
i-

V A tour of the Boys' Club and explanation of the purpose and

services provided.

Fort Worth-Clean City Program
(817) 870-6360
Contact: Sally Earmley

V Program for lower elemernaty students with audiovisuals.

Fort Werth Chamber of Commerce
700 Throcignorton St.
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact Receptionist
(817) 336-2491

V Speakers available to describe the ways in which the Chamber
attracts new businesses to the area, as well as the services provided
to existing Fort Worth businesses.

Fort Worth City Hall
1000 Throckmorton
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 870-7551
Contact Olivia Rodriguez-.

V V Tours of City Hall and speakers on a variety of topics in city
government.

Fort Worth Conventior Visitors Bureau
700 Thmckrnorton
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 336-8791

S nta_acj: 1,:li3ngy. ig_f____

V Slide show and oral presentation on history of Fort Worth and

tourist attracdons.

5
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Resources FT S Information

Fort Worth Employment and
Training Dept. "The Working Connection"
440 So. Main
FIrt Worth, Texas
(817) 870-8790

V Wide range of topics covered regarding employment and training.

Fort Worth-Fire Safety Education
1000 Throckmorton
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 870-665
Contact: Capt. Roy Knight

V Presentation of film and question/answer session on fire
prevention and safety.

Fort Worth GITIs' Club
1425 8th Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 926-0226
Contact Sally Dcfore

V Classroom presentation on services provided by organization.

Fort Worth iftspanic Chamber of
Commerce
2315 N. Main
Fort Worth, Tow
(817) 625-5411
Contact: Receptionist

V Speakers available on a variety of topics related to business
opportunities for Hispanics.

Fort Worth Metropolitan Black Chamber
of Commerce
2914 E. Rosedale
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 531-8510

V Speakers available on a variety of topics related to business
opportunities for Blacks.

Fort Worth Municipal Court
"Teen Court"
1000 Throckrnorton
Fort Worth, Texas
(6 i 7) 870-8680

V V Available to make presentations to classes during which a video
tape is shown followed by a question/answer session. Students
may also serve as volunteers in Tetn Court.

Fort Worth Museum of Science and Histo
1501 Montgomery St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817)732-1631
Contact Group Services Office

V One-hour guided tour of museum exhibits. Special emphasis may
be placed on a variety of topics. Tours presented Toesday through
Friday at 9:30 and 11:00 a.m. Maximum: 60 students per tour.

Fort Worth Nature Center
Rt. 10 Box 53
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 237-1111
Contact Receptionist

V One-hour guided trail walk uzes natural history items such as
skulls and seeds to familiarize students with the natural world.
Specialized programs available on request. Students divided
into groupsof!10112. Mazimum group size 80.

6158
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Resources I S Information

Fort Worth Opera Association
3505 W. Lancaster
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 731.0833
Contact: Ginger Head

V One-act opera performing troupe. Two 3-week performance
periods, 1 spring, 1 fall, and one-act children's opera with
question/answer time following. Also with program: make-up
ond set assembly demonstration.

Fort Worth Park & Rec. Dept.
lfistoric Log Cabin Village
(817) 926-5881
Contact: Receptionist

Students visit the historic log homes and grist mill.
Demonstrations of various pioneer crafts and the operations of
a stone ground mill.

Fort Worth Polix Dept.
350 W. Belloap
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 877-8017
Contact: Pan.ol Captain's Office

V A wide variety of topics can be covered dealing with crime
prevention and the vs lic of the police.

Fort Worth Public Health Dept.
1800 University Dr.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 870-7213
Contact Kithy Biemat, Education Dept.

V A tour of the health department. Classroom presentations on a
variety of health matters.

vi Vim %

Fort Worth Star-Telegram
400 W. 7th St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 336-9271
Contact: P. -eptionist, Educational

S ..cvices

V Tour includes all departments of the Star-Telegram and speakers
describe the processes involved in gathering and printing the
news.

Fort Worth Symphony Omhestra
4401 Trail Lake Dr.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 921-2676
Contact: Nancy Buchanan

V A presentation including the following: History of symphony,
description of types of instruments, listening to r, pes of
music, and the inner workings of an orchestra.

Fort Worth-Tarrant County
Young Lawyers Association
Texas Building
(817) 338-4092
Contact: Receptienist

V Classroom presentations on law-related topics and law as a

career.

Fort Worth Zoo
(817) 870-7055
Contact: Zoo Education Dept.

V Guided tours provide students th ,... opportunity to learn the proper

care of animals and meet the people who care for the animals
in a zoo.



Resources Fr S Laformation

Genealogy Librarian Fort Worth

Public Library
300 Taylor St.
Fort Worth, TX
(817) 870-7740

V Speakers and tours to prepare students for genealogical research.

--
General Motors Corp.
2525 E. Abram
Arlington, Texas
(817) 649-6254
Contact: Office of Plant Security

Tours of assembly plant are conducrAl at no chargo Mon-Fri.

General Services Administration
819 Taylor St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 334-2321
Contact: Marcelio Banks

V A general discussion on the purpos3, function, and general
operation of a government agency; information on how to begin
a career in government service.

IResources FT S Information

Historic Preservation Council for
Tarrant County
902 S. Jennings Ave.
(817) 338-0267
Contact: Marty Craddock

V Speakers provide information about the preservation
of historical buildings in Tarrant County.

Resources FT S Information

International Training in Communica-

tions "Toastmistress"
(817) 926-2288
Contact: Crystal Ward

V Training in public speaking and speakers available on a variety
of topics. Organized extra-curricular club for high school. For
details in organizing, contact Mary Hem, 923-5382.

Inter Cultura
1810 8th Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 332-4691
Contact: Nic Holland

V Presentations on world cultures and their interdependence with each

other.

I CO
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liesources FT S Information

Kimbell Art Museum
3333 Camp Bowie
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 738-6811
Contact: Art Museum Coordinator

V Guided tours of the permanent collection and special traveling
exhibitions are offered. A number of tours have been designed
to fulfill essential elements. Slide programs on art elements,
periods, world areas available. Free.
Call Education Depariznent, 332-8451

KDTINKERA Educational Services

Department
300 Harry iiines Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75201
(21.4)871-1390

V Guide for librarians and classroom teachers of educational pnigram-

ming to be recorded.

KTVT Channel 11 Televisihn
4801 W. Freeway
i'ort Worth, Texas
(5;17) 451-111
Contact Penny Preston

V Classroom visitors to speak on directing the television news cast.

KXAS Channel 5 Tv
3900 Barett St,
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact Weathennan-Channel 5

V V Tours of weather reportihg facilities only.

sr..n1 c es Information

League of Women Votas
101 S. Jennings Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 336-1333
Contact Linda Burgess-236-1988 for

Soe*r's Bureau

V The voting process and national, state, and local cand: "ates are

discussed by classroom speakers.

Resources FT Informaiion

Modem Art Museum of Fort Worth
1309 Montgomery
Fart Worth, Texas
(817) 738-9215
Contact Tour Coordinator

V General and special exhibition tours provided. Guided tours offer
students an opportunity to view and discuss various works of
modem art. Two-three weeks advance notice required. Fret

9 1 61



Resources Fr S Information

NAACP-National Association for the
Advancement of Co lcced People
1063 Evans Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817)332-8919
Contact: Receptionist

V Speakers avr.ilable to discuss the current issues and concerts of

Black f =deans.

NCNB-TEXAS
Marketing Department
(817) 390-6161
Contact: Sami Roop

V Class presentations on the banking industry.

Noble Planetztium-Museum of
Science and History
1501 Montgomery St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 732-1631
Contact: Group Services

V Presentations allow students to explore the universe.
Sophisticated maid-media equipment helps create an environment
where each student's imagination is stimulated. Topics vary.
Minimum cost per student.

0

Resources FT S Information

Omni Theatre-Fort Worth Museum of
Science and History
1501 Montgomery St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 732-1631
Contact: Group Services

V Film programs on a variety of scientific and/or cultural topics.
Topics vary according to available film.

Resources FT S Information

Parenting Guidance Center
2928 W. 5th St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 332-6348
Contact Receptionist

V Topics include individual, marital, and family .ounseling services.
Information available on effective parenting.



Resources FI' S Information

Safety Council of Fort Worth
301 Oakhurst Scenic Drive
Fort Worth, Texas (817) 831-0641
Contact Rommie Terrell or Jack Mitchell

V Education programs dealing with accident ptIvention in the home,
in traffic, in the workplace, and in recreational pursuits.

Saint Josepn Hospital
1401 S. Main
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 336-9371 Ext. 6815
Contact Paula Mitchem

V A wide range of topics presented by individuals of Speakefs
Bureau. Contact resource person for listing of topics.

Scott William Edrington Theatre
3505 W. Lancaster
Fort Worth, Texas (817) 738-6509
Cont'Act Bill Garber

V Discount rates for preview of every show - S3 per student. Tour of
facilities to view play set may also be arranged. Contact Mr.
Garber for arrangements.

Sid Richardson Collection of Westrin Art
Museum
309 Main Street
Fort Worth, TX (817) 332-6554
Contact Jan Brenneman

V Tour of museum's permanent collect;or *-tcludes discussion of art
elements, Western artists such as Remington and Russell, and
19th and early 20th century t 'story and civiliruion.

Story Patch Players
6706 Camp Bowie
Fort Worth, Texas (817) 738-7549

V Theatrical pmductions for elementaq students. Fee chargod for

se:yiec*.

Resources FF S Information

Tarrant Council on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse
617 7th Ave. Suite 305
Fort Worth, Texas (817) 332-6329
Contact Ellen Nelson or Ramzie Gilles,Aet

V Classroom presentation and video on social pmblems of alcohol

and drug abuse.

Tarrant County Association for the Blind V
912 W. Broadway
Fort Worth, Texas (817) 332-3341
Contact: Wayne Pound

V A tour of the A orkshop for the blind. Observe production lines
and product assembly. Speakers give general overview of
agency services and the disability of blindness.

Tarrant County Black Historical a.. wl

Genealogical Society
1020 E. Humbolt
Fort Worth, Texas (817) 332-6049
Contact Mrs. Lenora Rolla

../ dlass presentations on Black history and genealogical
methodology.

11
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Resources FT S Infor ,Dation

Tarrant County Diszict Attorney

1

200 W. P-oknap
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 334-1116
Contact Tad Howington

V V Speakers available to gi overview of couzty government and 1

tours of county offices and courthouse may be airanTzd.

Tarrant County }Doane Society
180) E. Lancaster
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 332-5681 or 332-5367
Contact Lynn Bussington

V Film shown about function& ., this Hun.ane Society.
Question/answer sesskm concerning abuse, neglect, and
population.

Tarrant County Junior College
1500 Houston St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 877-9212
Contact', Vila Bwker

V Speakers available on a wide vaaiety of topics. Contact M.
Barker for speakers' bureau listing.

Tarrant County Juvenile Retention Ce
2701 Kimbo Rd.
Fort Worth; Texas
(817) 834-61r.
Contact Receptionist

V V Tour of facilities for limited number of students and guest speakers

available.

Teen Challenge of Fort Worth
747 Samuels Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 336-8191
Contact Receptionist

V A film is shown followed by a discussion and question/answer
session on drug prevention.

Texas Agricultural Extensim Service
200 W. Bluff St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 334-1293
Contact: Geneva Smith

V A pr=entation discussing urban landscapes, gardening,
agribusiness, plant ecience, etc.

Texas Christian University
3825 Hilltop Rd.
Fort Worth, Tema
(817) 921-7490
Contact ("harken McGilvray

V -

-

Tours of specific subject areas or general tour of :a-npus may oe
arranged. Presentations can be made concerning choosing a
college, financial aid for college, and tistory of TCU.
Contact various departments for subject specialists.

T11 Elecnic Service
115 W. 7th St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817; 336-9411

ntact: Receptionist

V

-

V
...,.-, -

Tour of power plant for 5th grade and up and elecuic service

build 1th grade up. Tours by reservation Monday-Friday.
F-ee loan uf films 2.nd programs on energy for K-12. Clesroorn
speakers ant avaaole upon request.

164
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Resources FT S Information

Texas Employment Commission
301 W. 13th St.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 335-5111

V Information oa chcosing an occupation, making contacts in search
of employment, making appointments for interviews etc.

Texas Heritage Inc. "Thistle Hill"

1509 Pennsylvania
(817) 336-1212
Contact: Susan Hasker or Dane Ida Crouse

Volunteers conduct ./2 hour to 1 hour tours ot Thistle Hill.
Allows students to view the way of life of the Fort Worth Cattle
barons and to participate ir an architecture-scavenger hunt.
Cost S1.56per student

Texas Rangers
1250 Copeland Rd.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 273-5222
Con= Taunee Paur

V Local major league bzeball club maintains a speakers' bureau.
Will send speakers to classrooms.

Resources Fr S Information

U. S. Air Force-Carswell A.F.B.
(817) 782-7157
Contact Sgt. Becky Robinson

V A drive-thru explanaLon of the Air Force Base, a military dog
demonstration, a base fire station tour, and a tour and explanation
of B-52D and KD 135 Aircraft assigned to Carswell.

V

Resources FT S I: 'ormation

Vietram Veteran's Center
1305 W. Magnolia Ave.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 921-3733
Contact Don Waak or Hugh Mcny

V Counselors at Vietnam Vet Center will speak to classes on their
expetiences in and perspectives of Vietnam.

Resources FT S Information

Weaver and'il. ..ell, C.P.A.'s
1.r0 Sinclair
Ft,.t Worth, Texas
(817) 332-7905

---

V An inftymal lecture/response to a question session is presented.
Also, a personal fmancial statement slide presentation for book-
keeping classes.

Women's Center of l'arrar ':ounty ,,

1723 Hemphill
rort Worth, Texas
(817) 927-4040
Contact: Mary Blasingame

V Classroom presentation on issues -Affecting women.

13
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FORT WORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

RESOURCES

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Dr. Don R. Roberts, Superintendent of Schools 878-3707

Mr. Eugene Gutierrez, Associate Superintendent, Non-Instructional Services 877-5687

Dr. Morris Holmes, Associate Superintendent, Instructional Services 878-3710

Ms. Jo Ann Houston, Assistant Superintendent, PersonnelServices 878-3721

Dr. Dan Powell, Assistant Superintendent, Elementary and Secondary Education 878-3728

Dr. Midge Rach, Assistant Superintendent, Instructional Planning and Development 927-1910

Mr. Eldon Ray, Assistant Superintendent, Operations and Construction 625-9883

Mr. Joe Ross, Assistant Superintendent, Community, Employtz, andGovernmental Reiatione 878-3725

Dr. John Sawyer, Assistant Superintendent, Business and Finance 878-3705

Dr. J. D. Shipp, Assistant SiTerintendent, Instructional Support 878-3719

OFFICES/DEPARTMENTS

Adopt-A-School 878-3723

Aut 927-0458

Athletic 335-1802

Business Transportation 534-3375

Choral and Genci-al Music 927-1768

Communications/Information Center 336-2626

Bilingual/ESL 927-0228

Curriculum 927-0845

Production/Distribution 926-2492

Elementary Schools 878-3724

High Schools 878-3734

Middle School 878-3735

Early Childhc,011 Education 921-2823

English/Language Arts Program Director 927-1876

Foreign Lang.mge Program Director 92i -0528

Gifted and Talented Program 927-0609

Health Education Program Director 921-2651

Instructional Computing Program Director 921-1774

Iustrumental 926-1199

Mathematics 927-1877

Physical Education 921-281.

Professional Development 927-1900

Professional Library and Media 735-4898

Reading 927-0923

Science 927-0731

Social Studies 927-1908

I` oca:!onal and Adult Education 878-3743



PERIODICALS IN THE PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY 1989-1990

American Journal of Education Reading Teacher

Appraisal: Science Books for Young People School Science and Mathematics

Arithmetic Tv.;.:ner Science and Children

Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books Science Books and Films

Classroom Computer Leerning Science Teacher

Counselor Education and Supervision Social Education

Educational Leadership Social Studies

Educational Technology Techtrends

Elementary School Journal Journal of Counseling and Development

English Journal Journal of Learning Disabilities

Equity and Excellerne Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance

Exceptional Children Journal of Reading

Executive alucator Journa! of School Health

Five Owls Language Arts

Gifted Child Quarterly Library Journz!

Gifted Child Today Mathematics Teacher

Hornbook Modern Longuage Journal

Instructor Oasis

Phi Delta Kappan Vocational Education

Psychology Today
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SCHOOL RESOURCES 1989-1990

Title

ailigi1411-----
Asaktaal.krincivalL___L____

Dem-neat CI .on/

Lead igild&L--
Smoak=

Librarian_

Nurse

Attendance Clerk

Financial Clerk

Head Custodian

EgiAktYkralanager

PTAWO President

Name Expertise
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"Many instructional
models have been
developed for educating
our youth. Instrucdcngl
methods should provid ;
opportunities for the
students to organize
their ideas in ways
meaningful to them.
We recognize that a
variety of instructional
methods is appropriate.
Certain methods may be
effective for developing
skills, while another
method may be more
effective for higher level
thought. Variety in
instructional methods
has been shown to be
crucially important."
Grayson H. Wheatley
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[-TEACHING STR A.TEGIES-i
ifor Cueing THINKING in the CLASSROOM

"Strategy 1"

Think-Pair-Share

Think-Pair-Share is a multimode discussion cycle in which students listen to a question or presentation, have

time to "think" individually, talk with each other in "pairs" and finally 'share" responses with the larger group.

The teacher signals students to switch from "listen" to "think" to "pair" to "share" by using cues (fig. 1).

Students raise their hands only on signals, not directly after the question or a response. Students may write or

diagram their thoughts. In this activity, teachers 41so give cues on options for "how" students are to thLik or

work in pairs. For instance, teachers may cue the students to reach concensus, engage in problem solving, or

assume the role of devil's advocate (fig; 2).

Hand Signals

Ligell Think Pair Share

Wheel

Cube

Cues for
Listen - Think - Pair - Share

Cards

I Thh

Cluut

Listen
Think
Pair
Share

Hi
Fig. I. Cues for Think-Pair-Share

Consensus
Seek*

ry%
Reciprocal Teaching

Devil's Advocate

Thinking aloud
problem solving

Pair Problem Solving

Fig. 2. Think-Pair-Share Structures

Reprinted with permission ofJay McTighe, Education Spexialist, Maryland State Department of Education.
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"Strategy 2"

Reading Refe-ence
Bookmark

While you read
T ell

yourself what the
author says.

A s k
yourself if what you are

reading makes sense.
Picture

what the author
describes.
Identify

the main ideas.
Predict

what will come next.

If you don't understand
identify

the problem.
Remind

yourself of what you want
to fmd out.

Look Back.
Look Ahead.
Slow Down.

Ask
for help.

After you read
Retell

-tat you mad in your own
words.

SummarNe
the most important ideas.

Ask
yourself questions and ;

answer them.
Picture

in your mind what the
authot described.

Decide
what was especially

interesting or enjoyable.

1

I
1

;

Ready Reading Reference

If one analyzes the diftences betwwn good and poorreaders, the

importance of the strategic behaviors that good readers spontaneously

employ before, during, and after the:reading would be obvious.

The Ready Reading Reference bookmark was developed to summarize

knowledge about "good reader" strategies. The bookmark serves as a

tangible instructional tool and a concrete cue for students during

independent reading.

These instructional toola can eadly be made forclassroom use and adapted

to the appropriate grade.

meprinted with permission of Jay McTighe, Education Specialist, Maryland State Department of Education.
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e "S trategy 3"

Questioning/Discussion Strategies Bookmark

Teachers can integrate effective questioning and discussion strategies into their daily repertoires by referring to a

"cueing" bookmark which features question starters on one side and discussion strategies on the other. During

classroom discussion, the bookmark reminds teachers to use these promising strategies .

Front Back

Questioning for Quality Thinking

AcknowledgeIdentification and recall of information
who, what, when, where, how ?

Describe

ComprehensionOrganization and selection of facts
and ideas
Tell in your own wonis.

What is the main idea of ?

ApplicationUse of facts, rules, principles
Now is an example of ?

Now is related zo ?

Why is significant?

AnalysisSeparation of a whole into component parts
What are the inns or features of ?

Classify according to
Outline/diagram/web .

How does comTreIcontrast with ?

What evidence can you list for ?

SynthesisCombination of ideas to form a whole
What would you predict/infer from ?

What ideas can you add to ?

How would you create/design a new ?

What might happen if you combined
with

What solutions would you suggest for ?

9

EvaluationDevelopment of opinions, judgments, or
decisions
Do you agree ?

What do you think about ?

What is the most important ?

Prioritize
How would you decide about ?

What criteria would you use to assess ?

Strategies to Extend Student Thinking

Remember "wait time I and II"
Provides at least three seconds of thinking time
after a question and after a response
Utilize "thihk-pair-share"
Allow individual thinking time, discussion with a
partner, and then open up the class discussion

Ask "follow-ups"
Why? Do you agree? Can you elaborate?
Tell me more. Can you give an example?
Withold judgment
Respond to studru answers in a non-evalur- _ye
fashion
Ask for summary (to promote active
listening)
"Could you please summarize John's point?"
Survey the class
"How many people agree with the author's point of
view?" ("thumbs up, thumbs down")
Allow for student calling
"Richard, will you please call on someone else to
zespond?"
Play devil's advocate
Require students to defend their reasoning against
different points of view
Ask students to "unpack their thinking"
"Describe how you arrived at your answer." ("think
aloud")
Call on students randomly
Not just those with raised hands
Student questioning
Let the students develop their own questions
Cue student responses
"There is not a single correct answer for this
question. I want you to consider alternatives."

Cueing Bookmark

Source: Language and Learning Impmvement Branch, Division of Instruction, Maryland State Department of

Education. Mc Tighe, 1985. Reprinted with permission.
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"Strategy 4"

Cognitive Mapping

Cognitive maps are effective tools for helping students improve their organizational abilities. These provide a

visual, holistic remsentation of facts and concepts and their relationships within an organizational framework. They

help students to 1) represent abstract or implicit information in more concrete form 2) depict the relationships

among facts and concep, 3) generateand elaborate ideas; 4) relate new informadon to prior knowledge and 5) store

and retrieve information. These cognitive maps tecome blueprints for oral discourse and written composition .

TRAIT

Problem Goal(s)

Reprinted wi di permission ofJay McTighe, Education Specialist, Maryland State Department of Education.
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"Strategy 5"

Problem-Solving Strategies Wheel

Teachers who wish to impmve student problem solving can spend classroom time examining the solution "process"

along with the fmal answer, model their own stratec reasoning by "thinking aloud," and provide explicit

instruction in problem-solving heuristics, using aProblem Solving Strategies Wheel. Teachers should project tk,..

wheel on a transparency or draw a wheel on a large piece of posterboard, thereby making it an instuctional tool tht

reminds teathers and students of the strategies of the experts.

.4;

Pm-sow:too

011031
9

Does 1-

SetiSe
Is

20:Car°

Etc*
the

PI:061cm
into

sa:azer
Pieect

Read

Problem
careftdo
Re 3"lead

if
'necessary.

Loa-
lot

cattell'

cfs.

CGS

Transparency
Reprinted with permission of Jay Mclighe, Education Specialist, Ma.-yland State Department ofEdacation.
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GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS

Graphic rpresentadons are visial Wuseations of verbal satements. Frames are sets
of questions or categories that are fundamental tounderstanding

a given topic. Here art shown nino "generic" graphic forms widi their correspunding frames. Also given are examples of topics that could

be represented bY each graphic form. These graphics show at a glance the key parts of the whole and their relations, helping the learner to

comprehend :est and solve problems.

5p1det Aftv

Used to desaibe a central idet a thing (a geogra-...hic region),

process (meiosis), concept (altruism), or propoi;tion with
support (etperimental drugs should be available to AIDS vic-

tims). Key frame questions: What :- the cental idea? Will
are :ts attributes? What arer its functions?

Series of Events Chain

lr.itiating Event

Event 1

Event 2

Final Outcome

NINIM.

Event 3

Used to describe the stages of something (the life cycle of a
primate); the steps in a linear procedure (how to neutralize
an acid); a sequence of emits (how feudalism led to tha
formation of nation scates); or the goals. actions, and outcomes
ol a historic4 figure or character in a novel (the rise and fall
of Napoleon). Key frame questions: What is the object No-
cedure. or initiating eventi What are the stages or steps? 1 w
do they lead to one another( What is the final outcomef

ContinuumiScale

LOw
High

Used for time lines showing historical events or ages tgrade levels in

school). degrees of something (weight), shades oi meaning (1 ..ert scales).

or ratings scales (achievement in school). Key frame questions: What is

being scaled? What are the end points?

Compart/Ccntrast Matrix

Name 1 Narnn 2

Amibute. 1

Attribute 2

Attribute 3

Used to shoe, similarities and differences between two things (people.

places. events, ideas. etc.). Key frame questions: What things are being

compared? How are they similar? How are they different?

Problem

Solution

Who

What

Why

Prolt5em/Solution Outline

End Result

Used to represent a problem, attempted solutions, and results (the na-

tional debt). Key frame qt.estions: What was the problem?Who had the0problem? Why was it a problem/ What attempts were made to solve the

problem? Oid those attempts succeed?

177
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Graphic Organizers (Coned)

Nebeork Tree

Used to show causal 'nation (causes of paerty). a hierarchy (types

of insects), or branch, wedures (the circulatory system). Key frame

quesSons! Wnat is the), trordinate r.ategory? What are the subordinate
categories? How are they rthted? Wow many levels are there?

Human Interaction Out IL.*

Goals Goals

Person 2

Gfoup 2

AV
Inaraction

Action

Action

Reactiun

ND. Reaction I
low Reaction 2

Outcomes

LPerson 1

Croup

Outcomes

Person 2

Group 2

Used to show the nature of an interaction between persons or groups
(European settlers and American Indians). Key frame questions: Who are

the Perscns or el:sups? "That were their goals? Did they conflict or
cooPerate? What was th, outcome for each person or group?

Result

Fishbone Map

Detail
ose

C.1

Detail

Used to show the causal interaction of a complex event tan
election, a nuclear explosion) or complex phenamencn
(juvenile deiinquenc y. learning disabilities). Key frame ques-
tions: What are the factors that caLse-X? How do they inter-
relate? Are the factors that cause X the sar- zs those that cause

X to persist?

Cycle

Used to show how a series of evene interact to produce a set
of results again and again (weather phenomena. cycles of
ach;evement and failure, the life cycle). Key frame questions:
What are the critical ever's in the cycle? How are they related?
In what ways are they self-ret4forcing?

Printed with permission of Dr. Beau.Fly Jones. North Central Regional Educational Laboratory, 1988.
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WEBBING 11121=MENE711WOMMIll

WEBBING is a method of brain:.orming or generating ideas on a given topic in which

connections among related idea are shown. By doing a webbing activity, a teacher can

determine what the class knows about a certain subject.

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Choose a major topic.

2. Divide the topic into subtopics.

3 . Show co-mections between related ideas.

San iwiches

MM011=,.

Reading
Spelling Writing

Lunch

hot lunch

painting

drawing

A t

Music
inatruments-7singing

Science

animals
counting

states
commies

ecess
Mathematics

aZ p:ayround

addition subtraction

lants

Reprinted with Permission from ABC's of Thittidng with Caldecott Books. p. 102,
Copyright 1988 Book Lures, Inc.
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DECISION MAKING
DECISION MAKING is a process leading to the selection of one ofseveral options

after considcration of facts, ideas, possible alternatives, probable consequences, and

personal values.

PROCESS STEPS:

1 . Identify the problem.

2 . Think of alternative solutions.

3 . Establish criteria for weighing each alternative.

4 . Weigh the alternatives on the basis of the criteria.

5 . Chem. the alternative wliich is rated best.

6 . Give reasons for your choice.

CRITERIA

Easy to
make and
take

Good for
you

Tastes
good

Popcorn

Cup
cakes

Apples

Reprinted with Permission from ABC's Of Thinking with Caldecou Books, p. 24
Copyright 1988 Book Lures, Inc.
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TASK ANALYSIS

TASK ANALYSIS is a system for breaking down a task into fundamental skills and
subskills. The first step is to define the final performance goal and then to list the
skills necessary to attain that goal. This skill is fundamental in problem-solving

activities.

PROCESS STEPS:

I . Define the final performance goal.

2 . List the steps and skills necessary to reach that goal.

3 . Follow the steps to determine if they produce the goal.

CAZ.a

BRAINSTORMING

The Goal of Brainstorming is to:

1. PRODUCE MANY RESPONSES

2 . ACCEPT ALL RESPONSES

3 . WITHHO LD PRAISE OR JUDGMENT OF ANY
SINGLE RESPONSE GIVEN

4 . PROVIDE AN ACCEPTING ATMOSPHERE

. HITCHHIKE ON EACH OTHER'S IDEAS

6 . AIM FOR QUANTITYNOT ALL RESPONSES WILL
BE OF HIGH QUALITY

eneor.e.ree....ecr.e.rr#.e,eeeeee.e.e.e.r.ee.e.e.#
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GENTERALIZATION
A GENERALIZATION is a rule, principle, or formula that governs or explains a

number of related situations.

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Cdlect, organize, and examine the material.

2 . Identify the common characteristics.

3 . Make and state a generalization based on Lie common
characteristics.

4 . Find other instances in which the generalization is true.

S . Try to trtnsfer the generalization to other situations or uses.

ANALOGY -
An ANALOGY is a comparison which points out similarities betwezr twe things

that might be different in all other respects or circumstances.
Example: Shoe is to foot as mitten is to (hand).

Nose is to smell as ear is to (hear).

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Select hems that are to be compared.

2 . Ident:4 the common clues in the items.

3 . Determine how the first two items are related.

4 . Complete She analogy by choosing the item that rehtes to the
third item in the same way.

Reprinted with Pennission from ABC's of Thirking $0th Caldecou Books, p. 24
Copyright 1988 3ook Lures, Inc.
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CREATIVE THINKING STRATEGIES

FLUENCY
FLUENCY is the ability to produce common responses to a given situadon. The
emphasis is on quantity rather than on quality. The intent is to build a large store of

information or material for further, selective use.

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Define the situation and determine 'the category.
2 . Ask the students for many responses.
3 . Follow brainstorming rules.
4 . List all ia-as given.

..1=.4111MOMMT

FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY is the ability to respo-A in a variety of categories, to group responses
into new uses for familiar objects or situations. Flexibility requires thinking beyond
the usual and obvious to the new and original. In the story of the OX-CART MAN,
who would expect the fauna to sell his boxes, his ox-cart, his ox, and the ox's yokeand
harness, walk home, and begin over again? As with flexibility, the best responses
require time to develop. Students need time to incubate the best ideas.

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Identify the information to be used.
2 . Examine the items to be used.
3 . Identify many categories for the material.
4. Respond with new and creative categories or uses.

."71M

- ORIGINALITY
ORIGINALITY is the ability to generate novel, nontraditional, or unexpected ideas
and to interpret these ideas in clever, unique products.

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Determine and define the situation.
2 . Ask for original, unique ideas.
3 . Provide products for sharing the original idea.

1F3
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ELABORATION

0

ELABORATION is the process of adding details to an existing product. Introduce the
story by discussing stories of fairies, princesses, knights, kings, and dragons. Help the
students elaborate on the basic design of a dinosaur to create a dragon.

PROCESS STEPS:

1. Examine the basic idea or object to be changed or improved by
elaboration.

2 . Define the basic idea.
3 . Decide how to add to or expand on the basic idea to make it more

interesting or complete.
4 . Add details to develop a more interesting or useful idea.

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY is a method of teaching the processes of science or problem solving in
which the teacher silently conducts the demonstration and the stut..ents attempt to
detetrnine why what is shown occurs. ..

PROCESS STEPS:

I. Silently show the demonstratina after telling the group to watch
carefully and challenging them to try to determine why what they
see occurs.

2 . Collect observations on the chalkboard.

3 . Have the class ask questions that ran be answered by yes or no in
order to obtain information to supplemeut their observations.

4. Ask if there are any operational questions that could be
itnestigated or other demonstrations that need to be done in order
to supply more information. Allow time to investigate or to
perform the desired demonstrations.

5 . Collect on the chalkboard those points or factors that the class
deems important to the problem solution.

6. Call for a solution, or multiple solutions, to the problem.
Children should not only present their solutions but also present
supporting evidence from the problem-solving session.



TH INDEPENDENT STUDY MODEL

product pfant
devetoped

data coffecte
and organized

Reprinted with permission from ABC's of Thinking with Caldecott Backs, p. 24.
Copyright 1988, Book Lures, Inc.
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COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Cooperative learning is a systematic model for teaching content while having students

pracdce sldlls necessary for effective group work. The basic principles of cooperative

learning are:

1. Face-to-face interaction

2. Individual accountability

3 . PositHe interdependence

4. Social skills

5. Group processing

Circles of Learning
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QUICK COOPERATIVE STARTERS

Learning Partners: Ask the students to turn to a neighbor and ask him/her something about the lesson, to

explain a concept you've just taught, to explain the assignment, to explain how to do what you've just taught, to

summarize the three most important points of the discussion, or whatever fits the lesson.

Reading Growes: Students read material together and answer the questions. One person is the Reader, another

the Recomer, and the third the Checker (who checks to make certain everyone understands, agrees with, and can

explain the answers). They must come upwith three possible answers to each question and circle their favorite one.

When finished, they sign the paper to cerdfy that they all understand, agree on, and can explain the answers.

Bookends: Before a film, lecture, or a reading, have students summarize together what they already know about

the subject and come up with questions they have ; eut it. Afterwards, the trios answer questions, discuss new

information, and formulate new questions.

Jigsaw: Each person reads and smdies part of a selection with a pa rmer, practices teaching the section with a new

partner (smdent studying same section from another group), then teaches what he or she has learned the other

members of the group. Each then quizzes the group members until satisfied that everyone knows all parts

thoroughly.

Drill Partners: Have students drill each other on the facts they need to know until they are certain both partners

know and can remember them all. This works for spelling, vocabula.y, math, grammar, test review, etc. Give

bonus points on the test if all members score above a certain percentage.

Reading Buddies: In lower grades, have students read their stories to each other, getting help with words and

discussing content with their partners. In upper grades, have students tell about their books and read their favorite

parts to each other.

Worksheet Checkmetes: Have two students, each with different jobs, do one e/orksheet. The Teacher reads,

then suggests an answer; the Writer either agrees or comes upwith another answer. When they both understand and

agree on an answer, the Writer can write it.

Homework Checkers: Have students compare homework answers, discuss any they have not answered

similarly, then correct their papers and add the reason they changed an mmer. Make certair everyone's answers

arx, then stee the papers together. Grade one paper from each group and give group members that grade.

Test Reviewers: Have students prepare each other for a test. They get bonus points if every group member

scores above a preset level.

Composition Pail.... Student A explains what she/he plans to write to Student B; while Student B mkes note

or makes an outline. Together they plan the opening or the thesis statement. Then Stndent B explains while

Student A writes. They exc'aange outlines and use them in writing their papers.

Problem Solvers: Give groups a problem to solve. Each student must contribute patt of the solution. Groups

can decide who does what, but they must show where all members coetributed. Or, they can decide together, but

each must be able to explain how to solve the problem.

Computer Groups: Students work together on the computer. They must agree on the input before it is typed

in. One pereon is the Keyboard Operator, another the Monitor Reader, a third the Verifier (who collects opinions on

the input from the other two and inakes the final decision). Roles are rotated daily so everyone gets experience at all

three jobs.



Book Report Pairs: Students interview each other on the books they read, then they report on their partner's

book.

Writing Response Groups: Students read and respond to each other's papers three times:

1. They mrrk what they like mith a star and put a question park anywhere there is something they don't understand

or think is weak. Then they discuss the paper as a whole with the writer.

2. They mark problems with grammar usage, punctuation, spelling, or format and discuss it with the amthor.

3. They proofread the final draft and point out any errori kr the author to correct.

Teacher.; can assign questions for students to answer about their group members' papers to help them focus on

certain problems or ski] s
.4)

Report Groups: Students research a topic together. Each one is responsib!. for checking at least one different

source and writing at least three noteca...is of information. They write the report togeifier; each person is responsible

for seeing that his/her information is included. For oral reports, each must take a part and help others rehearse until

they are at ease.

Summary Pairs: Have students alternate reading and orally summarizing paragraphs. One reads and summarizes

while the other checks the paragraph for accuracy and adds anything left out. They alternate roles with each

ParagraPh

Elaborating .nd Relating Pairs: Have students elaborate on what they are reading and learning by relating it

to what they already know about the subject. This can be done before and afta reading a selection, listening to a

leCture, or seeing a fem.

Circles of Learning

Johnson, D,. W., Johnson, R. T., & Holubee, E. (EDS., 1988), Cooperation in zhe Classroom (revised ed.).

Edina, MN: Interaction Book Company.
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PROBLEM-SOLVING
SEQUENCE
by L. S. Shulman

1 . Problem sensing, in which a person initially detects, to his discomfort, that some kind of

problem or incongruity exists.

_ . Problem formulating, wherein the person subjectively defines a particular problem and

develops his own anticipated form of solution.

3 . Searching, in which the individual questions, hypothesizes, gathers information, and

occasionally backtracks.

4 . Problem resolving, the final phase in which the person becomes satisfied 1;iat he has

solved the problem or "found out why," thus removing the disequilibrium.

...11.../M111

PROBLEM-SOLVING
HEURISTICS

by Stephen Krulik and Jesse Ludnick
Read

la. Note key words.
lb. Get to krrw the problem setting.
lc. What is being lted for.
ld. Restate the problem in your own words.

2 . Explore

2a. Draw a diagram, or construct a model.
2b. Make a chart Record the data.
2c. Look for patterns.

3 . Select a Strategy

3a. Experiment
3b. Look for a simpler problem.
3c. Conjecture/guess.
3d. Form a tentative hypothesis.
3e. Assume a solution.

4. Solve

43. Cany through your strategy.

5 . Review and Extend

5a. Verify your answer.
5b. Look for interesting variations on the original probLn.

arilamallor 4=1=11

42
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INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNIN G

MODELS

The key to successful teaching is good planning. There is no substi--ze for it.
Good planning helps create correct discipline, pleasant atmosphere in the class,
and puposeful activity free from dead spots and waste motion-- -in short, good

planning promotes worthwhile learning. No one can teach well for long without
planning well.

Leonard H. Clark
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PLANNING MODEL
EEL

Compare and contrast life in the various Americail Colonies

nftwslius
I. Describe the influence of geography, government,

and religion on the growth and development of
the New England Colonies.

*2. Describe the influence of geography, government,
and significant persons and groups on growth and
development of the Middle Colonies.

3. Describe the influence of geogwphy, economics,
and slavery on growth and developmeu of the
Southern Colonies.

Using tbe flux label the Middle Colonies.
lives major cams. and bode:s of weer.

191

1

-"1

ASSYSSM ENT TYPES

Writing Assignment: Discuss at kat throe
earmufes of bow geoprphy affected powth rad
development of the Middle Colooks. Bc use 20
tiabontC on your examples.

J.

Divide students into six poops. From a list of
itsdi. :duel* and group, who influenced development
of tho Middle Colonisi . each poup will &eke i
subject foe research and organize the informatiuu

col!..cteiL Res..uch upon* will be puteuied
orally. (Information mape could 124 presented OA

hem or as mobiles.)

1flEl---
Individual Student Projects
Teacher Obsavetione
ladepmdent Research
Other peoducts such as sestets. timelinc . aa4
models

192



PLANNING. MODEL
UNIT/MAJOR OBJECTIVE

Compare and contrast life in the American Colonies

OBJECT!VE5
1. Describe the influence of geography, government,

and Teligion oq the growth and development of
the Hew England Colonies.

2. Describe the influence of geography, government,
and significant persons and groups on growth and
development of the Middie Colonies.

3. Describe the influence of geo.gmphy, economies,
and slavery on growth and development of the
Southern Colonies.

thing a wall rasp, locate thc Middle Colonies. As
cab rainy ts located, ask studcnis to discuss the
following:

Dow did geography affect development?
Whit %WPC the major guys and tesuutees7
What voups settled us the colony?
Descnbe what social He was lac and how it was
influenced by geographic (scion (c g weather,

natuul resources, proximity to other colonies)

193

IN T CTI

Divide class into four groups Assign each group

ODC al tbc Meddle Colonies. Have them imagine
they are propnetins And must &cies on five laws
they will make fur ihms.cotunies. Sludents will
publish then "chineri and be able to discuss the
rattier& for their charter and the similarities and
differences among all of the charters.

As the teaches delivers a mini ICCi,arZ, studesus

will take notes by completing the mania outline.
Students will discuss any noted similariiks and
differences &wag the :uguptty, governmeni, and
significant persons Mk ...soups in each colony.

Dad. limit hit tamp Sig l'asonsFCoionic9

Ri I 1

Field trips to loca: museums to exarninc artifacts
and original sources
Small coopesative discussion groups
losemired ram technique wide guided easeueemo
Review and discussion of Colonial literature
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MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING

A LESSON CYCLE

District Curriculum Sequence
KIndergaden - Twelve
including
Essential Elements HExplanation

Correction
(Reteach)

State
Objective

Focus

Check
Understanding

Tuk
Analysis

Plan
Lesson

Monitoring
and

Adjusting

Guided
Practice
Check
Mastery

Next
Objective Closure

Independent
Practice
Assess
Mastery

Extension

195

Pi ANNING TEACHING
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MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING .

LESSON CYCLE

-->

FOCUS:

1. Statement of
learning

2. lnvnlvement of

learner
3. Connect learninc

to past and pre-

sent learning

4. Techniques:
174in ended questions
2. Role-playing
3. Jokes-anecdotes

4. Examples6 pictures.

cartoons
5. Inquiring

ClOSURE:

I. Involvement of

learner

,2. Summary of4 learning:
a. teacher summ

b. student s

C. student show-

197

EXPlANKTION:

Techniques:

I. Modeling
2. Examples

3. Definitions

4. Process steps/rules

S. Concepts

Check for 1Jnderstandin2:

Talfiillitlillest a little.
Use many modalities:
I. Choral respunse 3. Private

2. Signals response
4 &Waal ques

MONITORING AND
AUJUSIINt:

Choose Alternative
modatities if needi I

to insure learning

It

CORACTIOM RETEACM :

1. Go back to same ob ctive
2. leach in another wa

use Another modality
3. Use explanation and

check for understand 1
4. Again use Guided Pra Lice-

move on when mastery
shown

GUIDED PRACTICE: CHEC MAST RY

Teacher monitored
Praise/Prompt/Leave
--no vading--
1. IWw Anch - Hass Pr ctice
2. How long - Short P actic

3. How well - to mast ry

Theory:

I. Meaningful to objective

2. Modeling - teacher show i tell

3. Monitoring - constant gl e feedback

Techniques:

I. Group Restonse
2. Individual Response

3. Teacher Guided-Group

4. leacher Guided-Individu

EXTENSION:

Activities to

1. Enrich learni g

2. Promote highe
thinking

about

objective

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:

Assess Mastery

Matwork - only after 4
mastery demo in

guided practice.

eit

Group 0 cussiun And/or
activity 198



TEACHER PESPONSE FORM

Teacher's Name (optional) School

Name of Guide

Your comments and suggestions are needed in order to enhance the quality and usability of this curriculum
guide. Please complete the following questionnaire and return to Dr. Nancy Timmons, Director of
Curriculum by February 5, 1991.

1. The guide is organized in an
effective, usable manner.

2. The statement of philosophy
reflects my ideas, opinions, and
beliefs about the subject matter.

1 The goal statements are broad,
comprehensive and express the
general aims and direction of the
course(s).

4. The objectives are clearly stated,
appropriate, and measurable.

5. The suggested. iustructional
activities and assessment items
are clearly described, aligned with
objectives, and varied to accommodate
different abilities and learning styles.

6. The suggested instructional ....iits
are helpful in Liodeling the instruc-
tional planning process.

7 The suggested instructional strategies
section is helpful in planning for variety
in teaching.

8. The resources, strategies, and plan-
ning section is adequate and helpful.

Additional comments/suggestions:

Agree - Disagree Comments

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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NOTE: You are invited to submit your ideas, activities, and assessments for possible inclusion in the
currkulum guides. Your input is welcomed and appreciated. Please include the grade level, subject,
and course objective(s) for each submission.

Check the appropriate item(s)

Teaching Activay

Assess-rient Item

Enrichment/Reteaching Activity

Unit Plans

Teaching Strategy

Resource

Other (
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